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The April issue features a new section, “STS Live”. The idea is to shift slightly 
the perspective on what a publication in a scholarly review might be. Not only a 
report, something accomplished, done, and fixed, but also something ongoing, vi-
brant, interactive, and living. “STS Live” will focus on issues that are to some extent 
urgent, relevant to the community, and not resolved. Writing on such matters is 
business as usual for journalists, but quite a challenge for scholars. Our new sec-
tion is a small vehicle for engaging analytically with what is happening #rightnow 
and for producing a type of “cloud atlas” (David Mitchell) for STS. An attempt at 
mapping something that is changing live, on the air, right before your eyes, puts to 
the fore not just some statements (let alone established facts) and the differenc-
es between them, but also the very lines of STS reasoning, the analytical tools of 
mapping that also envision how STS could/might/should be practiced in the near 
or distant future. “STS Live” is about STS thinking in the making.

It is indicative that the first topic of “STS Live” is “Alternative Facts”. Discussion 
of these matters reaches to core issues of the field. I have a strong feeling that 
we are getting back to the questions of scientific fact-building and the facticity of 
STS’s own constructions. One way to approach these questions from a different 
angle is to think about how (STS) facts (de)mobilize and are (de)mobilized.

In the 1970s and 1980s, STS was striving not just to deconstruct the universality 
of scientific truth-claims, but to show how entities are mobilized to become or to 
compound facts and what costs should be paid for the facts to travel “further” 
and “faster”. STS scholars, contrary to their own findings, were loath to do what 
scientists themselves do: not eager to get rid of the context of its own facts and 
even less so to black-box them. We are always trying to keep an eye on the alter-
natives, the others, the silenced, the underdogs. This makes STS descriptions at 
odds with STS’s own practice if it is supposed to be a science. And this discrep-
ancy also brings on the whole discussion of whether STS is practicing what it 
preaches that is recurring in current debates on alternative facts (Woolgar, 1988, 
Fuller, this issue).

In the 1990s and early 2000s, Mol’s (1999) notion of “ontological politics” showed 
that erasure of alternative versions of reality is not always the case (at least in 
some places outside the laboratory, such as the clinic) and not even the sought 
ideal. Alternatives are not just separate options but are partially connected, en-
tangled with each other, and co-ordinated in a situated fashion, as David Pontille 
and Torny show for scientific publications (this issue). This strand of research 
strengthened the tendency of STS to be more situated, slow, cautious, and mod-
est, to the point of “fighting” their own success (Law, 1999, Latour, 1999). 

But beyond this, the post-truth condition raises major epistemo-political dilem-
mas for STS scholars. 

First, they could become empirically informed “new positivists”, who unlike “old 
positivists” reflexively learned their science from their partners/objects of study, 
and who will mobilize (i.e. decontextualize and black-box) their own facts to gain 
scientific and possibly political power and authority to STS. This would imply that 
STS becomes yet another powerful, albeit reflexive actor among the others. 

(dE)mobiLizing ThE (STS) fACTS

Andrey Kuznetsov
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Second, STS scholars could also take a somewhat critical stance (not implying 
judgment) towards the modern sciences (both natural and social) and their ideal 
of mobilizing the facts. In this case, STS would continue un-black-boxing, pro-
ducing uncertainty instead of certainty, exchanging matters of fact for matters 
of concern and care. STS could consider the pace of modern science and tech-
nology not as the ideal to follow creatively, but as a problem. It could proscribe 
itself to follow a red-carpet avenue of sciences (see cover image). But, as Verran 
(this issue) observes, this strategic achievement could be criticized as a return of 
the (repressed) detached observer. However, this stance could imply some en-
gagement in the form of “Enlightenment without the critique” (Latour, 1987). STS 
could not only learn from sciences but teach them how to slow down, how to be 
concerned, cautious, careful. 

A third option is of course a combination of the two alternatives just described 
and to intervene with one of them according to a particular situation. It seems that 
some STS researchers proclaim this alternative as the most appropriate tactic 
(Verran, this issue), but I’m not sure whether anyone is pursuing it seriously. 

At such crossroads, STS could and should ask itself whether in the post-truth con-
dition it considers itself a science, or something else. Maybe diplomacy?

REfEREnCES

Latour, Bruno. 1987. “The Enlightenment without the Critique: A Word on Michel 
Serres’ Philosophy.” Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplements 21 (March): 83–97. 

———. 1999. “On Recalling ANT.” in Law, John, and John Hassard (Eds). Actor Network 
Theory and After. Blackwell: 15–25. 

Law, John. 1999. “After ANT: Complexity, Naming and Topology.” in Law, John, and 
John Hassard (Eds). Actor Network Theory and After. Blackwell: 1–14.

Mol, Annemarie. 1999. “Ontological Politics. A Word and Some Questions.” in Law, 
John, and John Hassard (Eds). Actor Network Theory and After. Blackwell: 74–89. 

Woolgar, Steve (Ed). 1988. Knowledge and Reflexivity: New Frontiers in the Sociology 
of Knowledge. Sage.
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o EASST REviEw LovERS, whERE ART Thou? 
on STS AS ExTiTuTion

Ignacio Farías

Let me begin with an announcement: in the next few weeks we will publish the 
yearbook Doing STS in Europe: EASST Review 2016 – a 250 pages book compiling 
all the contributions to the EASST Review during last year, including the profiles of 
four STS groups located in Europe and four STS publications platforms, as well as 
dozens of reports on STS events and EASST-funded activities, including two spe-
cial features: one on Bruno Latour’s exhibition RESET Modernity featuring an inter-
view with the author and three commentaries; the second one on the EASST/4S 
conference in Barcelona last year featuring over to 20 reports on specific sessions 
and panels. A digital copy of the yearbook will be downloadable for free from our 
website. And you will be able to buy print copies (yes, nothing like physical objects 
you can hold in your hands) from conventional online retailers.   

Good news, right?

But the project has also confronted us with tricky questions. First we thought: 
well, we would then need to give authors a free print copy, just like the one you 
get from any other publisher. This would also put some print copies in circulation 
among our core audience (you!), who might then in future buy print copies of all 
yearbooks we publish, and start their own collection. But discussing the idea fur-
ther a different proposal came up: we could send free print copies to STS centers 
and departments. The issue is still undecided and we do not know yet how we are 
going to handle this, but the latter suggestion made me ask myself two questions: 
first, have we seen in the last years an institutionalization of STS at universities 
and research centers? And, second, should the goal of our professional organiza-
tion be to just reinforce that process of institutionalization?

Thirty years ago, there were only a few STS centers around and practically the 
whole field was based in sociology, philosophy, anthropology, and political science 
departments. But has this really changed? We had a look at the last ten issues 
of the EASST Review and the result is perhaps exactly what one would wish for 
a successful interdisciplinary field: an exact tie of 62 authors based or affiliated 
to STS departments or centers and 62 authors, for whom in their bios we mostly 
found other institutional affiliations. By the way, we also have 57 female authors 
and 67 male authors, which is not so bad either. But even if we included Russia 
and Israel as ‘non-European’, the percentage of authors based in non-European 
institutions is just 12,9%, which should maybe remind us all of the regional char-
acter of our association and its main outlet. 

But coming back to the question of institutionalization of STS, as reflected in au-
thor affiliations in the last ten issues of the EASST Review, we need to be care-
ful with the prima facie positive results presented above. To begin with, we need 
to take into account, that in mid-2015 we introduced the section STS Multiple, 
where we invite STS groups and centers to present themselves. The seven con-
tributions included in our database average 4 authors each. So, we have about 28 
authors that appear listed as STS-based authors, whom we explicitly invited and 
encouraged to publish here. This doesn’t speak against the strong presence of 
STS-based colleagues, for the important question is how are we collectively per-
forming the field of STS, not what the field is in itself. But it introduces a nuance 
in the result. 
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Austria 10 | 0

Croatia 0 | 1

Bulgaria 1 | 3

Greece 1 | 0

Israel 0 | 1

Australia 2 | 0

Authors of Last 10 EASST Review Issues
STS affiliation | Other affiliation

India 0 | 2

Serbia 0 | 2

Russia 2 | 0

Hungary 0 | 2

United Kingdom 16 | 14
France 4 | 1

Brazil 0 | 1

Chile 0 | 1

Ecuador 0 | 1

Canada 1 | 1

United States 0 | 4

Netherlands 0 | 3
Switzerland 0 | 4

Denmark 5 | 7

Germany 12 | 9

Italy 5 | 4 

Portugal 2 | 1

Spain 1 | 0

A second consideration is how our list reflects different levels of participation and 
institutionalization of STS across European countries. Most authors are based 
in Western European countries: UK (30 authors), Germany (21), Denmark (12), 
Austria (10) and Italy (9). For these five countries, 58% of authors are affiliated to 
STS departments. The percentage appears as remarkably high, when compared 
with the 42 authors from the other 19 countries, of whom only 33% is based in 
an STS department. Taking all this into consideration, we can confirm the obvi-
ous: STS is highly institutionalized in a small set of Western European countries, 
whereas in the rest of countries STS is primarily practiced in the margins of non-
STS institutions. 
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We come thus to the second and more interesting question: how to act as a pro-
fessional association in this context? I have really never questioned the idea that 
a major goal of EASST should be to support the institutionalization of STS both 
at universities and in national research funding agencies. It seems pretty obvious 
that we aim for a future in which universities have centers or departments of STS, 
where you can get a job in STS in most countries, and where, when you apply for 
funding, you don’t need to crook your research questions or methods in order to 
make them fit in a disciplinary evaluation committee (remember Josefine’s ed-
itorial on the presences and absences of STS in grants applications and CVs? 
See Raasch 2015). I certainly still believe that these are major goals for our field. 
I applaud the systematic support that EASST has given to the formation of many 
national STS associations and networks. At the EASST Review, the sections STS 
Multiple and Cherish, not Perish aim precisely to make visible this process of insti-
tutionalization of STS across different countries.

But I think that we should equally make an effort to support a non-institution-
alized STS practice, but not in order to help it to become institutionalized, e.g. 
to create STS centers, associations or journals, but to keep STS a minoritarian 
intellectual practice in the heart of social and political science disciplines. In other 
words, couldn’t also be the role of EASST to cultivate STS as a line of flight that 
effects deterritorializations of the institutions it departs from and that creates a 
highly experimental, speculative, but also committed intellectual space1? Or to put 
it differently: couldn’t also be the role of EASST to cultivate STS as an academic 
‘extitution’? 

I really got to understand this Serresian notion through the work of Daniel Lopez. 
Two references are illuminating. The first one is a quote: “Institutions fragment, 
disaggregate, and separate in order to make visible the distinction. To build an 
institution is to constitute a Cartesian space, clear and distinct […] In contrast, the 
extitution is a social ordering that does not need to constitute an ‘inside’ and an 
‘outside’ but only a surface in/upon which a multitude of agents connect and dis-
connect” (López 2006). As Lopez further explains in a blog post from 2014 entitled 
‘There is no extitution, but modes of extitutionalization’, an extitution is not just a 
different type of institution, one that could be more heterarchical or with flexible 
boundaries and that you can point to with the finger, but rather a process of de-
territorialization or extitutionalization affecting institutions, contesting power ar-
rangements, and opening up provisory spaces for establishing new connections. 

Looking at the incredibly generative history of STS in the last 40 years, my sense is 
that this didn’t occur in spite of, but rather thanks to its lack of institutionalization; 
lack of institutionalization that has pushed STS scholars to always invent new 
connections, new vocabularies, new research objects, and new political commit-
ments2. Might it be that herein lays the crux and paradox of our field, always in 
need of simultaneously striving for institutionalization and extitutionalization?  

1 In ways perhaps related to how the 
Spanish STS network is currently 
being practiced and reflected upon. 
“What would then be prototyping an 
academic network? We don’t really 
know but we have decided to explore 
it through the figure of openness and 
experimentation: opening spaces 
of dialogue with other actors and 
institutions outside the academic 
environment; experimenting with our 
academic modalities of rationality 
and their spatial organization” 
(Estalella, Ibáñez Martín & Pavone 
2013: 6)
2 See, for example, Tomás Criado’s 
(2017) reflections on his personal 
experience in both highly fluid and 
highly institutionalized STS spaces.
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Ignacio Farías is assistant professor at the Munich Center for Technology in Society and 
the Department of Architecture of the Technical University of Munich. His most recent 
work explores the politics of urban environmental disruptions associated to tsunamis, 
the heat-island effect and environmental noise, as well as the challenges of technical 
democratization, especially in the context of smart city projects. He is the editor of 
EASST Review.
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In the last two issues, we had the first installment of our new section ‘STS Live’ 
dedicated to discussing the notion of alternative facts. We would like to thank the 
amazing group of colleagues that were willing to contribute to this conversation! 
The ‘STS Live’ section is not a fixed, but a recurring feature of the Review – we 
plan to curate at least one ‘STS Live’ conversation per year. The aim is to practice 
response-ability, to open up dialogical spaces where we can collectively reflect 
and respond to pressing matters of concern. We haven’t decided yet which issue 
to invite colleagues to address in 2018, so your ideas are extremely welcome (you 
can always reach us at: review@easst.net)

STS’ capacity to respond to current political developments in ways that are attuned 
to those who are also challenging the ‘reasonable politics’ of our ‘guardians’, as 
Isabelle Stengers calls them, is an old concern in our field. Notably, the last years 
have seen an interesting development towards more ‘inventive’ engagements in 
science and technology often based on collaborations with activists, artists and 
designers and aimed at prototyping alternative infrastructural arrangements and 
aesthetic articulations of techno-scientific worlds. Think of the success of the 
Making and Doing events at 4S conferences (http://www.4sonline.org/meeting/
sts_making_and_doing) or the renaming of Goldsmith’s CSISP into CISP: Center 
for Invention and Social Process (https://www.gold.ac.uk/cisp/overview/). There 
are indeed dozens, if not hundreds of examples. But looking back a bit, I think it is 
fair to say that Bruno Latour’s exhibitions at ZKM have made a major contribution 
to open up STS towards such inventive engagemenåts. 

Here I would like to report on my attending to Bruno Latour’s lecture-performance 
Inside (https://vimeo.com/237215710/48cd03ffcd) and reflect on the challeng-
es of STS inventions. Inside, staged by the French scenographer Frédérique Aït-
Touati, with whom the Latours wrote the radio play Kosmokolos (http://www.
bruno-latour.fr/sites/default/files/downloads/KOSMOK-JULIE-ROSE-GB.pdf), 
was presented last September in the context of the Festival Der Maulwurf macht 
weiter. Tiere / Politik / Performance [The mole keeps on going. Animals / Politics / 
Performace] at the beautiful theatre HAU, a true temple for experimentation in the 
contemporary performing arts in Berlin. My first surprise happened upon arrival 
to the theatre: I met only one STS colleague in the audience. The place was not 
packed with STS friends and colleagues, as I somehow imagined when heading 
to HAU, but with a mixed audience, whose exact provenience I cannot quite tell 
(although see below). 

The second positive surprise was to see what Latour is up to these days. Long 
done with the writing of a non-modern Constitution and the staging of Gaia, Latour 
is now experimenting with the visual representation of a new cosmology. How to 
literally redraw the cosmos? Which alternative visual imaginaries are necessary 
to remap and represent our entanglements within and beyond the ‘critical zone’, 
which broadly equates to the ‘biosphere’? Latour’s project reminds me of the kind 
of intervention Alexander von Humboldt did with his drawings of the Chimborazo 
volcano and how these drawings were crucial for advancing his reinvention of na-
ture and the cosmos. Indeed, Latour’s Inside lecture-performance achieved some-
thing that has been so difficult to achieve in the various ZKM exhibitions: engaging 
in the production of aesthetic forms that cannot be reduced to an illustration of 
theoretical propositions and that actually challenge the audience to come up with 
a different language.

invEnTion iS noT inTERvEnTion 
Ignacio Farías



Ignacio Farías is assistant professor at the Munich Center for Technology in Society and 
the Department of Architecture of the Technical University of Munich. His most recent 
work explores the politics of urban environmental disruptions associated to tsunamis, 
the heat-island effect and environmental noise, as well as the challenges of technical 
democratization, especially in the context of smart city projects. He is the editor of 
EASST Review.
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Or so I thought… until the lecture was over and the Q&A began (not included in 
the video). It was a short, but catastrophic Q&A marked by three interventions. 
The first one was a confession of not having understood much and a request to 
explain what is a vortex – the key topological figure that Latour used to articulate 
this new cosmo-graphy. The second was a long rant about the lack of effort by 
“professors” to relate the broad public, by making interventions one could not just 
politically, but even discursively relate to, in the sense of understanding what it is 
actually being said. The third one was a rant about not allowing the previous per-
son to continue her rant, for after she was given a response someone else took 
the microphone to ask something different – a meta-rant moment that led the 
chair to call it a night and invite everyone to continue the discussion over some 
drinks at the bar of the theatre. 

The more general question, of course, is what are we aiming at when embracing 
invention as a mode of STS scholarship. Oftentimes STS’ inventive engagements 
are celebrated as a form of political intervention in public controversies and cur-
rent affairs. But the difference cannot be overstated. When composing songs, 
writing poems, programming bots, designing board games, writing play scripts, 
curating exhibitions or drawing ethnographic comics, STS scholars do certainly 
address non-academic audiences. But to think that such inventive engagements 
can only be a means to articulating matters of public concern, to make things 
public, would involve underestimating both, the capacities of publics to engage 
with standardized forms of knowledge and, most problematically, the role of in-
ventive engagements as a research method. 

Indeed, the most interesting statement during the Q&A was none of the above. 
Asked about what kind of political intervention he expects these visual experi-
ments to have in current climate policy, Latour, demonstrating his difficulties un-
derstanding the question, said something like: ‘What? This? No. I don’t expect it 
to have any impact whatsoever’. If we consider this statement problematic, the 
question is then whose problem that is, for equating invention with intervention 
seems dismissive of how different these research methods are (cf. Zuiderent-
Jerak 2016). 





STS muLTipLE
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gREEnfiELd, bRownfiELd, CEnTER fiELd?

Imagine the following scenario: You are being approached by the leadership of 
the leading technical university of a country to set up a completely new center for 
Science and Technology Studies (STS) as a central part of its future strategy. You 
are being guaranteed both strong support by the university management and a 
significant amount of start-up funding to make a splash in the German landscape. 
You are given the explicit mandate to recruit international early-career scientists 
on positions that hitherto did not exist in Germany (tenure track), and who ought 
to represent different strands and schools within STS – young faculty who are 
both dedicated STS-ers and compatible with an ambitious technical university. 
And imagine you were given free rein to establish a new portfolio in research, 
teaching, and public dialogue – not just about science and technology but, ac-
cording to expectations, also with scientists and engineers.

On the surface, this seems like an almost surreal carte-blanche opportunity for a 
field that has struggled since its inception with a lack of institutionalization and in-
stitutional support. Yet it presents both a daunting task and responsibility: How do 
you represent an international field that has grown considerably in breadth, depth, 
and scholarly traditions? How do you include, revive, and/or break with existing 
STS traditions in Germany, where the field has suffered years of institutional im-
passes? How do you position STS ‘in the belly of the beast’ – that is, in the midst 
of an institution that embodies, in almost exemplary form, STS’s subject-matter 
of technoscience? And how do you balance scholarly independence at a center-
in-the-making with high hopes that it will contribute a value-added and service 
provision to its host institution?

Thus were the opportunities and challenges when Sabine Maasen was entrust-
ed with the task of establishing the Munich Center for Technology in Society 
(MCTS) as its director-elect and professor of sociology of science in April 2014. 
In keeping with this balancing act, the MCTS embraced its genealogical roots at 
the Technical University of Munich (TUM), where it could build on a long-standing 

ThE muniCh CEnTER foR TEChnoLogy in SoCiETy 
(mCTS): RAiSing ThE STAkES foR STS in gERmAny

Figure 1: Technical University 
of Munich, Main Entrance              

©Astrid Eckert / TUM

Figure 2: MCTS Logo                          
©MCTS / TUM

Sabine Maasen, Ignacio 
Farías, Uli Meyer, Ruth 
Müller, Jan-Hendrik Passoth, 
Sebastian Pfotenhauer, 
Wolfgang Pietsch, Karin 
Zachmann
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tradition of philosophy of science and technology, history of technology in con-
junction with the Deutsches Museum (Box 1), and the Carl von Linde-Academy for 
interdisciplinary education of students in science and engineering. At the same 
time, however, the MCTS embarked on a two-year international hiring spree to 
construct a strong and internationally connected STS center that could capitalize 
on flourishing STS research and practice taking place elsewhere. What is more, 
from the start, it affirmed its envisioned role as an integrative pillar at a technical 
university, courageous enough to combine critical analysis with co-shaping and 
interventionist activities in today’s TechnoSociety. 

buiLding on STRong foundATionS: phiLoSophy And hiSToRy of SCiEnCE 
And TEChnoLogy AT Tum

Particularly in Germany, technical universities have been a strong-
hold of philosophers of science and technology for nearly a century. 
Installed originally as a unifying counter-measure to growing discipli-
nary fragmentation, philosophy of science and technology has a long 
tradition of investigating into the epistemological and ethical founda-
tions of science and engineering. This initial emphasis on foundational 
issues has partly given way to analysis of, and reflection on, the con-
ceptual and normative frameworks of current scientific and technolog-
ical developments. Either way, the philosophical inquiries envisioned 
at MCTS remain deeply and directly informed by scientific and engi-
neering practice. A focus on Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and, more 
generally, ICTs has been a key characteristic of research and teaching 
in philosophy at TUM and MCTS until the retirement of MCTS found-
ing director Klaus Mainzer in March 2016. Concepts like ‘information,’ 
‘complexity,’ and ’cognition’ have been, and remain, the nucleus of epis-
temological and ethical inquiries, as senior members of the group con-
tinue to work on data-intensive sciences, intelligent environments, or 
the pragmatic dimensions of computer simulations. The position of 
a full professor of philosophy of science and technology is currently 
open, and whoever joins the MCTS in the near future will be a pillar of 
the STS community at TUM.

Figure 3: Retreat Research Profile   
© MCTS / TUM, 2016
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Likewise, another trademark of the German academic landscape is the 
traditionally strong institutional affinity between history and technolo-
gy. Engineers have been engaged with history at technical universities 
since the early 20th century. At the outset, they mainly constructed 
heroic tales of great inventors and inventories of major inventions. 
After World War II, reflexive accounts by historians replaced such a 
perspective. Historians are storytellers – and historians of technology 
have stories to tell about technology, its progression, application, and 
the impact it has on the life of past and present societies.  A broad 
understanding of technology is at the core of historical research at 
the MCTS, including both the making and becoming of artefacts, tech-
no-social systems, technical knowledge, and technology-mediated 
practices. Historians of technology at MCTS analyze their material in 
its specific spatio-temporal configuration by working with historical 
sources, including archival material, physical objects and structures, 
texts, statistics, and images of various provenance, but also sounds, 
signals, codes, all forms of virtual information, and much more. They 
are interested in theoretical resources from the humanities and social 
sciences, using them not only to interpret primary sources but also 
to give their narratives time-specific sense and significance. Historical 
research at the MCTS ranges from 19th century logistical infrastruc-
ture to evidence practices of technical security and technologically en-
hanced plants in the 20th century.

This decidedly broad mission reflects, on the one hand, the MCTS’s youth and con-
tinuing state of becoming. With every new member, we add and explore ever-new 
nuances of intellectual entrepreneurship and passion. At the same time, a recog-
nizable and unique intellectual profile of the MCTS as a whole gradually emerges 
from the amalgamation of individual interests. On the other hand, the MCTS’s mis-
sion recognizes that we are ‘standing on the shoulders of giants’ and necessarily 
need to situate our activities as part of an established scholarly community of 
Science and Technology Studies. In its diversity, STS has become known as a field 
that investigates knowledge and knowledge-making in its heterogeneous forms 
and fashions – be they scientific, technical, or symbolic; embodied in objects (e.g., 
instruments) or material systems (e.g., industries); narrowly expert-centered or 
broadly inclusive of other stakeholders; universalizing and standardizing (e.g., 
through indicators and infrastructures) or bound by contingent local practice (e.g., 
different ways of knowing and valuing); embedded as part and parcel of politics, 
law, and economics as well as inextricably linked to, e.g., popular, religious, or aes-
thetic culture (see the article, “Innovation and Society,” below). 

In short, the processes and practices interlinking science, technology, and society 
are non-linear, contested, and time-bound – they are “constitutive” of modern life. 
Science and technology both inform the ways social life is ordered and they enact 
certain ideas of desirable order, progress, and futures. Developments in science 
and technology regularly cut to the very heart of the social, political, and legal cat-
egories that order our modern states, international relations, diplomacy, commu-
nity, and citizenship. At the same time, they order the categories that we employ 
to interpret individual and collective rights such as fair procedures, bodily integri-
ty, sustainable development, and many others. From molecular biology to health 
care, from social media to cyber espionage, from evidence-based policy-making 
to innovation-based economic growth, science and technology are not only con-
stitutive elements of social order, but also constitutional. It is in this sense that we 
at the MCTS talk about present societies as TechnoSocieties.
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A CompREhEnSivE SCopE

Given this breadth in scope and ambition, STS today needs a broad spectrum of 
epistemic and methodological resources to understand the many ways in which 
science, technology, and society are constitutive of one another. At the MCTS, our 
members’ rich variety of disciplinary backgrounds provides us with a toolbox of 
options and approaches for inquiry. Our expertise covers various social sciences 
(e.g., sociology, political science, anthropology, public policy, and geography) and 
humanities (philosophy and history of science and technology), in part enriched 
by additional expertise in the natural sciences (e.g., physics and biology), or engi-
neering (e.g. informatics and systems engineering). This mix allows us to tackle 
research projects as thoroughly socio-technical and normative challenges, and 
to work towards analyses and solutions that recognize their social, political, envi-
ronmental, and industrial implications. It also acknowledges that science in dem-
ocratic societies needs to reflect a range of voices and interests, both in terms 
of disciplinary approaches and trans-disciplinary openings. No major problem 
today can be tackled by scientific experts and/or technical means alone. Rather, 
technoscientific developments become subject to contestations and negotiations 
with the wider public as well as with political, industrial, and bureaucratic actors. 

In this spirit, the MCTS also considers itself to be part of today’s innovation cul-
ture, practicing a culture of ‘critical engagement’ and ‘engaged critique’ across 
its projects, teaching, and public outreach. While mobilizing a critical intellectual 
distance to detect normative or epistemic assumptions that may lead to barriers, 
misunderstandings, or conflict, we also engage in co-creative and ‘co-laborative’ 
practices (see the article, “Collaboration and other forms of productive idiocy,” be-
low). In our view, this is the unique opportunity that STS affords today: it is – or 
can be – at the same time both an analytic practice and a practice of intervention, 
two forms of engagement that enrich each other but which also need to be bal-
anced and investigated regarding the epistemic and normative assumptions that 
guide them. 

By way of an example, the program of the chair in sociology of science puts 
‘Exploring TechnoSociety’ front and center in its research program. This research 
group explores how diverse societal actors explore their ‘technological existence’ 
by (re-)engineering ever-new interfaces between the social and the technical, an 
emerging roboticized life-world being but one object of study. Members of the 
group participate in the co-shaping of social robotics with engineers and actors 
in the care professions and industries. They analyze societal promises (e.g., em-
powerment of the elderly) and perils (e.g., the instrumentalization of citizens and 
experts as co-producers and legitimators of socio-technical developments). Here, 
scholarly analyses of the ambivalences attached to a post-technocratic regime 
go hand in hand with collaborative research practices, continuously informing and 
correcting one another.

Figure 4: Research Colloquium 
‘TechnoScienceStudies’                     
©MCTS / TUM, 2016
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buiLding bLoCkS of An STS CEnTER

The MCTS is lucky to be able to pursue its vision and mission with considerable 
resources. Since April 2014, the center’s scientific staff has grown to more than 
60 members, including 35 graduate students, spread across eight units (see be-
low). In addition to becoming an stand-alone hub for STS in Germany, the MCTS is 
also an ‘integrative research center’ within TUM, tasked with bringing STS insights 
to bear at various other TUM departments and schools, and providing a crystal-
lization point for social science research. This implies, among other things, that 
every professor at the MCTS is also affiliated with one or two other departments 
at TUM. This institutional structure enables us to forge strong links with science 
and engineering as well as management and the political sciences at TUM. The 
MCTS units are:

• Sabine Maasen, Chair in Sociology of Science, co-affiliated with the 
School of Governance as well as with the School of Education

• Karin Zachmann, Chair in History of Technology, co-affiliated with the 
School of Education

• Chair in Philosophy of Science and Technology (currently vacant), 
co-affiliated with the School of Governance

• Ignacio Farías, Professor of Participatory Technology Design, co-affili-
ated with the Department of Architecture

• Ruth Müller, Professor of Science and Technology Policy, co-affiliated 
with the School of Life Sciences Weihenstephan

• Sebastian Pfotenhauer, Professor of Innovation Research, co-affiliated 
with the School of Management

• Uli Meyer: Group leader, Reorganizing Industry Lab 

• Jan-Hendrik Passoth: Group leader, Digital Media Lab Figure 5:  Doctoral Retreat                 
© MCTS / TUM, 2016
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The dual focus on core STS education and integration with other TUM faculty is 
also reflected in the MCTS’s comprehensive teaching portfolio, which address-
es a wide range of specific groups. MCTS education activities comprise, first, 
a study program at the Bachelor level on “Science, Technology, and Society,” 
open to all students at TUM. This study program is intended to train students 
in the natural sciences and engineering to appreciate technical problems as so-
cio-technical ones and to broaden their range of responses. Second, the MCTS 
features two Masters programs: “Science and Technology Studies” (M.A. STS) 
and “Responsibility in Science, Engineering, and Technology” (M.A. RESET). This 
differentiation responds to the different backgrounds and interests of graduate 
students, who may prefer a greater academic or professional orientation, respec-
tively. Third, the MCTS has a PhD Program on “TechnoScienceSocieties” that of-
fers PhD students a range of dedicated short courses and workshops alongside 
research and teaching opportunities. Finally, the MCTS has established a cata-
logue of “STS plug-in modules” custom-tailored for Masters programs at other 
TUM departments, including the modules “Data Science in Society,” “Responsible 
Governance in Science, Technology, and Society,” “What Future of Mobility? 
Engaging Technologies, Politics, Economic Scenarios, and Practices,” as well as 
“Technoscience and the City.”

Being a young center also means being visible and being vocal. Like most STS 
centers, the MCTS offers a range of regular events such as public research col-
loquia, workshops, and the Munich Lecture on Technology in Society. Moreover, 
during its short existence, the MCTS has already hosted a range of workshops 
and symposia targeting audiences from inside TUM, the global STS community, 
as well as other stakeholders, e.g., from industry and politics. A short snapshot 
of recent activities can be found in Box 2. At the same time, the MCTS offers a 
rich playing field to participate in, experiment with, and critically interrogate novel 
forms of inter- and transdisciplinary collaborations. In “Collaboration and other 
forms of productive idiocy,” (see below) we offer a brief review of recent experi-
ences and formats of MCTS collaborative activities. 

in-REACh And ouTREACh AT mCTS: SomE RECEnT ExAmpLES.

mAkEAThon on 3d pRinTing in pRoSThETiCS

This four-day MCTS event explored the digital production chain for up-
per and lower limb prostheses. It brought together researchers from 
the fields of industrial design and STS with users and other stakehold-
ers from the prosthetics and 3D printing industries. The Makeathon 
covered the entire process from ideation to the actual production of 
3D-printed physical models. As a powerful example of applied STS re-
search, it opened up new perspectives on sociotechnical change and 
user-centered design, inspiring collaboration beyond the event itself.

SEnSoR pubLiCS: on ThE poLiTiCS of SEnSing And dATA infRASTRuCTuRES 

What happens when sensing and data infrastructures, from satellites 
to self-tracking devices, become objects of public concern? This two-
day MCTS event brought together researchers working at the inter-
section of STS, sociology, critical security studies, and engineering to 
engage with claims that our societies are witnessing a proliferation of 
sensors, from satellites to smart-city devices. Featuring keynotes from 
two leading STS scholars, an interdisciplinary mix of research papers, 
participatory workshops, and a demonstration of how to hack a satel-
lite, this event sought to critically explore and test propositions about 
the affordances of sensing technologies for political participation.
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igSSE foRum – SCiEnCE And TEChnoLogy in, wiTh, And foR SoCiETy

Taking responsibility for running a mandatory three-day event for 
the TUM International Graduate School for Science and Engineering 
(IGSSE), the MCTS engaged with about 120 TUM PhDs and post-docs 
from the natural sciences and engineering. Together, we analyzed the 
meaning and relevance of inter- and transdisciplinary interactions 
for different scientific areas. We discussed topics such as science 
and technology policy, responsible research and innovation, and the 
democratization of science and technology. Among other things, the 
participating PhD students were challenged to conceptually trans-
form their own research posters (and, by extension, projects) around 
socio-technical questions, after having been provided a range of STS 
concepts, ideas, and tools. 

REThinking ThE gEnomE – EpigEnETiCS, hEALTh & SoCiETy 

This interdisciplinary panel discussion brought together international 
experts from the life sciences, social sciences, and humanities to dis-
cuss the opportunities and challenges of epigenetic research for sci-
ence and society with an engaged audience. The panel discussion was 
followed by a two-day workshop focused on investigating the concept 
of biosocial plasticity. Researchers explored the narrative and episte-
mological formations that enable and limit the thinking and doing of 
biosocial plasticity in science and society.

Figure 6: IGSSE Forum                        
© MCTS / TUM, 2016
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These points further speak to the two-fold challenges facing the MCTS on its path 
ahead: Finding our voice as part of both the STS community and the technical 
community at TUM. Regarding the STS community, the MCTS will – by design – 
likely never offer a unified answer to questions about theoretical commitments, 
topics and sites of interest, or visions for STS as a field. To do so would be both 
unrealistic and undesirable. Yet we are actively seeking common intellectual 
ground and empirical overlaps, for example, in a research group, the Engineering 
Responsibility Lab, which includes researchers from all MCTS units. Regarding 
the technical community at TUM, as STS researchers at a technical university, 
we are faced with the boon and bane of being both part of driving sociotechnical 
developments and being critical of them. Yet we consider this tension to be a pos-
itive sign: In our opinion, the founding of the MCTS reflects a growing desire for 
greater institutional reflexivity at (technical) universities. These universities feel 
the need to position themselves vis-à-vis societal challenges grand and small. 
The case of the MCTS in particular demonstrates how a traditional technical uni-
versity can invent new institutional structures (integrated research centers, joint 
tenure-track based appointments) and follow through with substantial resources 
to respond to these challenges in an ‘entrepreneurial’ way. This opportunity will 
continue to excite and challenge us – our professional identities and careers, the 
MCTS as a networked organization, as well as our visions for the practice of STS. 
From here, we are already imagining what the seemingly carte-blanche scenario 
will have grown into in five years’ time. We invite you to stay tuned (www.mcts.
tum.de).

Sabine Maasen is an STS scholar, trained in sociology, psychology, and linguistics. Since 
2014, she holds a chair in sociology of science and is head of the MCTS at TU Munich, 
Germany. Her research focuses on the ways in which emerging technologies such as 
social robotics or neurotechnologies cha(lle)nge selves and societies (TechnoSelves, 
TechnoSociety) as well as doing research (collaborative research, entrepreneurial uni-
versities, science management). She is member of numerous Scientific Boards and 
Councils.

Ignacio Farías is Assistant Professor for Particpatory Technology Design at the MCTS 
and the Department of Architecture, where he heads the research group ‘Infrastructure 
and Participation’. His research explores socio-technical arrangements and practices of 
urban residents, experts and publics who, by rendering the city into an object of knowl-
edge, design and intervention, enact it in heterogeneous ways. 

Uli Meyer heads the Post/Doc-Lab Reorganizing Industries at the MCTS. He is interested 
in in bringing together ideas from STS, innovation studies and organization studies. His 
current research focuses on the dynamic of socio-technical futures like “Industrie 4.0” 
in Germany, the impact of engineer career patterns on science and technology devel-
opment, and the interplay between recent digital and organizational transformations in 
industries. He previously was a post-doc at TU Berlin and a visiting fellow at Stanford 
University and University of Bologna. 
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Ruth Müller is Assistant Professor of Science and Technology Policy at the MCTS and 
the School of Life Sciences Weihenstephan and head of the research group “Research 
Policy and Knowledge Cultures.” She holds degrees in Molecular Biology (MSc) and 
Science & Technology Studies (PhD). Her research explores the nexus of science, tech-
nology & policy with a focus on the effects of research governance on knowledge pro-
duction and the sociology and epistemology of the life sciences.

Sebastian Pfotenhauer is an Assistant Professor at the Munich Center for Technology 
in Society (MCTS) and the TUM School of Management at Technical University Munich. 
At MCTS, he heads the research group Innovation, Society and Public Policy. His re-
search interests include regional innovation cultures as well as science and technology 
in international settings. He previously was a research scientist and lecturer with the 
MIT Technology & Policy Program and a Fellow at the Harvard Program on Science, 
Technology, and Society. 

Jan-H. Passoth is a Research Group Leader of the Digital/Media/Lab at the MCTS. He 
studied sociology, computer science and political science at Hamburg University where 
he also completed his dissertation in social theory. His research focuses on the use 
of standardized and interconnected software technologies in popular culture, politics 
and the media. He has worked in Hamburg, Bielefeld and Berlin and has been a visiting 
scholar at Indiana University, Pennsylvania State University.

Karin Zachmann heads the subject area history of technology. She and her team are 
currently involved in two research compounds. The language of biofacts: semiotics and 
materiality of high-tech plants deals with the relationship of technicality and naturalness 
in modern agriculture. Practicing evidence- evidencing practice explores practices of 
evidence in science, technology and medicine.

Wolfgang Pietsch is a philosopher of science and technology with a background in phys-
ics. His main research interest is scientific method focusing on fundamental concepts 
like causation, analogy, or probability. He is deputy chairman of the working group on 
philosophy of physics of the German Physical Society and was a Poiesis Fellow at the 
Institute for Public Knowledge of New York University.
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innovATion & SoCiETy: ThE divERSiTy of 
innovATion pRACTiCE

In 2010, with the launch of the Innovation Union initiative, the European Commission 
declared the continent to be in a state of ‘innovation emergency’: “We need to do 
much better at turning our research into new and better services and products if 
we are to remain competitive in the global marketplace and improve the quality 
of life in Europe” (EC, 2016). This call for ’more innovation’ has become common-
place across countries, sectors, and organizations. Hardly a day passes without 
a government or organization launching an innovation strategy. Indeed, it seems 
as if every government or institutional initiative must answer to a ubiquitous inno-
vation imperative in order to be desirable, economically defensible, and modern 
(Godin, 2012; Pfotenhauer and Jasanoff, 2017; Rammert et al., 2016). For STS 
scholars – whether interested in politics and the state, organizations, urban life, 
changing epistemic and work cultures, or broader questions of justice, responsi-
bility, and democracy – this raises a range of critical questions. 

At the MCTS, researchers across various groups analyze the politics, practices, 
promises, and pressures of innovation in a range of settings. What connects 
these researchers in their diverse projects is an interest in how the innovation 
pressure is reconfiguring society and its organizations in fundamental ways. That 
is, what does it do to societies if every university, every firm, every region, engi-
neer, and government initiative needs to be innovative? Conversely, the projects 
share an interest in how innovation, despite common rhetoric and instruments, is 
made up of diverse practices and attempts at meaning-making that are shaped by 
unique social, political, and organizational factors. In other words, what do govern-
ments, firms, institutions, or individuals really do when they say they are becoming 
innovative?

TRAvELing imAginARiES of innovATion 

Sebastian Pfotenhauer, Alexander Wentland, Luise Ruge

In a joint project with colleagues from the U.S. and Denmark, we investigate the 
circulation of innovation models around the globe, focusing particularly on the 
‘best practice’ models of MIT and Silicon Valley as prominent templates for re-
organizing universities and regions. In this cross-country comparative study, we 
investigate how actors in various places envision fundamentally different things 
under the notion of innovation – what it is, what it is for, how it works, and who 
needs to be involved. We draw on the concept of sociotechnical imaginaries to 
show how implementations of the ‘same’ innovation model – and with it the notion 
of ‘innovation’ itself – are co-produced with locally specific diagnoses of a societal 
deficiency and equally specific understandings of acceptable remedies (Jasanoff 
and Kim, 2009). Analytically, the focus on supposedly standardized models in a 
comparative setting provides a lens onto the social and political underpinnings of 
innovation. This approach offers new possibilities for theorizing how and where 
culture matters in innovation policy: It responds to growing concerns from within 
the innovation studies community about the limits and prescriptiveness of ex-
isting theoretical frameworks, and takes seriously the history of failed attempts 
to emulate ‘success models’ like MIT or Silicon Valley elsewhere. Our approach 
suggests that the ‘success’ and ‘failure’ of innovation models are not a matter 
of how well societies are able to implement a supposedly sound universal mod-
el, but more about how effectively they articulate their imaginaries of innovation 
and tailor their strategies accordingly. This study ties into other ongoing MCTS 
projects like the reorganization of universities under the banners of ‘excellence’ or 
‘entrepreneurship.’ 

Sebastian Pfotenhauer, 
Innovation, Society & Public 
Policy Group
Uli Meyer, Reorganizing 
Industries Lab
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SoCio-TEChniCAL fuTuRES And induSTRy 4.0 

Uli Meyer

Another project studies how ideas of innovation and technological progress get 
translated into socio-technical futures, and how these futures in turn influence 
society in the present. Socio-technical futures are (usually primarily technical) de-
scriptions of what the future could possibly look like, interwoven with narratives 
about how certain technological developments will benefit society. They tend to 
start as mere descriptions of technological possibilities. If successful, they turn 
into socio-technical promises and even requirements. This dynamic can unfold 
like a self-fulfilling prophecy: Because more and more people subscribe to a par-
ticular future, society performatively develops in this direction (Dierkes et al., 1996; 
Jasanoff and Kim, 2009; Lente and Rip, 1998). Socio-technical futures are thus 
both the result and a driver of the ubiquitous innovation imperative: They can 
only unfold because of society’s general orientation toward innovation, but at the 
same they act as an important stabilizing element in the innovation discourse. 
Examples of past socio-technical futures are Moore’s Law for the semiconductor 
industry, HDTV, or the information superhighway. 

A recent and extremely prominent example in Germany is the concept of Industry 
4.0 (known more commonly in the U.S. as the Next Production Revolution or the in-
dustrial internet). The basic promise and claim of Industry 4.0 is that industries are 
undergoing large-scale digital transformations due to the growing introduction of 
information and communication technology. This includes, among other things, 
the introduction of cyber-physical systems like co-bot workspaces, the increased 
self-organization of machines on platforms like the internet of things, and emerg-
ing ecologies of distributed innovation and digital fabrication. Only this fourth in-
dustrial revolution, so the story goes, will secure economic competitiveness and 
societal welfare in highly industrialized countries. It links industrial performance 
to the idea of software ‘updates’ and places recent and future developments in 
the context of a series of ongoing industrial revolutions by way of a teleological 
narrative. What is more, it is also caters to the promise of re-industrialization of 
high-wage, post-manufacturing economies. In our project, we ask why and how 
socio-technical futures like Industry 4.0 gain momentum and become dominant 
and, as a result, influence governments, firms, institutions, individuals, or society 
as a whole. To do so, we analyze the role and activities of different types of or-
ganizations – e.g., governmental agencies, firms, associations, unions – in such 
processes. At the level of individual companies, we ask how they try to translate 
abstract socio-technical futures into their own organization, and how this in turn 
influences their inter-organizational networks. 

TEST bEdS: TESTing ThE fuTuRE 

Franziska Engels, Alex Wentland, Sebastian Pfotenhauer

In the crossroads of the previous two projects the question arises how practic-
es and promises become universally desirable – or, asked differently, when and 
how models become models. That is, when do we consider a local practice as 
sufficiently understood in order to be seen as standardizable, package-able, trans-
ferable, or scalable (Hilgartner, 2015; Latour, 1990)? One particularly interesting 
innovation practice in this regard is ‘test beds’ (and related concepts such as ‘liv-
ing labs’ or ‘real-life laboratories’). ‘Test beds’ have emerged as a prominent inno-
vation model across geographical regions, scales, and technical domains. 

Feeding on the popular ‘grand challenges’ discourse and the growing insight that 
adequate responses to these challenges will require complex transformations, 
test beds promise to ‘pilot,’ or ‘test,’ sociotechnical futures under ‘real-world con-
ditions’ while at the same time providing a stepping stone and a vehicle capable 
of bringing this very future about. Most widely invoked in the context of sustain-
able energy transitions, test beds are deemed particularly useful for areas that 
are characterized by a high degree of complexity and uncertainty and that require 
experimental space for new forms of collaborative innovation activity. In a joint 
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project with the Berlin Social Science Center (WZB), we explore and problematize 
the notion of test beds in energy contexts at various scales, including sustainable 
energy campuses and regional energy initiatives. The project investigates how the 
test bed approach marks a shift in the conceptual understanding of how innova-
tion operates and at what scale, and who ought to be involved in this collective 
innovation endeavor. Test beds, moreover, imply normative changes in the rela-
tionship between innovation and society, as society both acts as the laboratory 
for innovation and, at the same time, is enrolled at an early stage to performative-
ly enact the future that it is supposed to test. In particular, we explore how test 
beds operate with a tacit expectation of scalability that requires social work and 
specific forms of vision alignment (Engels et al., 2017). Again, this project ties 
synergistically into various other projects at the MCTS, such as the role of urban 
laboratories and participatory infrastructures in ‘smart cities.’

innovATion SCRipTS in fiRm SETTingS 

Judith Igelsböck, Uli Meyer

The dominance of certain prominent role models and discourses around innova-
tion, such as Silicon Valley and the inevitable rise of Industry 4.0, bear witness to 
isomorphic tendencies of imitation and homogenization in the innovation land-
scape. Against the background of a pervasive innovation imperative and the fear 
of becoming the ‘next Kodak,’ industrial organizations thus face a permanent pres-
sure to innovate. But what does this actually mean to individual organizations? 
What do firms really do when they decide to – or feel pressured to – become 
innovative? Where do they get their ideas from and how do such ideas spread? In 
one project, we seek to understand how ‘innovation scripts’ function as mode of 
normalization within and across industrial fields. While innovation is closely inter-
woven with paradigms of creativity and novelty, industrial organizations tend to 
follow similar scripts and thus innovate in similar ways. This project is an empiri-
cal quest for the innovation scripts that guide innovation activities in terms of the 
human and non-human ‘agents of change’ mobilized to perform innovation, the 
distribution of roles and responsibilities among them, and the innovation settings 
in which innovation is supposed to be taking place (Akrich, 1992). The analysis 
attempts to contribute to a theoretical understanding of where the ideas about 
how to innovate come from, how such ideas circulate and manifest, and how this 
dynamic impacts society.

innovATion in inTER- And TRAnSnATionAL SETTingS 

Mascha Gugganig, Nina Witjes, Nina Frahm, Verena Kontschieder, Federica Pepponi

Cutting across the aforementioned projects sits another set of questions around 
how science and innovation function when they explicitly seek to straddle cultural 
and jurisdictional boundaries. Throughout a range of projects, researchers at the 
MCTS explore how science, technology, and innovation play out in – and help 
configure – international settings, for example, in the making of institutions, iden-
tities, discourses, or representations. For instance, which visions of Europe are 
advanced through robotics or food innovation in EU-funded research consortia? 
How do national understandings regarding the need for and limits of new robotics 
or food technologies differ? How does this add up to one cohesive European ap-
proach (if at all)? What does it mean do foster regimes of responsible innovation 
in international settings such as the OECD or the EU? And how do knowledge prac-
tices and technology enter into international relations, e.g., in the form of remote 
sensing and security technologies? Across these projects, ongoing work seeks to 
address tensions between tendencies to standardize and harmonize innovation 
practice on the one hand, and the immutable diversity of innovation’s socio-cultur-
al embedding on the other. It builds on long-standing comparative research tradi-
tions in STS research (Jasanoff, 2005) as well as STS literature on infrastructures 
and standardized regimes (Barry, 2006; Timmermans and Berg, 1997).
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As an ‘Integrative Research Center’ at a Technical University in one of Germany´s 
highly industrialized regions, the Munich Center for Technology in Society (MCTS) 
is both privileged and cursed to do STS research in the proverbial belly of the 
beast. Recently re-branded as an ‘entrepreneurial university,’ TUM is a hub for EU 
H2020 proposals, EIT KICs, and industry-led consortiums set to solve societal 
grand challenges. The MCTS has, from the beginning, been invited and expected 
to participate in these techno-scientific initiatives, to do social research, and to 
speak in the name of individuals, communities, publics, societies. Willingly or not, 
during its short existence the MCTS has already become a laboratory for more 
or less experimental approaches to integrating STS research into natural science 
and engineering projects.

At the MCTS, we nurture these collaborations in a variety of different roles – as 
epistemic and political allies, as inter- and transdisciplinary counterparts, as idiot-
ic collaborators, and as an institutional hub of social science expertise. We under-
stand these collaborations as one generative way to engage with – and intervene 
in – the technoscientific setup of our current and future common worlds. Knowing 
about the dangers of “ELSI-fication and its analytical pitfalls” (Williams, 2005: 342) 
– mostly related to a certain idea of the STS scholar as the informed and critical 
outsider “challenging the exclusive role of technical specialists” (Williams, 2005: 
342) – we are therefore experimenting with different scopes and scales of en-
gagement to craft situated interventions.

A common thread that links these different engagements is our commitment to 
both disruptive criticisms and experimental co-creation. The fields we are working 
in are as diverse as the ways we engage with them. In this short article, we tell 
three stories of collaborations with our techno-scientific partners and reflect upon 
the different scopes and scales of collaboration that are at stake.

STARTing CoLLAboRATionS fRom muTuAL diSConCERTmEnTS 

Ruth Müller, Michael Penkler, Georgia Samaras

In this first story, we meet a group of biologists, social scientists, and humanities 
scholars who try to think and work together to get a grasp on a shared research 
topic: environmental epigenetics. This topic seems to both escape and engage all 
of their traditional disciplinary frameworks, while at the same time raising signif-
icant epistemological, social and political questions. Epigenetics is the study of 
changes in gene expression that are not caused by mutations in the genetic code 
itself. Rather, epigenetics explores how chemical modifications on the DNA effect 
changes by regulating which genes can be accessed and transcribed and to what 
degree. An important branch of epigenetics is environmental epigenetics, which 
investigates how stimuli from the environment can induce epigenetic alterations. 
The notion of environmental stimuli includes toxins, food, but also social expe-
riences and lifestyle practices, all of which are thought to possibly affect gene 
expression and hence health and illness. An epigenetic perspective therefore ren-
ders the environment and the way we live in it as crucial for what becomes of our 
genes and, by extension, for our chances for health or risk of disease (Landecker 
& Panofsky, 2013; Pickersgill et al., 2013). This has significant implications for 
biology and beyond. 

First, while the genome of genetics was mostly conceived as a stable, central 
blueprint for the organism – the so-called “book of life” (Kay, 2000) – the genome 
of epigenetics has become a “dynamic and reactive system” (Fox Keller, 2015: 
10). Second, such a conceptualization of the genome as responsive rather than 

CoLLAboRATion And oThER foRmS 
of pRoduCTivE idioCy

Ignacio Farías, Infrastructure 
and Participation Group 
Ruth Müller, Knowledge 
Cultures and Research Policy 
Group 
Jan-Hendrik Passoth, Digital 
Media Lab
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fixed renders social positions and their situated environmental exposures as an 
important factor for understanding the biosocial becomings of health and illness 
(Kenney & Müller, 2017; Mansfield, 2012; Meloni, 2015). Recent studies even sug-
gest that epigenetic effects might not be limited to the exposed generation, but 
could be passed on by inter- and transgenerational epigenetic inheritance.

Here the ambivalent potential of environmental epigenetics becomes apparent: 
On the one hand, environmental epigenetics could present a tool for social and en-
vironmental justice work, pointing out the molecular scars of inequality, possibly 
across generations. On the other hand, there is also the potential for deterministic 
logics to emerge that view the biology of individuals and groups as determined by 
the environments they or their parents live(d) in. 

This mutual disconcertment (Kenney, 2015; Verran, 2001) about the ambivalent 
politics of epigenetic epistemology has been the starting point for international 
biosocial collaborations set in motion here at the MCTS over the last two years. 
Collaborative intervention is the goal, and sharing social and epistemic resources 
is key to the process. What marks these collaborations is a sense of urgency that 
is not mandated but experienced. We organize workshops, conferences sessions, 
and public events together, write commentary pieces in life science and public 
health journals (e.g., Hanson & Müller, 2017), text book chapters, and project 
applications, all of which pose the following questions: How can we handle this 
responsibly? How can environmental epigenetics become a tool for social and 
environmental justice rather than further distinction, division, and discrimination? 

This type of collaboration depends massively on the generosity of individual 
scholars, particularly senior life science scholars, who give credibility to the so-
cial science interventions, and who, through continued collaboration, turn them 
gradually into biosocial interventions. In our case, it is further supported by a re-
cently formed network of epigenetics researchers from different institutions here 
in Munich, which actively seeks out interdisciplinary dialog; and by the great in-
terest shown by students here at TUM, who become involved in the project on 
different levels. A collaboration like this one is a long-term process, held together 
by shared intellectual fascinations and political stakes. It is a messy process of 
partial translations, ambiguity and compromise. But above all, it is an exciting 
process of transgressing disciplinary boundaries and re-imagining how we could 
understand life, health, and illness differently, together.

Figure 1: Lunch Break, Workshop 
‘Rethinking the Genome’   

© MCTS/TUM, 2017
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dwELLing on ThE TRApS of CoLLAboRATion 

Ignacio Farías, Claudia Mendes, Hannah Varga

Our second story is about our participation in the Horizon 2020-funded 
Lighthouse Project ‘Smarter Together. Smart and Inclusive Solutions for 
a Better Life in Urban Districts’ – a project aimed at the large-scale and 
integrated implementation of ‘co-created’ smart infrastructures in districts of 
Munich, Vienna, and Lyon. Co-creation here is both a central goal and narrative, 
and this ambiguity is our entry point to the story. 

Our role in this large-scale collaborative project is that of both ‘participation 
experts’ and STS scholars concerned with ‘technical democracy’ (Callon et al., 
2009), ‘material participation’ (Marres, 2011) and ‘experimental collaborations’ 
(Estalella & Sanchez Criado, 2015) – three STS concepts that play ‘too well’ 
into expert understandings of co-creation. More specifically, we have been in 
charge of writing recommendations for these three cities on key principles 
of participatory co-design processes – which we did in an extremely well-
received policy document that politely invited city officials to be humbler, and 
which is now probably resting in the drawers of these city administrations. And, 
more importantly, we have been organizing co-design processes in Munich’s 
Stadtteillabor (Farías, 2017), focusing on key ‘smart’ interventions foreseen 
in the project: multi-modal mobility stations, sharing and delivery of ‘smart’ 
district boxes, and intelligent street lamps.

Over the last year, we have run four co-design processes, each involving 
three to six workshops and resulting in prototypes and recommendations. 
In different ways, these have challenged the goal and scope of the planned 
interventions, as the inchoate publics we helped to constitute have turned 
out to be more concerned about the urban conditions affecting the planned 
interventions than they were about the interventions themselves.

This has raised the question of how to sensitize our technical partners to 
public concerns and propositions that fall outside of the scope of the project 
and of what they expect from the co-design process, namely, gathering reliable 
information about user behaviour, as well as cool and crazy ideas for new 
services. Resisting the trap of the pre-defined role as ‘participation experts’ 
who are brought onboard to engage and handle the public, we have time and 
again surprised ourselves by coming up with ways to conversely engage the 
experts – how to ‘trap’ them into situations where they have no other option 
than to take these issues into account. To this end, we have come up with 
‘idiotic’ games to be played in our workshops that are aimed at deactivating 
expertise, invited ‘critical’ experts to challenge gamification strategies and 
data security arrangements, and set other friendly traps for our partners and 
colleagues.

Figure 2: Sensor Workshop    
© MCTS/TUM, 2017

Figure 3:  City District Lab        
©MGS, 2016

Figure 4: Evening Discussion 
‘Playfully Saving the World? 
Can Participation be a Game?’                  
© MCTS/TUM, 2016
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The figure of the trap (Gell, 1996; Corsín Jimenez, forthcoming) is extremely help-
ful for thinking about this form of collaboration. Reflecting on animal traps, Gell 
implies that these are second-order observation devices containing a model of 
how the trapper observes how the animal observes its Umwelt. Setting traps, we 
have discovered, requires us to think like experts, to blend ourselves into their 
environments, so that we can lure them into spaces where they will seriously en-
gage with idiotic requests and rationales. Traps are not a form of sabotage. Quite 
the contrary: We use them to honour the very concept of ‘Smarter Together’ as it 
invites us to think ‘with and against’ each other.

onToLogiCAL ExpERimEnTS And (idioTiC) inTERvEnTionS 

Marcus Burkhardt, Andrea Geipel, Nikolaus Pöchhacker, Jan-Hendrik Passoth

Our last story takes us into one of the construction sites of our algorithmic future. 
STS is especially well equipped to fuel (idiotic) interventions in values in design 
(Knobel & Bowker, 2011): our work inside the belly of the beast allows us to in-
fra-reflexively produce and amplify issues as well as shape and laterally reframe 
controversies in ‘ontological experiments’ (Jensen & Morita, 2015). In a project 
that we work on in collaboration with the Bavarian public broadcasting agency, 
we took on the role of an active stakeholder in the agile software development 
process of a big data-driven recommender system and used this role to develop 
institutional and coded interventions to escape potential filter bubbles and data 
biases.

Public broadcasting plays a distinctive role in the European ecology of media pro-
duction and distribution. A multi-level policy and governance system tries to bal-
ance the mandate of public broadcasting to support a diverse range of opinions 
and free access to basic information needs with the economic interests of com-
mercial press and broadcasting. In such an environment, building software for 
non-linear distribution of content like apps or media platforms is legally and po-
litically tricky. Not only do commercial actors carefully watch the potential emer-
gence of publicly financed competition, but data driven services are officially not 
allowed to discriminate against types of users or create echo chambers and filter 
bubbles that limit the diversity of content.

By turning issues that are intensely discussed in STS under the notions of critical 
data studies (boyd/Crawford, 2012), algorithmic culture (Striphas, 2015) and data 
and knowledge infrastructure (Edwards et al., 2009) into tools for intervening in 
the software development process, we try to creatively and productively alter its 
potential outputs. As ethnographers, we also study the implementation of met-
rics and we follow and map the organizational flows of data and meta-data to 
both understand the politics of personalization and produce more or less effec-
tive means of counter-politics. Over the last year, we have especially studied the 
design and implementation of a recommender system, a set of algorithms that, 
based on previous activities, selects and plays additional content: “If you liked 
this, you might also like that.” There are basically two ways of running those sys-
tems: Collaborative filters select items based on what other users selected under 
similar conditions, whereas content-based filters select items based on similar or 
fitting meta-data. Both would, if simply implemented, undermine the mandate of 
public broadcasting: they would produce content recommendations that follow a 
logic of ‘more of the same,’ not of ‘more diversity,’ recommending parliamentary 
debates only to those who already watch them and music and entertainment to 
the masses.

We used our embeddedness in the software design process to develop and ex-
periment with different forms of intervention and problematization. Instead of just 
studying these emerging data ecologies and mourning the rise of the machines, 
we seek to open these black boxes of algorithmic culture. What is more, we ac-
tively paint them in bright colors: The politics of platforms can at least be contest-
ed, data bias and discrimination can be highlighted and addressed, algorithms 
can at least partially be made accountable – maybe not in general and from the 
outside, but in particular and from within.
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CoLLAboRATion wiThouT CAvEATS And hyphEnS

Suggestions for carving out ‘third spaces’ (Fisher, 2003) or para-sites (Marcus, 
2000) mostly follow what Jörg Niewöhner has so lucidly called “co-laboration”: 
They are based on “non-teleological joint epistemic work without the commitment 
to a shared outcome” (Niewöhner, 2015: 236), based on combined but separate 
epistemic activities held together by sharing a common (problem) space. This is 
an essential part of our work, but we also try to collaborate without caveats and 
hyphens – to find common (political) grounds that enable us to work and think 
together and to follow the same objectives even if we might draw different con-
sequences. The research space we share with engineers and scientists certainly 
allows for co-laboration in all the ecological relationships that can be character-
ized as work that is temporarily joint but epistemically separate. But it also allows 
us to maintain object- and issue-oriented collaborations based on doing things 
together and a commitment to a shared outcome. The three stories we told in 
this short paper are only examples. Others could have been told. In all of them, 
we nurture these collaborations as ways of engaging with and intervening in the 
technoscientific setup of our common worlds.
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pLAygRounding TEChno-AnThRopoLogy

Since 2015, TANTlab has served as hub for experimenta-
tion with digital methods among the researchers in the 
Techno-Anthropology Research Group at the Department 
of Learning and Philosophy. TANTlab was founded on the 
basis of several years work on researching and teaching 
digital methods, not least for the bachelor and master 
programs in Techno-anthropology at AAU. At the same 
time, the lab was founded to facilitate a growing portfo-
lio of collaborative relationships with non-university ac-
tors. TANTlab has adopted a deliberately playful attitude 
in this position between research, teaching and external 
cooperation - expressed in the slogan ‘the techno-anthro-
pological playground’. 

The Techno-Anthropological Laboratory (TANTLab) was founded in 2015 as a 
response to what we saw as a growing need to road test digital methods and 
its associated styles of analysis with non-university partners. Located as part of 
the Techno-Anthropology Research Group at the Department of Learning and 
Philosophy at the University of Aalborg in Copenhagen, and thus part of thriving 
research and educational programmes in STS, we had been developing an inter-
est in digital methods over a period of five years. These methods were relatively 
new to STS, where they had been developed under headings like issue mapping 
and digital controversy analysis (Marres & Rogers 2005, Venturini 2010). At the 
same time, STS more broadly had been asking itself how it means business and 
what kinds of interventions it wants to make. Our intuition was that digital meth-
ods in STS were now coming sufficiently of age to answer some of these ques-
tions more directly and in practice. 

From the very beginning we decided to signpost this mission with two words: lab-
oratory and playground. We called ourselves TANTlab and we adopted the tagline 
The Techno-Anthropological playground. In the following we will try to convey our 
sense of what it means to be a laboratory-playground. 

LAbS And SERiouS pLAy

We live in the age of labs. For someone taking an outside look at Academia these 
days, it quite possibly seems as if we’ve all contracted a contagious case of ‘labo-
rangitis’. A new lab springs to life almost on a weekly basis (Smith et al. 2013, Ehn 
et al. 2014). On the relatively small campus of Aalborg University Copenhagen, we 
can think of at least 6 entities that call themselves labs, including a biotech lab, a 
food lab and a lab for physical prototypes.

Visitors coming to the TANTlab are not greeted by classic lab equipment. We 
have no petri dishes or microscopes, no animal models or bunsen burners, 
and no strangely looking blackboxed pieces of equipment. The physical space 
of TANTlab is a relatively conventional place - a room with screens, tables and 
chairs. You will find students mingling with researchers, and academics mingling 
with practitioners. You will hear people claiming to be makers and doers first, 
and thinkers or critics second, people claiming to be designing things, prototyping 
things, exploring and experimenting with things, although often ‘digital’ things that 
are only visible on screens and on large print-outs attached to the walls. 

Mette Simonsen Abildgaard, Andreas Birkbak, Torben Elgaard 
Jensen, Anders Koed Madsen, Anders Kristian Munk
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When you walk down the hallway, you will see the lab’s tagline in bold print on the 
glass wall: the techno-anthropological playground. It is only fair to ask if it is all fun 
and games?

Our response is that laboratories are indeed serious business. But so are play-
grounds. Anybody who remembers being 5 or sending their kids off to kinder-
garden for the first time will know this instinctively. The transition from playing on 
your own, or under the close supervision of an adult, to holding your own against 
peers your own size, age and ferocity is a tough and challenging experience. And 
it takes place on playgrounds.

At the techno-anthropology lab we contribute to a young degree programme – 
only 6 years of age, in the middle of kindergarden, in fact – and we face all sorts of 
formative playground trials all the time. Our students face them in the college bar 
late at night, or at the family dinner, talking to that friend or relative who got into 
anthropology proper or decided to become a doctor: ’So, what exactly is a ”tech-
no-anthropologist”’? They face it at their job interviews and when they negotiate a 
semester project with a company or a public agency.

Our researchers face it when they justify themselves to their colleagues in more 
established disciplines. But they also, and increasingly, face it when they strive 
to translate the societal relevance of their findings and methods. And, not least, 
our collaborators and future employers face it when they have to decide if we are 
worth playing with?

An age old tactic of the playground is of course to rely on your friends and your 
older siblings, if you have any. At the techno-anthropology lab we draw inspiration 
and support from fields like Science and Technology Studies, Digital Methods and 
Co-Design.

The trouble with siblings, however, is that they are not always there. Try walking 
into a job interview and rely on Science and Technology Studies to cover your 
back. It’s not bullet proof.

We – students, researchers, collaborators – need to work actively with how we 
are playgrounding techno-anthropology. That is the idea of the techno-anthropol-
ogy lab.

ThE bEnEfiTS of pLAygRoundS

Playgrounding, or playground design, is actually a sprawling professional field 
now. In a recent paper on ”The developmental benefits of playgrounds” Frost et 
al. note that:

“Among the benefits of unstructured outdoor play (…) are the abilities to make 
decisions, work and play within a community of others, and to try out ideas and 
explore the play environment. Also highlighted are the benefits of pretend play, 
which has recently been shown to further the development of brain synaptic con-
nections. (…) “If children lack opportunities to pretend, their long-term capacities 
related to critical thinking, problem solving, and social functioning, as well as to 
academic areas such as literacy, mathematics, and science, may be diminished.” 
(Frost et al. 2004)

That is surely something worth striving for! As a collateral bonus, the authors add 
that:

“Besides the social and academic benefits of play, research indicates that children 
with play opportunities are not likely to be depressed and hostile and generally do 
not exhibit excessive fear, rage, and worry.” (ibid.)

What is not to like?

The crux of the matter seems to be that good playgrounds have to be thought 
through. A little bit of playground history is instructive here. The idea originated in 
Germany in the mid 1800s but only spread at the beginning of the 20th century. 
Here is what president Roosevelt had to say about the matter in 1907:
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“City streets are unsatisfactory playgrounds for children because of the danger, 
because most good games are against the law, because they are too hot in sum-
mer, and because in crowded sections of the city they are apt to be schools of 
crime. Neither do small back yards nor ornamental grass plots meet the needs 
of any but the very small children. Older children who would play vigorous games 
must have places especially set aside for them; and, since play is a fundamental 
need, playgrounds should be provided for every child as much as schools.”

You will notice that there is a classic dilemma lurking between the lines: How do 
you design something that is supposed to afford games, that are vigorous and 
likely to be against the law? Can you even design play?

Actually, we have quite a tradition for it in Denmark. The landscape architect Carl 
Theodor Sørensen pioneered the concept of the adventure playground, or junk 
playground, in the 1940’s. He wanted to create imaginative environments, building 
on the pragmatist ideals of John Dewey. As pointed out by Kozlovsky, in a pa-
per from 2008, it was the imagination of the child, not the architect, what Dewey 
would have called inquiry, that was supposed to unfold. We believe that is a good 
ideal to adhere to for a playground.

Carl Theodor Sørensen later said that: “of all the things I have helped to realise, the 
junk playground is the ugliest; yet for me it is the best and most beautiful of my 
works.” (Kozlovsky 2008: 7)

It seems essential that playgrounding is about coming out. That it is about doing 
things with others, rather than on your own. At the lab we are trying to do that with 
our students, for instance, making sure not only that they work problem based 
– or simply with other people’s problems – in concrete collaborations every se-
mester, but also that this work is sign posted on our website as part of building a 
techno-anthropological identity.

And of course, when you play, you get invited home on play dates. We see this 
as a great opportunity. One of the things we did was to assist the municipality 
of Aalborg in developing a Facebook driven vision for the future of their schools. 
Going to other people’s locations and work spheres means learning to play by 
other people’s rules while honing and fine tuning your own position. The learning 
potentials are enormous, we think.

Often times, and again this is conveniently equivalent to actual playgrounds, this 
learning involves the simultaneous development of our imagination and our mo-
tor skills. At the techno-anthropology lab we work with a range of cutting edge 
techniques for harvesting and analysing large amounts of digital online traces. 
That is an ongoing process of acquiring tools and skills, while constantly main-
taining a critical and imaginative perspective on their potential applications. And 
that is best done in a lab setting. It is together with other people’s problems, so to 
speak, that the strengths and weaknesses of new methods can crystallize.

STyLES of pLAy

On playgrounds, including ours, certain styles of play tend to emerge over time. 
Sometimes these styles are clearly demarcated. Kids who play football would 
NEVER join the roleplay with their younger siblings. In our case, the emerging 
styles of play overlap both in terms of participants, tools and ideas. And yet we 
can distinguish at least four different genres. 

Re-tooling ethnography 

This game explores how traditional ethnographic approaches such as interviews 
and participant observation can be enriched or challenged in conversation with 
analysis and visualization of large datasets, and vice versa. 

Participatory Data Design

This game explores how digital methods can enter into collaboration with actors 
who are already substantially engaged in particular fields or issues. We engage 
the actors, whom we call issues experts, to understand the problem of the field, 
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and together we explore. Instead of just looking at data together, we take inspira-
tion from participatory design methods and pursue the idea that decisions about 
datafication, filtering, analysis and visualization are never ‘just’ technical but more 
often where the scope and limitations of the project is laid down and blackboxed. 
We work actively with the data sprint format to facilitate participation in the early 
stages of a data project. 

Media publics and democracy

This game is about assisting democracy. It presumes that new media has a vari-
ety of consequences for democratic practice and the formation of public opinion, 
some of which are adverse. The game is about providing meaningful interven-
tions. It necessitates an ongoing discussion about normative commitments to 
particular styles of public deliberation and the goods that result from such 
commitments.

Critical metrics in organizations

This is a valuation game. It is about providing alternative metrics to help organi-
zations make the quality of their activities visible in new ways. It draws on valua-
tion studies and the sociology of markets to assert that the perception of quality 
depends on the devices available to perform it. Under an evidence based policy 
paradigm, to be critical can arguably be done at a distance or in proximity with the 
business of doing evidence (cf. Latour 2005; Birkbak et al.). This game pursues 
the latter option and embeds with the organization to do evidence in new ways.

SnApShoTS fRom ThE pLAygRound

In the following texts we present a set of case examples that illustrate the diversi-
ty of play from our first two years of operation. We have selected them to provide 
a tangible idea of what our playgrounding looks like in practice - the collaborators 
we engage with, the digital tools we deploy, and the emerging styles of play. 
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fivE RECEnT pLAy dATES

An advantage of the playground metaphor is that it 
comes with the activity of going out on ‘play dates’ and 
developing friendships. In such playful relationships, 
there is always something at stake, but the interaction 
is also fun and inherently exploratory. In the following, 
we take a tour of five recent collaborative projects that 
the TANTlab has participated in. The projects differ wide-
ly and testify to different experiences with collaboration 
and intervention - from a data print on obesity with other 
researchers to a Facebook-driven intervention in Aalborg 
municipality’s primary school reform. Thus, we aim to il-
lustrate what we mean by TANTlab as a techno-antropo-
logical playground.

RE-TooLing CuLTuRAL RESEARCh on inSTAgRAm

A visit to the playground inevitably entails that one kid that brought along a cool 
new toy. She or he will usually succeed in getting the attention of most of the 
playground - for a while at least. While new toys, or tools, may cause frustration 
as they inevitably disturb the way play used to unfold, they can also lead to exper-
iments that merge familiar games with new ways of playing. In our introduction, 
this genre of laboratory play was given the headline ‘Re-tooling ethnography’.

An example of such work is a data sprint in 2015 where we worked with an in-
terdisciplinary group of researchers from the Governing Obesity project at the 
University of Copenhagen (http://go.ku.dk/) on how to appropriate the social 
medium Instagram as a tool for cultural analysis. A theoretical point of depar-
ture was the notion ‘obesogenic environment’ as “the sum of influences that the 
surroundings, opportunities, or conditions of life have on promoting obesity in 
individuals or populations” (Swinburn et al. in 1999), which has led to researchers 
study which and how everyday settings and practices relate to obesity. We drew 
on a harvest of 82,449 geo-tagged instagrams from the five local authorities in 
England that reported the lowest average BMI, and five that reported the highest.

In a subsequent paper on the sprint (Munk et al, 2016), we presented three sug-
gestions for how Instagram data can be of use for cultural research on obesity. 
The two first approaches entailed traditional ways of conceptualizing the obe-
sogenic environment. The first by encouraging researchers to view ’Instagram as 
a camera’ - as a way of gaining visual information about the environmental factors 
that might influence individuals. The second by approaching ’Instagram as part of 
the environment’ - as part of user’s everyday practices, almost inevitably leading 
to field research beyond the medium to gain information on how Instagram gives 
and holds meaning in everyday life.

The third approach, however, suggests that it is impossible to understand 
Instagram and its users as separate from their environments. Practices such as 
composing photos, tagging and commenting are not just content production, but 
analytical practices performed by Instagram’s users, thus working with ’Instagram 
as analyst’. We therefore moved from an exploration of the productions of individ-
ual users to an exploration of co-occurring hashtags (that occur in the same post). 
In such an exploration, a network of hashtag relations was generated, where the 
tags were interpreted as part of different communities.

Mette Simonsen Abildgaard, Andreas Birkbak, Torben Elgaard 
Jensen, Anders Koed Madsen, Anders Kristian Munk
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The fi gure above shows such a network of co-occurring Instagram hashtags in 
the fi ve high BMI areas. Nodes are colored by local authority (grey nodes repre-
senting occurrence in multiple authorities) and sized by degree (representing vol-
ume of co-occurrences with other hashtags). The graph was spatialized in Gephi 
with a force vector algorithm, showing communities of hashtags frequently used 
together as visually clustered. Especially those hashtags that were ‘media-syn-
cratic’, i.e. used across all ten areas, proved an interesting qualitative context that 
speaks to a difference in what is instagrammable (deserving of these tags) be-
tween geographic sites. The approach provided a promising alternative method 
for obesity research on Instagram in a cultural analytical context. 

R EfEREnCES:
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& Society, 1–10.

Swinburn B, Egger G and Raza F (1999). Dissecting Obesogenic Environments: 
The Development and Application of a Framework for Identifying and Prioritizing 
Environmental Interventions for Obesity. Prev. Med., 29, 6 563-570. DOI=10.1006/
pmed.1999.0585. 
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m Aking ThE vALuE of finE ART viSibLE: 

A dATASpRinT wiTh ThE RoyAL ThEATER 

In August 2016, we did a one-week datas print with The Royal Theater of 
Copenhagen. The background of the sprint was that the theater experienced a 
shift in the way they could account for the worth of fi ne arts in negotiations with 
politicians and sponsors. Whereas stories and anecdotes had previously been 
suffi cient, the employees found themselves increasingly challenged to ’show’ their 
value. For instance, it was no longer enough to claim that the Theater ”occupied a 
specifi c place in the culture landscape” and had specifi c ”emotional bonds to its 
audience”. 
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The aim of the data sprint was to experiment with new ways of datafying such 
claims. Since both claims are relational – they say something about The Royal 
Theater’s position in a broader landscape – we thought that digital methods 
might offer more interesting forms of visibilities than the focus group, which the 
employees had previously worked with. More specifically, we thought that a vis-
ualization of the way Copenhagen’ culture users interact with Facebook content 
on culture, would be an interesting foundation for seeing relations in new ways.

At the sprint we tried out different ways of crafting a dataset that could underpin 
such a visualization. One of the prototypes comprised all posts and user inter-
actions (such as likes, shares and comments) from the Facebook-pages of 550 
cultural institutions in Copenhagen. We turned these interactions into a network 
of posts connected by shared user activity (shown to the left in the figure below). 
Each node represents a post and are colored by the page they were posted on 
(e.g. all pages from the music venue VEGA are orange). Nodes are connected if 
the same user has liked, commented or shared them and are stronger connected 
if this is the case for more users. 

When interpreting the network we found that the cultural users on Facebook 
seems to be fall into the six clusters of interest written on top of the map. We 
thought of these as ’post-demographic’ segmentations of these users because 
they are build on interactions – not demographic variables.

A central part of the sprint was to use this map to ask questions and use qua-
li-quantitative methods to zoom in on other interesting aspects of the network. 
The close connection between the jazz audience and the maker-space was, 
for instance, surprising and required attention. It is in such ’conversations’ with 
data that new visibilities can stimulate new modes of thinking and new forms of 
valuation. 

For instance, the interaction with data made it clear that the employees of the 
Royal Theater sometimes had diverging interpretations of the cultural scene. 
Such differences became visible in mundane practices such a s pointing to places 
on the map, where they expected a specific cultural institution to appear.

TAnT-LAb pubLiCATionS on ThiS SpRinT And ThE Link bETwEEn digiTAL mEThodS And 
vALuATion

Munk, AK, Jacomy M and Madsen AK (2017) Thinking through the data body. 
In: Mäkitalo Å, Nicewonger T and Elam M (eds.) Designs for experimentation and 
inquiry: Approaching learning and knowing in digital transformation.

Madsen AK (2015) Tracing Data – Paying Attention - Interpreting digital methods 
through valuation studies and Gibson’s theory of perception. In: Kornberger M, 
Justesen L, Madsen AK and Mouritsen J (eds) Making Things Valuable. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press. Pp. 257-277
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ThE TwiTTER-Thing

Parliaments could seem to be highly issue-agnostic places. All sorts of problems 
move in and out. But issues make cuts. Some parliamentarians become attached 
to specific issues.

What if the parliament was approached not as a representation device for the 
national population, but as an assembly of multiple and constantly transforming 
issue-oriented publics? What kinds of issues come to the fore, how long does this 
last, and who associate themselves with them?

The aim of the Twitter-thing is to trace the cuts issues make in a parliament. Each 
time a parliamentarian use a hashtag in a tweet, a link is created between that 
hashtag and the parliamentarian. The tool then generates a network visualiza-
tion showing how parliamentarians group around topics and issues. The version 
shown in the screenshot below was developed in collaboration with the Danish 
newspaper Politiken, which featured the tool and accompanying articles on its 
website in 2016.

The resulting ‘issue publics’ – or things in the sense of a collective aroused by an 
issue – are also ‘data publics’ because they are not necessarily aware of them-
selves as publics. At the same time, it is possible to self-select membership of 
these publics by using a specific hashtag. This raises the question of what feed-
back loops are at work between visualizations and those being visualized. How 
might a tool like the Twitter-thing change (parliamentary) politics? More generally, 
the tool prompts us to think about the fate of issues in institutionalized democracy.

The Twitter-thing invites users to explore these questions by making the network 
available in an interactive format that makes it possible to zoom, search for par-
ticular politicians, parties or hashtags, narrow down the network, and follow it 
over time. It is part of ongoing efforts in digital methods to develop ‘datascape’ 
navigation tools.

Link to the interactive online tool: http://twitterting.cadm.dk/

Built with the Actor-Network NAvigator (ANna):     
https://github.com/bornakke/ANna

pubLiCATionS

Birkbak A, Bornakke T and Papazu I. (2017) The Twitter-thing: Retooling the par-
liament into issue publics. Exhibition presented at the Data Publics Conference, 
Lancaster, Great Britain. 31/03/2017 - 02/04/2017.
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RESponSES To AiRbnb: pubLiC iSSuES And EmERging poLiCiES

The rise of the collaborative economy has attracted a lot of interest in recent 
years, not least in relation to travel and tourism, with companies like Airbnb and 
Uber in the rise. In 2016, TANTlab participated in the production of a report on 
the topic to the European Commission. The project was headed by the Tourism 
Research Unit (TRU) at Aalborg University Copenhagen and involved researching 
and writing a so-called ‘impulse paper,’ which provides academic input to the de-
cision-making process in Brussels. 

The thrust of the TANT-Lab contribution was to utilize digital methods to map 
issues related to the rise of services like Airbnb. Airbnb is the most prominent ex-
ample of how a shift towards a collaborative economy is changing tourism. A key 
question for the EU commission is how cities respond to this development, how 
they monitor and regulate this new type of business, and how they cope with or 
attempt to benefit from the new developments. Recently, services like Airbnb and 
Uber have caused a range of controversies, also in Europe. 

In the impulse paper, we explore the issues that have arisen in four major European 
tourist destinations: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin and Paris. We constructed data 
sets from Airbnb reviews, from Facebook, and from the news database Proquest. 
Based on the semantic analysis software Cortext, developed for research purpos-
es by IFRIS and INRA in France, we constructed maps of the ‘issue spaces’ related 
to Airbnb and visualized how the four different cities were positioned differently 
in the maps. 

The discussions and controversies in Paris and Amsterdam turned out to be as-
sociated more with tax issues, while Berlin focused more on land use regulation, 
and Barcelona was more strongly associated with an innovation agenda than the 
other cities. Each city is represented by its own cell in the visualization above, 
which uses a heat map technique in Cortext to show how each individual city is 
related to the overall issue space. The visualization was published as part of the 
40-page report, which can be downloaded (link below) and consulted for a closer 
look at the visualization and the datasets and techniques behind it.

pubLiCATionS 

Dredge D, Gyimóthy S, Birkbak A, Elgaard Jensen T and Madsen AK (2016) The im-
pact of regulatory approaches targeting collaborative economy in the tourism ac-
commodation sector: Barcelona, Berlin, Amsterdam and Paris. Brussels: European 
Commission. 
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EngAging STAkEhoLdERS in ThE impLEmEnTATion 
of A nEw SChooL REfoRm

How do you engage citizens and stakeholders in developing a crowdsourced policy 
for the future of the public school system in a municipality? This was the challenge 
facing local politicians in Aalborg, Northern Denmark, when they approached the 
TANT-Lab together with the consultancy AGORA. It had been decided in advance 
that the process would have to involve the social media platforms where citizens 
were already making the school their matter of concern - in this case Facebook 
- but it was unclear how a messy social media conversation could be fruitfully 
hardwired into more traditional citizen techniques for public engagement.

Throughout the fall of 2014 we helped the municipality collect and organize in-
teresting conversations from their Facebook page and gradually cultivated a 
practice of users hashtagging their contributions, according to the themes the 
discussion had a bearing on, as well as the types of stakeholders involved in it. 
A school teacher might for example hashtag a post about physical activity in the 
classroom #physicalactivity #classroom #teacher allowing us to identify emerg-
ing thematic clusters in the debate and emerging relations between particular 
stakeholder groups and themes. 

In early 2015 the municipality invited 1600 teachers, pedagogues, managers, stu-
dents and other staff to a day of collaborative work at one of the major sports 
arenas in Aalborg. Based on our experiences from the more open ended online 
conversations in the preceding months we devised a short catalogue of best prac-
tices when hashtagging Facebook inputs. Organised around 150 tables the partic-
ipants were then asked to collectively author visionstatements for the future, post 
them and discuss them.

The result of this work was a database of approximately 1.000 vision statements 
hashtagged by their authors according to their themes. From the data we iden-
tified a number of overarching thematic clusters and central hashtags that were 
deemed necessary to include in a crowdsourced political vision for the schools. 
Based around this analysis the database with the full statements was made 

Anders Kristian Munk and Anders 
Koed Madsen present the first 

results of the hashtagged Facebook 
conversation between 1600 school 
stakeholders in Gigantium Aalborg 

on January 8th 2015.
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available and explorable to the 150 school leaders who would sit down and for-
mulate the eventual 2-page policy document outlining the vision.

The process proved an interesting experience for the researchers involved. A ma-
jor reform of the school system in Denmark had preceded the vision process in 
Aalborg, and the topic was still sparking intense controversy, both locally and na-
tionally. One important feature of opening up a conversation on Facebook was 
that the roaming issue-public that had sparked around the national reform found 
a temporary forum in which to express itself. Another and somewhat contradicto-
ry effect of these controversies was the considerable political potential with which 
the conversation was charged, and the implications this had for those participat-
ing in the discussion. It was not without consequence to make your voice public 
under such circumstances. These and other reflections are currently the topic of 
several paper projects in the lab.
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ShoRT ACCounT of A SEminAL LEgACy

Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) generate sites for articulation, contes-
tation, navigation, negotiation, and change in modern (and other) societies. STS 
aims to understand and conceptualize the material, social, intellectual, political and 
moral dynamics of STI in society. Some STS groups also get involved in the active 
shaping of technology and innovation. Our department of Science, Technology, 
and Policy Studies (STePS) at the University of Twente (UT), the Netherlands, 
ventures to combine theory, critical analysis and active intervention in real-world 
spaces for articulation and negotiation. While contributing to the institutionaliza-
tion of STS, STePS (and its predecessors) has also ventured to ‘extitutionalize’, 
focusing on “opening up provisory spaces for establishing new connections.” 1

This ambition builds on a tradition rooted in the young, technically oriented UT 
(est. 1962). In 1975 a ‘Centre for Studies of Science, Technology and Society’2 
was formed, focusing on issues of technology in society (such as nuclear en-
ergy), increasingly also analyzing and engaging in actual development process-
es of technologies (e.g. health technology and renewable energy technology). 
When Arie Rip assumed the chair ‘Philosophy of Science and Technology’ in 1986 
he linked efforts at UT with other Dutch and international sites of early STS.3 
Soon he, together with a growing group of ambitious young scholars in Twente, de-
veloped seminal concepts for a constructivist, intervention-oriented understand-
ing of STI in society, such as ‘post-modern research systems’ (with B. van der 
Meulen)4, modes of ‘Constructive Technology Assessment’ as a response to the 
“Collingridge Dilemma” (with J. Schot),5 and the roles of ‘socio-technological re-
gimes’ and options for ‘transition management’ (with J. Schot, R. Kemp, F. Geels).6 

EngAgEd SCiEnCE, TEChnoLogy And poLiCy STudiES 
– ThE TwEnTE AppRoACh 

Stefan Kuhlmann, Kornelia Konrad, Lissa Roberts

Engaged STS, innovation studies and policy analysis build 
on a rich tradition at the University of Twente. We give 
a short account of the legacy, current interdisciplinary 
work and future orientation of the Department STePS. Our 
department covers the whole spectrum of the ‘life tra-
jectory’ of technoscientific developments, ranging from 
historical to foresight and policy studies: “Navigating 
Technosciences and Innovation in Society”. 

1 Farias I (2017) O EASST Review 
lovers, where art thou? On STS as 
extitution. EASST Review: Volume 
36(2) July 2017.

2 For a short history of the 
“Boerderij“ see http://www.utoday.
nl/news/51771/bruggenbouwer_
tussen_maatschappij_en_
technologie

Fig. 1: University of Twente, 
Netherlands. 

©UT, Evelien Bonte

3 E.g. Callon M, Rip A and Law, J 
(eds). (1986) Mapping the dynamics 
of science and technology: 
Sociology of science in the real 
world. Springer.

4 Rip A and Van der Meulen BJ 
(1996) The post-modern research 
system. Science and public policy, 
23(6): 343-352.

5 Schot J and Rip A (1997) The 
past and future of constructive 
technology assessment. 
Technological forecasting and 
social change, 54(2-3): 251-268. 
Collingridge D (1982) The social 
control of technology.

6 Rip A and Kemp R (1998) 
Technological change. In: Rayner 
S. and Malone L (eds) Human 
Choice and Climate Change, Vol. 
2, Resources and Technology, 
Washington DC: Battelle Press: 
327-399.
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 In 1995, Rip’s chair was complemented by a chair in ‘Science and Technology Studies, 
with a focus on gender and technology’. Chair holder Nelly Oudshoorn made semi-
nal contributions to the STS community’s understanding of the co-construction of 
technologies and users, particularly in relation to medical technologies and informa-
tion and communication technologies, based on thorough ethnographic research.7 
During the same period historians of science and technology also joined the 
group; Lissa Roberts, whose work traces the historical evolution and trans-
gressions of the boundaries between ‘science’, ‘technology’, and ‘society’, was 
made chair for ‘Long-term Development of Science and Technology’ in 2009.8 
In 2005 the current department STePS was established, now including a 
chair ‘Knowledge and Public Policy’, held by Robert Hoppe, exploring the gov-
ernance of problems and the role of scientific expertise in policy-making.9 
Upon Rip’s retirement in 2006, Stefan Kuhlmann joined the group and soon be-
came head of department. With his background in political science and the gov-
ernance of technology and innovation, Kuhlmann places emphasis on the study 
of and intervention in the politics and policies of technology and innovation in 
society.10 During the last ten years STePS has focused its work on “Navigating 
Technosciences and Innovation in Society.”

Linking governance studies, innovation studies and STS, the STePS group covers 
quite a broad scope of conceptual perspectives and empirical fields. Our research 
and teaching are strongly interlinked with other disciplines, particularly with tech-
nological domains at the UT (nanotechnology, ICT, health technology). While our 
critical, constructivist and interventionist approach is welcomed by many part-
ners, it can also produce tension. Mostly, though, such tension has fostered mu-
tual learning and enhanced creativity. 

STePS’ approach has also led to strong involvement in major international collab-
orative research projects, often funded by the EU; projects that are not per se STS 
oriented, but where we aim to introduce STS perspectives and insights into ‘main-
stream’ research. The same can be said about our considerable engagement with 
public policymakers in STI, on national, European and international levels: senior 
STePS scholars have been playing influential roles in setting new policy agendas. 

Consequently, the interdisciplinary mission and engagement of STePS, its study 
of the dynamics and governance of STI, have been praised by international evalu-
ation panels (2009; 2015) as excellent, highly relevant and internationally leading. 

7 Oudshoorn N (2003) The male 
pill: A biography of a technology 

in the making. Duke University 
Press; Hyysalo S, Jensen TE 

and Oudshoorn N (eds) (2016) 
The New Production of Users: 

Changing Innovation Collectives and 
Involvement Strategies (Vol. 42). 

Routledge.

8 Roberts LL, Schaffer S and 
Dear P (2007) The Mindful Hand. 

Inquiry and Invention from 
the Late Renaissance to Early 

Industrialisation. History of Science 
and Scholarship in the Netherlands 

(9).

9 Hoppe R (2011) The governance 
of problems: Puzzling, powering and 

participation. Policy Press.

10 E.g. Smits RE, Kuhlmann S and 
Shapira P (eds) (2010) The theory 
and practice of innovation policy. 

Edward Elgar Publishing; Kuhlmann 
S and Ordóñez-Matamoros G (eds) 

(2017) Research Handbook on 
Innovation Governance for Emerging 
Economies: Towards Better Models. 

Edward Elgar Publishing.

Fig. 2: STePS meeting October 2017

©UT, Evelien Bonte
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CuRREnT foCuS 

We take the emergence (past and future) and politics of science, technologies, 
and innovations in globally diverse societies as our vantage point for research and 
teaching. Consequently, STePS acts as a cross-disciplinary go-between of social 
sciences, humanities and techno-sciences. Research and related education link 
analytical and normative perspectives, and consider innovations in governance 
alongside technological innovations. Currently STePS is active in three inter-linked 
research areas (see graph). They are concerned with a better understanding of 
STI vis-à-vis societal challenges, related change, and the (potential) contribution 
of ‘non-traditional’ actors such as Civil Society Organisations and ‘users’. And they 
explore modes of experimentation and learning, informed by theory-driven empir-
ical research, with the help of a broad spectrum of qualitative (e.g. ethnographic) 
and quantitative methodologies. Below we briefl y introduce the areas and illus-
trate them with examples of recent and current work. 

Fig. 3: STePS' research focus and 
main themes. 

11 See Konrad et al, Constructive 
Technology Assessment – STS for 
and with Technology Actors, this 
issue of EASST Review.

Navigating Technosciences in Society: Analysis, Anticipation and Assessment
We are particularly interested in processes at the meso level, such as technolog-
ical fi elds, sectoral dynamics, and innovation journeys. We combine analysis of 
ongoing dynamics and the ways in which socio-technical futures are imagined 
and acted upon, with approaches as Constructive Technology Assessment 
(CTA) that turn these insights into starting points for scenario-building and 
engagement with stakeholders.11 Key contributors in this research area are 
Kornelia Konrad, Stefan Kuhlmann, Klaasjan Visscher, Katrin Hahn, Verena 
Schulze Greiving, Ellen van Oost. 

• A recent set of projects has been conducted as part of the Dutch 
nanotechnology research programme “NanoNextNL” (2006-2016). 
We investigated visions and requirements around the use of sensor 
technologies in the food and water sector, with a focus on how col-
lective processes at sector level contributed to ‘demand articulation’ 
– rather than addressing mainly the dynamics in user communities, 
or user-producer interactions more common in STS research so far. 
We used these insights to develop scenarios and discuss and assess 
future perspectives with suppliers, users and regulators. A similar ap-
proach was taken for nanobased technologies in lighting. In a further 
project, we tailored and used our approach of CTA in a way that it be-
comes applicable at the level – and under the constraints – of tech-
nical research projects, which we consider an important prerequisite 
towards ‘mainstreaming’ of broader social considerations in technical 
research - as one form of responsible research and innovation. A third 
project investigated how diverse anticipatory practices played out in 
the governance and the impressive rise of technoscientifi c fi elds as 
graphene and 3D printing. (Main contributors are K. Konrad, V. Schulze 
Greiving, C. Alvial Palavicino, B. Walhout, S. Kuhlmann, H. te Kulve)
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Fig. 4: Stefan Kuhlmann and 
colleagues

©UT, Evelien Bonte

• “Industrial Innovation in Transition (IIT)” (2015-2017) was the subject 
of a major EU H2020 project. With four international partners we stud-
ied the practices and processes of how companies innovate and an-
ticipate their future environment by making use of and strategically 
shaping extended innovation ecosystems. The study builds on a da-
taset of qualitative interviews of almost 700 high-level managers of 
European companies, and considers in how far the rationales of com-
mon innovation policy instruments correspond to the actual innova-
tion practices currently used in the companies. (K. Konrad, K. Hahn, K. 
Visscher, S. Kuhlmann)

• The NWO funded project “Community Innovation for Sustainable 
Energy: Aligning Social and Technical Innovation” (2016-2019) stud-
ies how new local oriented energy innovations like smart microgrids 
and local energy storage can empower local energy communities and 
strengthen their transformative capacity towards a sustainable and 
resilient energy production and use. We aim to gain insight into how 
techno-moral issues like privacy, inclusion, autonomy, and ownership 
of energy are co-shaped in these dynamics. (E. van Oost, B. Koirala)

Governance and Politics of STIS
Science, technology and innovation are both key resources and causes for con-
cern in society, the economy and public policy. Research on the politics and 
governance of knowledge and innovation analyzes transformation processes of 
research and innovation systems, the various modes of governance and policy 
making in this transformation and the processes by which expert knowledge 
contributes to policymaking and innovation. Beyond academic analysis we are 
also involved in the design and implementation of governance and policy initi-
atives in national, European and international arenas. Key contributors in this 
research area are Stefan Kuhlmann, Annalisa Pelizza, Peter Stegmaier, Gonzalo 
Ordonez-Matamoros. 

• “Res-AGorA. Responsible Research and Innovation in a Distributed 
Anticipatory Governance Frame”, a EU-funded project with eight 
European partners (2013-16), took the fluid and contested nature of ‘re-
sponsible’ research and innovation as a starting point. Res-AGorA de-
veloped a framework to guide the process of governing towards higher 
levels of responsibility in research and innovation (“Responsibility 
Navigator”), where the normative content is negotiated by the actors 
themselves as part of a continuous process of reflexive, anticipatory 
and responsive adaptation of research and innovation to changing so-
cietal challenges. (S. Kuhlmann, B. Walhout, G. Ordonez)

• “Governance of Discontinuation of Sociotechnical Systems (DiscGo)” 
(2012-2017). This project funded by Netherlands Organization for 
Scientific Research (NWO) with four international partners aims at a 
better understanding of the governance of the abandonment of so-
cio-technical systems: What does discontinuation mean as a problem 
of action for policy-makers? (P. Stegmaier, S. Kuhlmann) 
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• “Processing Citizenship: Digital Registration of Migrants as Co-
production of Citizens, Territory and Europe”. How does migration 
enact Europe? Intensifying migration waves are changing not only EU 
policies, but also the way knowledge about individuals, institutions 
and space is created. This is the point of departure of an ERC Starting 
Grant five-year project (2017-2022) involving a team composed of so-
ciologists, ethnographers, software developers and policy analysts. 12 

(A. Pelizza, S. Scheel, A. Bacchi, C. Andreoli and others)

• Several PhD projects are investigating “Politics and Governance of STI 
in Emerging Economies”, currently focusing on Colombia. The emerg-
ing ‘post-colonial’ perspective will enrich STIS both on the Global South 
and North. (G. Ordonez, S. Kuhlmann)

Long-term Development of STIS
This research theme has two interactive aims. Stretching out from past to future, 
the first aim is to trace out the long term development of STIS in ways that re-
veal both the specific peculiarities and broader patterns that inform its dynamic 
character over time. As such the intention is not simply to provide background 
and context for contemporary and future-oriented research carried out within the 
department and the study of STIS more generally. It seeks to demonstrate that 
the phenomena and processes we study and which are subject to policy con-
sideration, can only be properly appreciated and governed when their combined 
temporal and spatial character are understood. The second aim is to understand 
the very categories we use to organize our research - science, technology, gov-
ernance, innovation, (o)economy and so forth - as historical phenomena whose 
definitions and implications have changed (and will continue to change) over time 
and across space. Key contributors in this research area are Lissa Roberts, Fokko 
Jan Dijksterhuis, Adri Albert de la Bruheze, Andreas Weber. 

• “Technologies in Use: Infrastructures, Maintenance and Labor from 
Early Industrialization to Tomorrow” is a two year (2017-2019) interna-
tional research network co-funded by the Netherlands Organization for 
Scientific Research (NWO) and a number of international partners. It is 
directed toward producing a narrative that explains the dynamic rela-
tionship between technology and societies around the world since the 
late eighteenth century, based on the understanding that innovation 
actually constitutes only one aspect of that relationship. (L. Roberts, A. 
Albert de la Bruheze)

• “The Cultural Politics of Sustainable Urban Mobility, 1890-Present” 
(2015-2018) is an international research network co-funded by NWO 
and a number of international partners. By drawing on cases of long 
term development, it seeks to contribute to current debates regarding 
how urban mobility can transition into a sustainable system. An impor-
tant outcome is the much acclaimed co-edited volume Cycling Cities: 
The European Experience - Hundred Years of Policy and Practice (2016). 
(A. Albert de la Bruheze)

12 See Pelizza A, Processing 
Citizenship. Digital registration 
of migrants as co-production of 
individuals and Europe, this issue of 
EASST Review.

Fig. 5: Lissa Roberts and colleagues

©UT, Evelien Bonte
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• “Making Sense of Illustrated Handwritten Archives” (2016-2019), is a 
Digital Humanities project co-funded by NWO and Brill Publishers. In 
partnership with internationally leading specialists in AI and cognitive 
engineering it has two aims. Concretely, it involves developing an ad-
vanced and user-friendly online service for searching digitized illustrat-
ed handwritten collections. Simultaneously it examines the potential 
of such collaborations to increase both our research capabilities and 
understanding of the interface between artificial intelligence, process-
es of interpretive cognition and preservation of heritage. (L. Roberts, 
A. Weber)

Fig. 7: Campus life, University of 
Twente.

©UT, Evelien Bonte

Fig. 6: STePS group.

©A. Weber collage based on image 
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

TEAChing 

STePS (and precursors since the 1970s) has the mission to teach the dynamics, 
governance and options for shaping science, technology and innovation in soci-
ety on an interdisciplinary basis, particularly for the UT technical faculties. In the 
‘Twente Model’ for undergraduate education students are trained as researchers 
and designers, with an eye for the societal embedding and implications of their 
work. STePS is a key contributor to this ‘reflection education’. We are also strongly 
involved in UT’s University College ATLAS, an honours programme for talented 
students, bringing technology and society together. We further offer the course 
‘Governance and Ethics of Technology’ at UT’s international ‘CuriousU’ summer 
school.

In graduate education STePS and the Philosophy Department jointly offer a two-
year international Master’s programme ‘Philosophy of Science and Technology 
(PSTS), meant for anyone  who is interested to develop an interdisciplinary un-
derstanding of and become involved in guiding the role of technology in broader 
social contexts. The PSTS programme is designed for students with technical, 
philosophical and social science backgrounds.  Further graduate education is 
offered for the Master programmes Nanotechnology, Chemical Engineering, 
Industrial Design, Public Administration, and Business Administration.
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As part of the Twente Graduate School, STePS runs the programme ‘Governance 
of Knowledge and Innovation’ for Master and PhD students. Also, STePS is a key 
contributor to an (emerging) ‘Global PhD Platform’, an effort for attracting and 
supervising PhD students from the Global South. 

As of 2018, the UT and STePS will host and lead the Dutch national PhD school 
‘Wetenschap, Technologie en moderne Cultuur, WTMC’, internationally much ac-
claimed as a role model. STePS scholars and their predecessors have always played 
active roles in WTMC, a collective effort based in the Netherlands to study the devel-
opment of science, technology and modern culture from an interdisciplinary perspec-
tive. In 2016 WTMC received the 4S Infrastructure Award and in 2017 an international 
evaluation panel rated WTMC “one of the few most influential graduate schools in the 
world within the field of science, technology and innovation studies (STIS).” 

inTERnATionAL CoLLAboRATion

STePS scholars are highly engaged in the international communities of STIS, 
through numerous collaborative research projects, multiple publication efforts, 
and active contribution to academic and professional associations, among them 
the “European Association for the Study of Science and Technology (EASST)”, 
the “Society for Social Studies of Science (4S)”, the “European Forum for Studies 
of Policies for Research and Innovation” (Eu-SPRI Forum), the “Society for the 
Studies of New and Emerging Technologies (S.NET)”.

The international standing and appreciation of STePS scholars is emphasized 
by their leading roles in important academic journals such as »Research Policy«, 
(Editor S. Kuhlmann), »Tecnoscienza« (Editorial Board A. Pelizza) or »History of 
Science« (Editor-in-Chief L. Roberts). 

Fig. 8: Some STePS colleagues.

©UT, Evelien Bonte
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Kornelia Konrad is Assistant Professor of Anticipation and Assessment of Emerging 
Technologies at the University of Twente. She received a master’s degree in sociology, 
physics and mathematics at the University of Freiburg i.Br. (1997) and her PhD at the 
Technical University of Darmstadt (2002), where she participated in the Graduate School 
“Technology and Society”. Before joining the UT she was a researcher at Eawag, a Swiss 
federal research institute of the ETH domain in Zurich. In her work she studies and aims 
at enriching the role of anticipation and assessment in socio-technical innovation.

Lissa Roberts is professor of Long-term Development of Science and Technology at 
the University of Twente. She received her PhD in European cultural and intellectual 
history at U.C.L.A. (dissertation “From Natural Theology to Naturalism: Diderot and the 
Perception of Rapports”). She has held positions at a number of universities in both the 
United States (including UCLA, University of California at Irvine, Washington University 
and San Diego State University) and the Netherlands. She now heads the STePS’s re-
search area on ‘long term development of science and technology’.

Stefan Kuhlmann is full professor of Science, Technology and Society at the University of 
Twente and chairing the Department Science, Technology, and Policy Studies (STePS). 
Earlier he held leading positions at Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation 
Research ISI, Germany, and was Professor of Innovation Policy Analysis at University 
of Utrecht. He works on research and technological innovation as social and political 
processes, focusing on governance and politics, and he publishes widely in the field of 
research and innovation policy studies. 

ouTLook

As claimed at the start of this short account of STePS’ pedigree and current work, 
the Twente Approach aims to combine engaged STIS and Governance Studies 
and intervention in the development of technology and innovation in society. 
We anticipate that this critical and interventionist mission in the future will become 
even more important and appreciated in a university of technology as the UT. In 
the Netherlands, in Europe and beyond we see a growing number of academic 
sites engaging in social challenge and needs-driven experimentation, co-design 
and co-development of technology and innovation in society. At the same time, 
in public policy arenas there is increasing demand for transformative policy and 
governance concepts.13

Conceptually, we envisage a further integration of concepts and lenses from STS, 
innovation studies, governance, and long-term perspectives, in order to sharpen 
our understanding of technology from research and innovation to its integration 
into societal practices and structures, its governance and governance effects. A 
phenomenon like digitalization can hardly be grasped, other than by considering 
its actual manifestation in practice, from industry to e-health, and from the politics 
of code to policies. 
We expect the Twente-borne CTA-approach14 to be further enlarged in scope – e.g. 
geographically or from technical to service innovations, requiring at the same time 
a need for further situating and tailoring of our methods to different conditions. 
Most importantly, such future interventions will have to draw on capacities for a 
long-term analysis of socio-technical configurations, both from a historical per-
spective and with advanced foresight methodologies and procedures. 
Not least, this analytical-interventionist work will be developed with a global per-
spective, acknowledging the mutual interdependencies of former “first” and other 
worlds, reflected especially in emerging global socio-technical infrastructures.15

13 Kuhlmann S and Rip A (2017) 
Next Generation Innovation Policy 

and Grand Challenges. Science and 
Public Policy (paper accepted for 

publication).

14 See Konrad et al, this EASST 
Review.

15 See e.g. Pelizza, this EASST 
Review.
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Over the years, STS has more and more moved from a predominant analytical 
gaze to engaging with the very fields and processes it is concerned with. At the 
University of Twente, STePS researchers have early on embarked on this road, 
with a key strand having evolved under the heading of Constructive Technology 
Assessment (CTA). While the core ideas were developed 30 years ago (Schot and 
Rip, 1997; Rip et al., 1995; Rip et al., 1987), the practical approaches and specific 
aims have clearly developed over time and – we expect – will continue to do so 
in the future. In what follows, we want to briefly explain the key characteristics of 
the approach, report on some recent projects and discuss our current attempts to 
move CTA from the field level to the work floor of researchers and technology ac-
tors, and close with an outlook on further directions for developing the approach. 

CoRE ChARACTERiSTiCS And SoCio-TEChniCAL SCEnARioS

Constructive Technology Assessment emerged on the one hand from a concern 
to turn insights from STS actionable in the development of technologies. On the 
other hand, it builds on the field of technology assessment - as the term indi-
cates – and aims to mobilize insights on co-evolutionary dynamics of science, 
technology and society for anticipating and assessing technologies, rather than 
being predominantly concerned with assessing societal impacts of a quasi-given 
technology. In addition, it shifts the focus from policy advice to (soft) interven-
tion in the ongoing construction and societal embedding of technologies (see 
Rip and Robinson, 2013 for an analytical overview). Thus, CTA approaches in-
volve stakeholders and typically include a step of analysis of ongoing processes 
and dynamics in a specific technology field, which draw on varying conceptual 
perspectives from science, technology and often also innovation studies. There 
have been extensive studies of social experiments with electric cars in the 1990s 
(Hoogma, 2000), some limited studies of micro-optics, and concerted work on 
nanotechnology (Rip and van Lente, 2013). Which conceptual lenses are used and 
which (scope of) processes are considered – innovation dynamics, use practices, 
governance interventions, developments within a field or its context, whether a 
whole technology field is addressed or a specific artefact - differs from project 
to project. This analytical step is often also an important base for studying the 
socio-technical dynamics in their own right.

Forms of intervention can differ, and here is not the space to expand on the full 
breadth. One form which has proven both doable and appreciated in various cas-
es, includes the development of socio-technical scenarios as an input to stake-
holder workshops. These scenarios typically start with the analysis of current and 
recent developments and then expand into the future, exploring different direc-
tions how the observed dynamics may further unfold, but also, how strategic and 

ConSTRuCTivE TEChnoLogy ASSESSmEnT – 
STS foR And wiTh TEChnoLogy ACToRS

Kornelia Konrad, Arie Rip, Verena Schulze Greiving

Constructive Technology Assessment (CTA) has emerged 
at the STePS department as one of the early approach-
es aimed at an engaged form of STS, which in its concrete 
forms and sites has evolved over time and continues to do 
so. We explain key characteristics of the approach, report 
on recent projects and discuss current steps to move CTA 
from the field level to the work floor of researchers and 
technology actors.
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governance actions may play out and interrelate, or how different actor groups 
may react -as a means to stimulate refl exive consideration of broader develop-
ments and their interrelations than actors in the fi eld would consider in their day-
to-day concerns (Parandian and Rip, 2013; Rip and Te Kulve, 2008). In the CTA 
workshops we then aim to convene stakeholders from different backgrounds, 
who often enough turn out not to be familiar with many of the perspectives and 
considerations of other parties (so the workshops are occasions to let them 
probe each other’s worlds), and discussion is geared towards issues at stake and 
dilemmas that emerged from the preceding analysis.

By way of example, a project on nanotechnology-based sensor technologies in 
food and water explored directions for application and user requirements, but also 
the past and possible future processes which led and may lead to the emergence 
and further specifi cation of user needs. It clearly turned out that user needs were 
not ‘given’, but rather that ‘demand articulation’ was an ongoing process, depend-
ing not only on dynamics on the use side, but rather on processes across the sec-
tor (Te Kulve and Konrad, 2017b; Te Kulve and Konrad, 2017a). More specifi cally, 
a stronger early-stage involvement of regulators was identifi ed as a possible way 
forward. 

This study approached the subject at the cross-section of a technology fi eld with 
sectoral dynamics, and resided largely in the world of businesses. Other CTA 
studies were more concerned with the different perceptions and assessments 
of roles and responsibilities of different stakeholders and in particular patients 
of new medical devices that in different shades provide opportunities and re-
quirements for patients for increased self-management. These examples also fo-
cused in more detail on (the design of) specifi c products, rather than a whole fi eld 
(Maathuis, 2014; Krabbenborg, 2013).

mAinSTREAming CTA To ThE woRk fLooR

The CTA approach in the forms described so far, poses quite some requirements, 
in terms of research time, STS expertise, workshop preparations, and engage-
ment of participants. Accordingly, many of the projects have been part of PhD or 
postdoc projects. In the context of recent ambitions to broaden and enhance the 
consideration of the societal role of science and technology as a regular element 
of research and innovation processes, largely emerging related to initiatives un-
der the heading of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI), a new challenge 
arises. 

The general rationale of CTA strongly resonates with the ambition of RRI (Fisher 
and Rip, 2013). However, for integrating CTA elements across a wide range of 
research and innovation projects and in a way that it closely involves the technical 
researchers themselves creates new and challenging frame conditions. This has 
been exactly the situation we faced in the Dutch nanotechnology research pro-
gramme NanoNextNL where the ambition has been, clearly stated by the chairman 
of the programme, to have all researchers involved consider the societal impact 
of their research themselves (Walhout and Konrad, 2015; Volkskrant, 2011). While 
the mentioned CTA project for sensor technologies was part of the NanoNextNL 
programme, the same approach could not be applied to all (hundreds of) projects 
in the programme. As a way forward, the team of researchers in NanoNextNL 
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who were conducting risk analysis and technology assessment projects set up a 
course targeted at the PhD students in the programme, which aimed at making 
the researchers aware of relevant potential risks, societal and ethical implications 
and prerequisites of their work. Ideally, PhD students were then supposed to dedi-
cate a part, e.g. a chapter, of their thesis to further addressing the identified topics 
an early attempt to do so is (den Boer et al., 2009). Making in particular the lat-
ter happen and providing for the necessary supervision, was surely a challenge, 
as this had not been provided for in the original set-up of the programme and 
not all main supervisors were supportive of this type of activities; hence, in prac-
tice it wasn’t followed as widely as indicated by the initial ambition. Still, several 
of the PhD students did so, conducting for instance CTA-inspired workshops, in 
which they explored with different types of actors potential applications of their 
research work and the prerequisites and implications thereof (Schulze Greiving 
et al., 2016). One of them decided to follow this route further, and embarked on 
a postdoc project in the STePS department. The main aim of this project was to 
further develop a ‘CTA toolbox’ that builds on analysis and methods derived from 
STS and innovation studies, but presents and tailors these in a format which is 
easier accessible, understandable and doable for technical researchers (Schulze 
Greiving and Konrad, 2017).1 In the meantime we have applied these ‘tools’ in 
diverse contexts, from bachelor students to senior researchers exploring future 
research directions. 

This move towards a ‘mainstreaming’ of CTA-type activities to the work floor 
of researchers is much in line with the overarching CTA rationale, but does not 
come without tensions, as supposedly all of the many colleagues involved in 
similar endeavors will know all too well. On the one hand, we have recently seen 
quite some openings for these activities; the activities in NanoNextNL were one 

Courtesy of Gijs van Ouwerkerk

1 http://www.cta-toolbox.nl/
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of them, another is the recent educational policy of the University of Twente to 
include a substantial element of ‘reflective education’ throughout all the (large-
ly technical) bachelor programmes. Similar approaches in different shades have 
been adopted by other technical universities, and the number of research and 
innovation projects which require a broadening up is expected to increase. At the 
same time, this development is also contested, particularly at the work- and lab-
floor, and does not always go along easily with a number of the practical and 
disciplinary structures of technical researchers. Thus, tailoring our approaches to 
the real-world constrains what these openings can do in practice, and requires a 
constant balancing and experimenting to what extent and in which ways we can 
and want to adjust concepts and methods to achieve the goal of soft intervention 
for broadening technology development in a meaningful way.

ouTLook

The situations and forms described are not meant to offer a comprehensive over-
view of the different conditions CTA may need to be again and again tailored to. 
Further challenges to situate the approach of CTA arise when CTA is to be con-
ducted productively in different global settings, taking due account of local polit-
ical and discursive cultures, and possibly different sociotechnical dynamics, an 
issue which becomes more and more salient also for us as STePS researchers, as 
we are increasingly working in globally dispersed and connected projects.
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(1984 1987) and Professor of Philosophy of Science and Technology at the University 
of Twente (1987-2006) where he continues after his retirement.  He has held a Visiting 
Professorship at the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. He has led a research 
program on Technology Assessment of Nanotechnology (in the Dutch R&D Consortium 
NanoNed), and is now involved in the European Commission's push for Responsible 
Research and Innovation. Other main research interests include the future of science 
institutions.
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The “Processing Citizenship” project was funded in late 2016 as a Starting Grant 
by the European Research Council (ERC). Launched in March 2017, it is interest-
ed in how migration enacts Europe. As the project’s homepage goes (http://pro-
cessingcitizenship.eu), this question can be legally and politically answered, as 
most policy-makers, sociologists and journalists do, or technically. How do data 
infrastructures for processing migrants and refugees co-produce individuals and 
Europe?

The project aims to extend to non-European citizens the study of how the digital 
circulation of data assets about populations and territory is re-enacting European 
governance along new boundaries (Pelizza, 2016). Historically, data infrastruc-
tures on populations and territories have contributed to the formation of the most 
powerful techno-social assemblage for knowledge handling – the nation-state 
(Agar, 2003; Foucault, 2007; Mitchell, 1991; Mukerji, 2011). The project asks how 
contemporary data infrastructures for processing migrants and refugees at the 
border, as well as inside Europe, shape the European order. As such, the project 
aspires to contribute to technology studies on the infrastructural construction of 
Europe (Misa and Schot, 2005). 

“Processing Citizenship” is hosted by the Science, Technology and Policy Studies 
department (STePS), Faculty of Behavioural, Management and Social Science at 
the University of Twente. As such, it is deeply embedded in the STS core tradition 
of the department, while it addresses a new research field in governance by tech-
nologies under a mid-term transnational perspective.

pRoCESSing CiTizEnShip. digiTAL REgiSTRATion of 
migRAnTS AS Co-pRoduCTion of individuALS And 
EuRopE

Annalisa Pelizza

This article presents the new “Processing Citizenship” 
ERC project hosted by the STePS department, University 
of Twente. Processing Citizenship asks how migration en-
acts Europe. Not a new question in itself, it is usually le-
gally and politically answered. Differently, “Processing 
Citizenship” addresses it technically, by asking how data 
infrastructures for alterity processing co-produce indi-
viduals and Europe. The project is carried on by a team of 
six researchers with backgrounds in anthropology, com-
puter science and sociology.
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Between summer and fall 2017, the Principal Investigator, Annalisa Pelizza, will 
be joined by an interdisciplinary team of five, including anthropologists, comput-
er scientists and sociologists. Despite (or, more likely, thanks to!) the differences 
in background, the common goal has become to re-articulate the two main ap-
proaches to migration studies – i.e., ethnographic interest in migrants’ own ex-
perience and political science’s focus on policy challenges – by stressing how 
technological artefacts and infrastructures for “processing alterity” mediate the 
co-production of migrants and polities (Pelizza, Under review). Indeed, with “pro-
cessing” we refer to the set of bureaucratic procedures through which the individ-
ual Other and institutional actors (i.e., as loci of power, be they Member States, 
Europe or incipient hybrid networks of agencies at different scales) are co-pro-
duced through the mediation of data infrastructures.

Drawing upon the “Vectorial Glance” research framework that conceives of gov-
ernment digitization as an entry point to detect incipient transformations in the 
order of authority (Pelizza, 2016), “Processing Citizenship” looks at data infra-
structures as interfaces that can reveal transformations in late modern govern-
ance. Following the STS tradition, infrastructures as interfaces are conceived of 
as crystallizing relational processes. Therefore, they are both methodologically 
and theoretically relevant. Methodologically, recognizing data infrastructures as 
interfaces allows conceiving of them as analytical sites in which broader, heter-
ogeneous processes become visible. Theoretically, it introduces a performative 
understanding which is missing in mainstream explanations of information tech-
nologies as causes of state disassembling.

Fig. 1: Early members of the 
Processing Citizenship team. From 
left to right: Chiara Andreoli, Annalisa 
Pelizza, Stephan Scheel, Annalisa 
Bacchi
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ThE mEASuRE of ALTERiTy

The project is meant to throw light on how three types of identity are co-produced: 
migrants’ identities, polities and territory. The first set of questions asks which as-
pects of migrants’ life are measured, filled in the systems and come to constitute 
their digital identity when dealing with European actors.

Early evidence reveals the proliferation of databases, not only at European bor-
ders, but at any stage of alterity processing. Diverse information systems are 
run by diverse organizations (e.g., international organizations, national and local 
reception facilities, NGOs, medical organizations, European agencies), support 
diverse policies (e.g., contrast to trafficking, prevention of illness outbreaks, asy-
lum), underpin diverse identity-building techniques. European Commission’s da-
tabases Eurodac and Dublinet, for example, deal with asylum applications and 
contain asylum seekers’ fingerprints. However, they record slightly different data: 
while Eurodac is a hit/no hit system and records only minimal data like name and 
fingerprint, Dublinet contains also more ‘soft’ data about a person’s life. 

Different databases enact migrants in different ways, as individuals or as popula-
tions, as members of a family or as potential workers, as vulnerable persons or as 
potential perpetrators. While it is only by comparing data models that such differ-
ences become relevant, our team has encountered an unexpected lack in contem-
porary literature on the analysis of ontologies as texts (Bowker and Star, 1999), 
and is thus working towards developing new analytical methods in this field.

In this first stage of investigation, we are also interested in the chain of arte-
facts deployed at Hotspots that translate previous identities into new European-
readable ones. This line of investigation is key in light of recent developments in 
the European migration landscape. The goal of the so called “Hotspot approach”, 
introduced in 2015, is to operationally support frontline Member States (i.e., 
Greece and Italy) in “swiftly identify[ing], register[ing] and fingerprint[ing] incoming 
migrants” (Commission, 2015a: 1). Hotspots are thus the first step in the proce-
dure of sorting migrants into three alternative paths: “relocation” or “resettlement” 
to another Member State (for those identified as in clear need of international 
protection), or “return” to the country of legal residence (for those who are not 
deemed in need of protection). They can be conceived as “routers” that create 
“early entrenchments” (Star and Lampland, 2009) in sorting individuals, liminal sit-
uations in which past identities are assessed and translated into proto-decisions. 

It is evident that routers do not work in a vacuum. Which material devices “speak 
for” the previous identity of the individual, and which database categorizations are 
decisive to be granted a future European identity are crucial questions that recall 
the material nature of such decisions. While EU policy documents mention spe-
cific criteria for relocation, resettlement and return, they might be partially “lost in 
translation” when it comes to embed policy into the different materiality of digital 
information systems, or vice-versa that new technical rigidities be introduced. For 
“Processing Citizenship”, there is a need to keep trace of similar trans-material 
shifts.

A further interest concerning how migrants’ identities are shaped deals with mi-
grants’ own “dis-inscriptions” (Akrich and Latour, 1992). How do migrants interact 
with officers and data infrastructures? This point raises a series of questions about 
the status of migrants. What information would migrants need in order to behave 
in the new context? Which possibilities are foreseen for individuals to define, pro-
tect and release their digital identities? The way identities are crafted can allow or 
conversely restrain migrants’ potentialities to action. As Schinkel (2009) has not-
ed, identities forced onto groups can also have empowering effects. “Processing 
Citizenship” thus asks which – if any – potentialities to action are enabled by the 
way migrants interact with their identities “inscribed” in information systems.

novEL oRdERS of govERnAnCE

The second set of questions investigates how European polities are shaped by 
alterity processing. According to studies on IT-enforced borders, biometrics has 
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marked a shift from border management to identity processing. Nation states 
are said to have lost retention of control over physical borders. Access to welfare 
and redistribution rights has replaced territorial access, and become the bone of 
contention (Engbersen, 2003). As Amoore and De Goede (2008: 176) have put it, 
“the physical jurisdictional border seeps into data and databases.”

On the other hand, border studies have contested universalizing arguments about 
the disappearance of state boundaries (Paasi, 2005). By acknowledging the cul-
tural and sociological “thickness” of boundaries, they have recognised state bor-
ders as important devices to attribute meaning to state institutions. Especially 
after 9/11 and the war of terror, state borders are seen as retrieving a key role in 
political studies. 

For “Processing Citizenship”, however, the point is not so much establishing 
whether nation states retain more or less control over their physical borders, but 
to investigate which loci of power are constituted by bureaucratic practices of 
data circulation. As historians of technology have recalled, the construction of 
infrastructural Europe was characterized by the proliferation of new, non-gov-
ernmental actors (Schot and Schipper, 2011). Which loci of power are emerging 
from practices of alterity processing? A revised version of the nation state, may-
be with sub-national units been granted new powers? A more centralized con-
figuration of Europe? Or even a novel distributed techno-social network made of 
public agencies and private contractors at different scales? Understanding how 
data about migrants and refugees are collected and circulate across European, 
national and local agencies is one way to answer these questions that reveals 
unexpected de facto geographies. As these latter are not easily representable on 
maps, Processing Citizenship plans to develop new forms of visualization of such 
geographies.

Current European responses to migration are indeed not only sorting migrants 
out, but activating multi-level institutional dynamics. On one hand, European insti-
tutions are asking for common standards, protocols and classification systems 
by Member States. The rationale is that if Europe wants to keep the Schengen 
system going, then it has to strengthen its outer borders, and data gathered at 
those borders should be standardized and made available Europe-wide. On the 
other hand, Member States might try to resist technical standardization. For ex-
ample, in September 2015 the European Commission adopted 40 infringement 
decisions against Member States who did not register migrants at EU borders 
(Commission, 2015b). Here, the definition of “registration” is crucial, as at the 
European Commission level it usually refers to registration on European databas-
es, but in other contexts it might also well refer to national databases, which are 
not always interoperable with European infrastructures. This evidence suggests 
that access to databases is an important aspect that defines new types of bound-
aries that do not necessarily coincide with existing political and administrative 
ones.

ConCLuSion – A hiSToRy of ThE pRESEnT?

All in all, by looking at itself as a new chapter in the studies on the infrastructural 
construction of Europe, “Processing Citizenship” eventually aims to conduct a his-
tory of the present. In order to explain this ambition, let us conclude with a quote 
from Foucault:

“HISTORY IS A GIVEN WAY FOR A SOCIETY TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
AND PROCESS A BUNCH OF DOCUMENTS FROM WHICH IT CAN-
NOT SEPARATE ANYMORE […] TRADITIONALLY, HISTORY TRIED 
TO MEMORISE PAST MONUMENTS INTO DOCUMENTS. […] TODAY, 
HISTORY IS THAT ACTIVITY THAT TRANSFORMS DOCUMENTS 
INTO MONUMENTS” (FOUCAULT, 1969: 15)

We suggest that analysing alterity processing as part of Europe building is a way 
to keep track of how documents are transformed into monuments. While histories 
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of technology can methodologically rely on that form of textual reproduction of 
memory which is the archive, in the case of Processing Citizenship – dealing 
with not yet stabilized developments – the methodological function of archives 
is fulfilled by oral memories (collected through interviews), practices (accessed 
through observation), legislative and design document and data logs.

The reason to keep track of the transformation from documents into monuments 
is suggested by the fact that data infrastructures are mainly developed by con-
tractors who, not being bound to public service duties, are not likely to see value 
added in creating archives, not even when it comes to practices of population 
ordering that are expected to have a say in how Europe is going to be built. In this 
sense, we suggest that “Processing Citizenship” and other similar projects that 
look not at data per se, but at the architecture for data collection, translation and 
circulation, are attempting to conduct “histories of the present”.
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Valuation as a Social Pract ice 
The mission of Valuation Studies is to foster conversations in the new 
transdisciplinary and emerging field of studying valuation as a social 
practice. This field is interested in examining practices and settings 
where the value or values of something are established, assessed, 
negotiated, provoked, maintained, constructed and/or contested. The 
journal seeks to provide a meeting ground for studies of valuation 
emerging in different disciplinary settings, utilising different theoretical 
perspectives and methodological approaches. The open access policy of 
the journal and its transdisciplinary agenda facilitate intellectual 
exchange and debate transgressing disciplinary and geographical 
confines. 

Valuation practices are abundant in modern societies where 
anything from restaurants to scientific publications may be subject to 
elaborate and distinct (e)valuations. Many objects, and the valuation 
practices that they are subject to, have featured in the journal since its 
first issue that was published in 2013. Examples (randomly drawn by 
looking at the first article in each previous issue) include: tomatoes 
(Heuts and Mol 2013), restaurants and online consumer reviews 
(Mellet et al. 2014), waste, recycling, and urban regeneration 
(Glucksberg 2014), impact investment (Barman 2015), the Eurovision 
song contest (Krogh Petersen and Ren 2015) and tropical biodiversity 
(Foale et al. 2016). The journal’s most recent issue published in 
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December 2016 focused on exemplars in classic literature and hip-hop 
music (Dekker 2016), lean management at a children’s hospital (Hauge 
2016), and fiction writers dealing with rejection (Fürst 2016).  1

The relevance of the journal is also visible in popular valuation 
metrics for scholarly publication. A vast majority of the articles are, for 
instance, already cited in scholarly texts published in other academic 
outlets. The traffic to the journal site is, moreover, large and quickly 
growing. In the first three months of 2017, no less than 31 of the 
articles published were downloaded on average more than once a day. 
Crude metrics as citations and downloads seems to indicate that there 
is a large and growing interest in the topic of the journal and the 
contributions published on its pages. 

Scienti f ic Prof i le 
The journal provides a space for the diffusion and assessment of 
research that is produced at the interface of a variety of approaches 
from several disciplines, including: sociology, economic sociology, 
science and technology studies, management and organisation studies, 
social and cultural anthropology, market studies, institutional 
perspectives in economics, accounting studies, cultural geography, 
philosophy, and literary studies. This broad scope is also manifest in 
the many disciplines represented among the current Editors-in-chief 
(Claes-Fredrik Helgesson and Fabian Muniesa), the editorial office 
(Lotta Björklund Larsen and Amelia Mutter) as well as in the current 
board of editors (Liliana Doganova, Martin Giraudeau, Claes-Fredrik 
Helgesson, Hans Kjellberg, Francis Lee, Alexandre Mallard, Andrea 
Mennicken, Fabian Muniesa, Ebba Sjögren, and Teun Zuiderent-Jerak) 
and the advisory board consisting of 30+ scholars from a variety of 
relevant fields.  2

To encourage interdisciplinary exchange, Valuation Studies refrains 
from a strong programmatic claim as to how the processes of 
valuations are to be studied or what specific empirical areas are to be 
focused. Valuation Studies welcomes papers using or combining a 
variety of methods, from ethnographic accounts to quantitative 
appraisal to conceptual interpretation. However, the journal 
encourages contributors to focus on the pragmatic aspects of valuation 
activities wherever they take place and to foster dialogue between 
different approaches working on this broad topic. Although various 
forms of economic valuation are of central interest to the journal, an 
overarching idea is that processes of valuation are not always 
quantitative or economic. Moreover, they regularly involve a number 
of different concerns and agencies (economic and non-economic, 

 http://valuationstudies.liu.se/Issues/contents/default.asp?DOI=10.3384/vs.1

2001-5992.1642
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quantitative and qualitative). The journal assembles papers that 
provide insight into the multiplicity and disputability of valuation 
practices, metrics and processes and the consequences of valuation 
practices in terms of how they might resolve, defer or indeed foster 
conflicts.  

Publicat ion Process 
The standard peer-review of the journal is double-blind. Submitted 
original articles are first pre-screened by the Editors-in-chief and then 
assigned to a member of the board of editors as handling editor. Two, 
or sometimes three or four, reviewers are selected and contacted for 
each original article. Reviewers are selected among the members of the 
journal’s advisory board as well as the broader research community. To 
date, over 80 scholars have been performing peer-review duties for the 
journal since 2012.  

Valuation Studies is only published in electronic form where the 
entire issue as well as individual articles are made available as 
downloadable PDF files. Everything is published as full open access 
from day one and authors retain copyright to their work. The 
homepage is operated by Linköping University electronic press, which 
also takes care of archiving the journal. The journal has since the start 
been financially supported with competitively awarded grants from the 
Swedish Research Council. 

Information about the journal and new issues is disseminated 
through a variety of channels. There is a journal newsletter, a Twitter 
feed (@Val_Studies), and a Facebook page, ensuring that work 
published in the journal is disseminated widely. Moreover, editors of 
the journal have repeatedly taken initiative to organise conference 
sessions and streams related to the theme of the journal at relevant 
conferences. Recent examples include a 7-sessions panel at the joint 
4S/EASST conference in Barcelona in 2016 with more than 30 papers 
and an upcoming sub-theme with 28 papers at EGOS in Copenhagen 
in July 2017.  

Submissions 
The journal welcomes contributions of different kinds and origins. 
Apart from traditional journal articles, the journal welcomes short 
opinion pieces or research notes, interviews, staged debates, or indeed 
longer than normal journal articles. 

If you wish to submit an article or propose a different form of 
contribution, please visit the website http://valuationstudies.liu.se/
Authors/default.asp or send an email to the journal’s editors 
editors@valuationstudies.liu.se.  
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Journal “Sociology of Science and 
Technology”:  

a Russian Platform from Conventional Social 
Studies to STS 

The Russian-based journal “Sociology of Science and Technology” (SST) aims at 
international visibility and welcomes contributions in social and interdisciplinary studies of 
science and technology worldwide. SST develops a network of authors and reviewers and 
often experiments with special issues and guest editors in order to facilitate international 
discussion accessible to both Russian and non-Russian readers. The journal follows current 
turns in Russian social studies to science and technology studies (STS) and represents both 
conventional and new research agendas. 

The SST journal is a quarterly professional journal, published both in Russian and in 
English. It was established in 2009 by the St. Petersburg branch of the S.I. Vavilov Institute 
for the History of Natural Science and Technology at the Russian Academy of Sciences, in 
collaboration with the “Nestor-Istoriya” publishing house. SST was designed as a platform for 
social scientists and researchers and to experiment with formats in addition to more classical 
types of publications. Despite its Russian-based origins, the journal strives for global 
recognition: the editorial advisory board includes scholars not only from Russia but also from 
European, Asian, and American countries. The journal collaborates closely, and develops 
partnerships, with related institutions and organizations, including international professional 
associations such as the International Sociological Association’s Research Committee 23 for 
the Sociology of Science and Technology. SST is now on its way to becoming an international 
publication platform following recognition in Russian journal rankings. It is experiencing a 
‘rebirth’, in terms of technological changes and transfer to a new platform, in order to become 
more visible and appropriate for English-speaking audiences. 

SST was intended as a platform for social scientists and researchers dealing with the 
issues of sociology, history, philosophy, and the anthropology of science and technology in 
general, and STS in particular. In order to serve the purposes and demands of the professional 
community and to remain on the cutting edge of STS trends, it is relatively flexible with 
formats and thematic issues. Traditionally, it collects theoretical and research articles, 
assembles topical issues and special editions, publishes conference papers, book reviews, 
conference reports, roundtables conversations, and interviews with scientists and researchers, 
as well as other open-ended contributions.  

The major focus of SST is the social and interdisciplinary study of science and 
technology across a huge range of approaches, methodologies, and empirical results. The 
scope of topics includes problems of science and technology located in various areas, 
including: science, technology and society; science policy and science communication; 
science and education; technology and innovations; scientometrics and science governance; 
technological development and technology transfer; professional communities of scientists 
and academic mobility; gender issues in science and technology; social effects of 
technologies; the social role and status of scientists; and the sociology of knowledge and 
studies of expertise. The relatively recent (in Russia) turn to STS has facilitated the spread of 
interest in non-conventional and experimental writings, though the most frequent sections are 
still devoted to the history of science, science policy in Russia and abroad, scientific 
knowledge production, empirical studies, interviews with scientists, scientific life notes, and 
the first steps for young researchers. 

The last special issue (No 4, 2015) gathered papers from the first St. Petersburg seminar 
which was organized by the Section for Sociology of Science and Technology at the St. 
Petersburg Association for Sociologists. The idea of the seminar was to bring together 
researchers from various institutions to represent the scope of studies and to facilitate future 
collaborations. There were eight articles devoted to information technologies, networks and 
flows, state and innovations, material objects in everyday interactions, comparative analysis 
of Latour and Lyotard, trust in science, and scientific boundaries. Other special issues have 
been devoted to “25 Years of Sociological Education in Russia” (No 2, 2014), “Russian-
Chinese Seminar on the History of Science” (No 1, 2013), “Science, Technology and Social 
Processes in India: Sociological Discourses” (No 4, 2012), or the 100th anniversary of Robert 
Merton’s birth (No 4, 2010). 

Our readers are students and scholars in STS, sociology, anthropology, history, and the 
philosophy of science and technologies; researchers dealing with various aspects of science 
functioning and technological development, governing of science and technology, and 
academic life and relationships with industry and government. Practitioners and policy-
makers might also be interested in the journal articles, as they often represent the analytical 
and critical perspective of the current state of affairs in terms of science policy.  

As the SST journal is on its way towards increased international visibility, it invites 
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In August 2017 Tapuya: Latin American Science, Technology and Society was 
launched. This is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal affiliated to the Asociación 
Latinoamericana de Estudios Sociales de la Ciencia y la Tecnología (ESOCITE) and the 
Society for the Social Studies of Science (4S), and published by Taylor & Francis. 
The word “tapuya” was used, on the one hand, by the Tupi in Brazil to designate 
people who do not speak the Tupi language as the Tupi do. On the other, some 
anti-colonial theorists have used the purported identity of this group as cannibals 
to articulate their own practice of “swallowing” northern practices and transform-
ing them into something uniquely Latin American. By holding two differing defi-
nitions, the betrayals of translation and the productive tensions of simultaneously 
being part and not part of a specific community are concerns of this innovative 
new STS journal.

Tapuya was born more than a year earlier. In May 2016, a workshop titled 
“Postcolonial and Latin American STS,” organized by Tiago Ribeiro Duarte and 
Luis Reyes-Galindo, took place at University of Brasilia. After that, Sandra Harding 
and Leandro Rodriguez Medina, current Editor-in-Chief, started to think about 
creating a new journal, based in Latin America but with a global scope. The goal 
was to productively intervene in the colonial institutional structure of periphery 
social sciences as well as to contribute to increase the visibility of high quality 
Latin American scholarship in Science and Technology Studies. Rodríguez Medina 
and Harding spent several months interviewing editors and managing editors of 
other journals, securing the generous advice of a number of senior 4S and ESOC-
ITE scholars, and making inquiries of leading English-language publishers. After 
positive feedback, a contract with Taylor & Francis was signed in June 2017.

In order to reach the widest audience, we made two difficult decisions. First, 
the journal would be published in English. Without ignoring the epistemic and 
political effects of the lingua franca, we decided that the need to engage in pro-
ductive dialogue with other communities in the global South was a significant 
priority. Yet we also decided to continue to reflect on the language issue in STS. 
Future publications and clusters in Tapuya will be devoted to this topic. Second-
ly, the journal would be published by a global publisher, situated in the North. 
We believe that synergy can be produced between Tapuya and Taylor & Francis 
as long as they both recognize what they can provide. T&F has a long, successful 
tradition of publishing top quality journals, including five hundred in the social 
sciences. It has the technical capacity to deal with the entire process of publishing, 
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from submission to marketing of articles. It also has experience in getting jour-
nals indexed in the most relevant scholarly databases, which has become a crucial, 
though controversial, requisite in many countries in Latin America and abroad. Ta-
puya, on the other hand, can provide a group of Latin American scholars commit-
ted to STS research, high quality scholarship, and a long tradition of reflection on 
science and technology, as our first published article makes evident (Kreimer and 
Vessuri 2017). Moreover, Tapuya is willing to become a node in a global network 
that can provide resources to begin to balance the long-unbalanced structure of 
the academic world. It will do so by shedding light on neglected subjects, topics 
and methodologies, thereby strengthening STS.

Tapuya aims to bring together Latin American and international researchers to 
focus on issues such as center/periphery relations, the dynamics and organization 
of scientific fields, connections between science, technology and social problems 
(e.g. poverty, social exclusion or inequality), the uses and modes of production of 
knowledge, including indigenous knowledge, the national, regional, and interna-
tional mobility of scientists and engineers, their ideas, and normative systems, the 
relationships between universities, private sectors and the state (firstly theorized 
by Jorge Sábato in the 1960s), and the roles of STS within diverse Latin American 
societies. Accordingly, we expect to publish research articles, literature reviews 
and book reviews, as well as interviews and non-textual pieces (e.g. videos with 
authors’ comments). For literature and book reviews, we will encourage scholars 
to review scholarship originally published in English, Spanish and Portuguese. If 
possible, reviewed pieces in other European and non-European languages will be 
particularly welcome. This entanglement of thematically-related works is an im-
portant way to make Tapuya the realm where provincializing STS, now reclaimed 
even by Northern scholars, can take place.

Thus, Tapuya has three interrelated missions. One is to engage diverse social, 
economic and political actors in debates around science, technology and ana-
lyze their influence in the future of Latin America. Secondly, it intends to be a 
gathering place to enact STS networks of scholars across the global south; it will 
strengthen what global northerners think of as “periphery studies”. Finally, the 
journal intends to foster global, wide-ranging dialogues between centers and 
peripheries. Yet Tapuya wants to problematize to what extent these last-men-
tioned categories are useful in current STS thinking. It will do so by focusing on 
how STS strategies in the global north have effects in Latin America and the global 
south, and how STS strategies in the global south have effects in the global north. 
In these several ways Tapuya will reposition Latin America as the conventionally 
disallowed subject of thought about science, technology and society—not as the 
object of others thinking. 

To achieve Tapuya’s goals, we have set up two academic boards: the Editorial 
Board and the International Advisory Board. Half of the Editorial Board, whose 
members were invited in August 2017, are made up of Latin American scholars, 
including one official ESOCITE representative, while the other half are from outside 
the region. For the International Advisory Board, appointments initially went to a 
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When I was a kid I liked to tell a good lie. My untruths were not malicious or inju-
rious but they were very intentional deceptions. Like every kid, I knew that lying 
was a bad thing to do but there was a particular thrill in carefully crafting a delib-
erative fiction that would travel and that would hold. My objective was to have it 
be believed, and believed by many. The real victory, which was rare, was to have 
the deception circle back to me, uttered iteratively from second to third to fourth 
parties until it came home to its origins, returned to the ears of its maker. This 
was a long time ago and yet, our so-called post-truth era of alternative facts does 
make it seem as though we are now experimenting with truth in the beta mode: 
uncertain, crowd-sourced versions of reality.

LiES & buLLShiT

The lie is often taken as a dirty act, so dishonorable that in polite company it would 
be understood as an assault to suggest that someone is a liar. When Donald 
Trump claimed the crowds at his inauguration were “the largest audience to ever 
witness an inauguration, period” or when he proclaimed that “millions of illegal 
voters” had cost him the popular vote, journalists and media commentators were 
quick to check those claims against the facts, but they were loath to accuse him 
of lies. Trump supporters remained faith-full1 to their man despite no evidence 
that any bogus votes were cast anywhere in the country, and that there was no 
sign that his inaugural crowds were anything more than mediocre. Nonetheless, 
reporters and pundits in the U.S. tended to demure from stating that “he lied.” 
Instead, the liar had ‘misstated’ the truth or, even more sympathetically, had failed 
to produce a verifiable fact. A lack of facticity is one dimension of misstatement, 
but it is the alternative fact2--a deliberately, spuriously concocted alter-truth--that 
most characterizes what is now being called a post-truth era. It was the alterna-
tive fact that caused a run on copies of 1984, Orwell’s3 dystopian saga of a society 
rhetorically reproduced through ‘newspeak,’ the sine qua non of doublethink. 

Where many U.S.-based journalists may shy away from calling a liar a liar, British 
commentators appear less concerned about that terminological propriety. They 
use the word4 and then some, and with some distinction. As Laurie Penny elegant-
ly put it in The New Statesman recently, “The liar has a clear idea of what the reality 
of a situation is, and wants their audience to believe the opposite.” The bullshit 
artist5, by contrast, “wants to destroy the entire concept of truth, not to deceive 
but to confuse, confound and control.” So, do we now live among proud liars and 
accomplished bullshit artists? Undoubtedly both. 

invEnTivE nEwS 

Lying and bullshitting are both creative acts. So too, is the news. A science report-
er for The New York Times, for instance, must take newly formulated, or found, 
scientific facts and make them news. She must use her wits to shake the dull 
chaff from the shiny (newsworthy) grain of fact/s. And in this hewing process the 
appeal is also fashioned, the linguistic instruments used to make a story a story 
and to give science its representational shape in words. In this sense, news about, 
and of, science is always already a simulacra of scientific facts. The news of sci-
ence is a rendering, coded through language and deposited in epistemic spaces – 
from hallowed news outlets and jacked-up talk radio screeds to social media silos 
of our own making. But representation, we know, is never just representation. It 
is only, as James Clifford (1986) would have it, a “partial truth” that is always and 
forever caught up in the very invention of what it represents. Alternative facts do 

poST-TRuTh/fAkE-poSTS. 
oR, ThE TRuTh in bETA modE 

Cymene Howe

1 http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/30/
politics/trump-panel-voter-fraud-

new-day-cnntv/

2 http://www.cnn.
com/2017/01/22/politics/

kellyanne-conway-alternative-facts/

3 http://www.latimes.com/books/
jacketcopy/la-et-jc-george-orwell-

20170125-story.html

4 https://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2017/jan/25/
george-orwell-donald-trump-

kellyanne-conway-1984

5 http://www.newstatesman.com/
politics/uk/2017/01/why-post-truth-

age-bullshitters-are-winning
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not make themselves up, but they do make their way around, seeming to accrete 
more and more truth along the way. Remember that in Orwell’s work, science, in 
the conventional sense, had almost ceased to exist. In newspeak there was (or is) 
no word for science.

Over the last decade or so, about 35% of journalism jobs in the United States 
have been lost (Boyer 2013). The contemporary news ecology in the U.S. and 
elsewhere shows signs that journalistic deprofessionalization has increased just 
as a hyperprofessionalization of hoaxing and fake news has exponentialized. We 
see fewer journalists working less time and more hoaxers and false news man-
ufacturers working more time and with increasing influence. The bleed between 
factual news and promotional hijinks appeared as a proleptic foreshadowing to 
fake news in the Blue Water6 faux terrorist attack that fooled Germany’s most re-
spected newspaper back in 2009. Seven years later, in the late stages of the 2016 
U.S. presidential election, a fake news maker based in suburban California7, Jestin 
Coler, set out to “infiltrate the echo chambers of the alt-right.” Apparently one of 
the biggest fake news producers in the world, Coler is an unassuming fellow, but 
one with a talent for shaping stories and sites to suit the eyes and ears of what 
he calls the “white nationalist alt-right.” A phony FBI murder-suicide8 tied to Hillary 
Clinton was the ideal vehicle for his creative and monetary aspirations, channeled 
through an organization that he calls Disinfomedia. Staging reality, as with the 
Blue Water hoax or with fake murder-suicides may be as simple as creating a 
handful of websites where content and form mimic the contour of real news while 
never intending to properly inform. Mediaspheres are permeable--both democra-
tized as well as disinformationalized. But, this is not really new. 

Naomi Oreskes9 and Eric Conway (2010) have written that the propagation of un-
truths, or the production of ‘doubt,’ has long been a corporate strategy to ensure 
increased profit and the continued manufacture of dangerous products, from cig-
arettes to carbon emissions. Perforating the veracity of scientific fact is a product 
in itself, they argue. It is something that can be marketed in a double sense: as 
a narrative in which doubt thrives, and again, as a material product (for example, 
tobacco) that, through the creation and dissemination of the deceptive narrative, 
will also be sold. In their book, Oreskes and Conway set out to unravel how a 
tiny handful of scientists were able to produce decades of uncertainty around 
the harms of chlorofluorocarbons, tobacco and carbon emissions. But their story 
does not end with the construction of scientific skepticism. It resolves instead 
with the distribution of those lies through media outlets whose journalists have 
been trained—rightly or wrongly—to “tell both sides of the story.” (As though there 
were ever only two sides). In this way, a mountain of fact may be made to appear 
next to an eroded pebble of disagreement. Even in the attempt to provide objec-
tive balance, as the ethics of journalism demand, truly genuine truthly equilibrium 
has, as Noam Chomsky has shown for decades, never been fully achieved. 

6 https://www.wired.com/2009/09/
bluewater/

7 http://www.npr.org/sections/
alltech considered/2016/11/23/50 
3146770/npr-finds-the-head-of-a-
covert-fake-news-operation-in-the-
suburbs

8 http://www.snopes.com/
fbi-agent-murder-suicide/

9 http://culturesofenergy.com/
ep-47-naomi-oreskes/
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One of the distinguishing features of post-truth and post-factual times is the ab-
rogation of professionalized news production to the agglomeration of social me-
dia newspeak. An argument can be made that as we buzz about in our hives of 
social media, we are each enrolled in the manufacture of news: the design and 
dissemination of news, facts, or factishes, truths or its partialities. Have we all 
become citizen journalists as we tap out our reposts and retweets? It is possi-
ble that we have collectively neglected professional news journalism to the point 
where expert media cannot insulate us from trolling liars. Worries about actual 
and potential public gullibility has meant that companies like Facebook are now 
posting primers on how to spot fake news. (Beware of headlines with too many 
exclamation points they say!!!!!!). But if a general dupability has overtaken our me-
diated lives, one wonders when it was, if ever, that anyone really believed that all 
of the posts on Facebook or the tweets rolling off of our screens represented the 
truth with a capital T. 

ThE TRuTh in EmoTion

The term post-truth was beatified in 2016 as the Oxford English Dictionary’s word 
of the year10. Post-truth is a condition, “relating to or denoting circumstances in 
which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals 
to emotion and personal belief.” Post-truthiness depends on a referent to ob-
jectivity, but most importantly it requires an emotive appeal, an ability to mold 
feelings, beliefs and to re-curve public consciousness in ways that serve its mak-
ers. Conversely, truth requires its paradoxical inverse. Truth needs the lie. Reality 
demands irreality and fact can only exists against falsehood. But post-truth is a 
game of complicities, a willingness to believe in the thing being claimed. This is 
both an epistemological and ontological proposition. Post-truth requires multiple 
epistemologies of the world and perspectival difference. Post-truth also demands, 
as Marilyn Strathern (2004) and Annemarie Mol (2003) might point out, multiple 
ontological forms of the ‘facts’ inhabiting worlds (in the plural). Distinct epistemes 
view facts in distinct ways. Multiple worlds produce multiple ontologies of facts. 
Post-truth may be most instructive in the ways that it surfaces that combination 
of truth creation. 

Post-truth is also an affective condition where sentiment and faith converge 
upon the putative objectivity of fact. Science studies have demonstrated again 
and again how facts are not without their affective dimension in both their con-
struction and diffusion; post-truthiness makes that abundantly clear. In post-truth 
worlds, the agent of deception is part of a dynamic oscillation between The Real 
(or facts as they are concluded as such in the present) and The Unreal. The liar 
knows the truth. And in this way she is also part of truthmaking, as well as its un-
doing. This is where Clifford’s partial truths meet with Strathern’s “partial connec-
tions.” Truth is constituted, re-constituted and enacted in relation to various other 
realities, facts and verifiable events. This is a project of moving one enactment 
through the next.

SoCiAL ThEoRy & poST-TRuThiShnESS

Perhaps post-truth is not novel, but in “fact” the constitutive ground of western 
social theory. The Enlightenment project was, as we well know, a program that 
sought out reason against faith, lauding the rational rather than the theological. 
Scientific methods and the empirical gaze were developed to surface the work-
ings of physical phenomena and in so doing, unravel the metaphysical truths that 
had obtained over the centuries. If truth had been attributed to god/s, it now ebbed 
toward the intellectual pursuits of men, moving from the unseen acts of deities to 
the replicable experiments of science. New kinds of truth were emerging. 

The idea that there could be another truth, that there was more than one truth, en-
abled the rationality project. In the early days of 19th century social theory, for ex-
ample, were all kinds of truths variously deduced and exchanged. Emile Durkheim 
had his formulations of total social facts and saw society webbed through its 

10 https://www.oxforddictionaries.
com/press/news/2016/12/11/

WOTY-16

11 http://www.bruno-latour.fr/sites/
default/files/89-CRITICAL-INQUIRY-

GB.pdf
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collective unconscious. Gabriel Tarde saw another truth of nodal individuals (and 
their interests) compelled, nonetheless, to enroll in some form of the social con-
tract. Alternative truths can be multiplied infinitely across academic spheres of 
debate. Science studies and feminist epistemologies--such as standpoint theo-
ry (Hartsock 1987) and situated knowledge (Haraway 1991)--have been both the 
great inheritors, as well as key drivers, of truth’s disassembling. And, as Bruno 
Latour duly acknowledged in his essay11 comparing matters of fact to matters 
of concern, “factishness” has an insidious doppelganger in, for instance, climate 
change denial rhetoric. When was the moment that deconstruction became de-
struction or that undermining scientific certainty became an act of “adding even 
more smoke to the smoke (2004: 228)?” Have the last several decades of intellec-
tual life been nakedly impartial in their razing of truth? 

Our post-truth age may simply affirm that epistemic continuity never really existed 
or it may magnify how assemblages of disassembled truths have come to figure 
Real World imaginaries. What may sting most is the recognition that facts are so 
perilously frail, interpreted and emotive. But this is also a time to pause on the 
hyphen in the midst of post-truth, to balance for a moment on this gesture toward 
a time after the fact, where truth is found in the beta mode. 

Cymene Howe  is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Rice University and a core 
faculty member in the Center for Energy and Environmental Research in the Human 
Sciences. She is the author of  Intimate Activism: The Struggle for Sexual Rights 
in Postrevolutionary Nicaragua  (Duke 2013), co-editor of 21st  Century Sexualities 
(Routledge 2009) and has published numerous articles and book chapters in anthro-
pology and transdisciplinary texts. She currently serves as a member of the editorial 
collective of Cultural Anthropology and co-host of the Podcast Cultures of Energy.
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Mr. Donald Trump and the notion of post-truth, alternative facts, fake news, etc. 
have become icons of a social order that has come creeping through Western de-
mocracies for a long time. The faces of Pia Kjærsgård (Denmark), Marine Le Pen 
(France), Frauke Petry (Germany) and Geerd Wilders (the Netherlands) are among 
the European icons of attempts to establish a new social order based on populist 
thoughts. They are among others characterized by an opportunistic engagement 
with scientific knowledge. 

Merton (1957) noted long ago that scientists generally tend to feel that politics 
ignore their findings. It is nothing new that politics’ use of scientific knowledge is 
selective. Rather than caring about scientists’ feelings it is in the current situation 
crucial to care about what kind of social order scientific expertise contributes to 
establishing and maintaining, and to what extend science as an institution matters 
to democratic societies. Shapin and Shaffer (1985) convincingly reconstructed 
the early days of natural philosophy, the predecessor of science. Natural philos-
ophy and experimental knowledge production developed out of the 17th century 
England that was haunted by civil wars. With the function of constructing facts 
that were free of religious, political and ethnic interests, natural philosophy should 
constitute the epistemic foundation for a united society; something religious and 
ethnic truths had not been able to deliver. Through its three constitutive technol-
ogies (linguistic, social and material) the facts constructed in natural philosophy 
and later by science would be unfaithful to all religions and to all ethnic traditions 
and to their attempt to install their truths in society. Science’s constructed facts 
would serve all of them just as much as they would be a nuisance to all of them. 
In this society, people of different religious beliefs and of different ethnic kin could 
refer to the same scientific facts as a shared common ground. That facts were 
later revealed to be infused with political, economic, personal and other powers 
and interests does not change their core function as a common ground. 

Why not? Because in contrast to the truths forwarded by religious, ethnic and oth-
er social groups facts can be challenged by evidence. For our current discussions 
the distinction between truths and facts in my re-telling of Shapin and Shaffer’s 
account is crucial. While truths are mobilized by authoritative institutions, such as 
churches and monarchs, facts are produced through the mentioned constitutive 
technologies of science. Facts rely on evidence and can thus be challenged by 
new facts that are produced in comparable, scientific ways and that also forward 
evidence. Truth, on the other hand, needs no evidence, and cannot be challenged. 
Truth is true, full stop. Unless you don’t believe it, then it is just rubbish. 

In this sense, it is incorrect to characterize Mr. Trump’s epistemic ethics as post-
truth. Trump has no trouble with truths. He has troubles with facts. Populist ide-
ologies rest on convictions that are not open to factual tests. They cannot be 
challenged by evidence. The utterance that Mr. Trump’s inauguration had a larger 
audience than that of his predecessor was forwarded as a truth. It was not a fact, 
since it did not rely on evidence that could potentially be challenged. It was not 
even an alternative fact. It was a truth. Which does not mean that it was true. That 
is the point with truths: you cannot test, whether they are true. Only facts can be 
tested – by empirical evidence. 

Because truths cannot be tested empirically and they cannot be discussed, they 
end conversation and debate. Truths are thus dangerous as means for political 
power in democratic societies. The replacement of truth by facts is not just a 
historical matter of post-revolutionary England centuries ago. The still existing 
power of facts over truths in politics is a central constituent of maintaining the 
social order of democracy. By mobilizing his utterances as truths Mr. Trump chal-
lenges this social order and ends conversation with people, who do not share the 

ThE SoCiAL oRdER of fACTS vS. TRuThS 
Estrid Sørensen
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mobilized truths. The social order of truth has people divided into separate social 
groups, each caring for their own truth, each protecting their own truth. In worst 
case, even fighting for their truth, against others. 

The role of science to be the core producer of constructed facts is crucial for the 
social order of democracy. This social order needs facts that are constructed and 
that are mobilized as such not only within science, but very much so in politics. 
Science studies’ emphasis on the constructed nature of scientific facts does not 
undermine the function of science. On the contrary, it supports it. It contests sci-
entific approaches that like to talk about and treat their facts as truths, and that in 
doing so challenge the social order that grants science a crucial – if only modest 
– function in democratic societies. When contemplating upon the Science Wars, 
Latour (2004) noted that “we need to get closer to facts, not farther away from 
them”. Indeed, we need to get closer to constructed facts, and father away from 
truths. This is our means to fight populism, and this is why science studies is 
most needed.

Estrid Sørensen is a Professor of cultural psychology and anthropological knowledge at 
the Ruhr- University in Bochum, Germany. She did her PhD in Copenhagen on the enact-
ment of materiality and knowledge in educational practices and is currently digging into 
studies of large-scale international educational assessments and their displacement 
into non-European cultures. Estrid is also engaged in doing social studies of social psy-
chology along with comparative work on how computer games come to be enacted as 
harmful. She feels most at home in the social anthropology provinces of STS. Estrid has 
been a member of the EASST Council since 2008. Estrid less known for her home made 
red current jam and plum butter (though she should be!).
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Since the 17th century, scientific knowledge has been produced through a collec-
tive process, involving specific technologies used to perform experiments, to reg-
ulate modalities for participation of peers or lay people, and to ensure validation 
of the facts and publication of major results. In such a world guided by the quest 
for a new kind of truth against previous beliefs (see Howe’s piece, this issue), 
various forms of misconduct –  from subtle plagiarism to the entire fabrication 
of data and results – have largely been considered as minimal, if not inexistent. 
Yet, some “betrayers of the truth” have been alleged in many fraudulent cases 
at least from the 1970s onward (Broad and Wade 1982), and the phenomenon 
is currently a growing concern in many academic corners – scientific journals, 
funding bodies, learned societies, analysts, leading to an extensive literature. More 
recently, the reveal of an industry of manipulated publications behind the scenes 
by pharmaceutical firms (Sismondo, 2009) has strengthened the doubts about 
the reliability of “gold standards” of proof, while the disappointing results of specif-
ically designed studies have led to a replication crisis in some experimental disci-
plines (e.g. psychology, clinical medicine). Simultaneously, the growing industry of 
“predatory publishing” has reshaped the very definition of a peer-reviewed journal 
(Djuric, 2015).

In this context, “post-publication peer review” (PPPR) has often been lauded as a 
solution, its promoters valuing public debate over in-house validation by journals 
and the judgment of a crowd of readers over the ones of a few selected referees 
(Pontille and Torny 2015). Along those lines, the public voicing of concerns on a 
result, a method, a figure or an interpretation by readers, whistleblowers, academ-
ic institutions, public investigators or authors themselves have become common-
place. Some web platforms, such as PubPeer1, have even developed alarm raising 
and fact checking as new forms of scholarly communication. Facing numerous 
alerts, journals have generalized dedicated editorial formats to notify their readers 
of the emerging doubts affecting articles they had published.

This short piece is exclusively focused on these formats, which consists in “flag-
ging” some articles to mark their problematic status. Acting and writing are tightly 
coupled here: to flag an article consists in publishing a statement about an origi-
nal paper, in the same journal, as part of its publishing record2. Instead of crossing 
out texts like deeds in Law or archiving the various versions of a single text like in 
Wikipedia, the flag statement does not alter the original paper. As a result, links 
between the two documents and the free availability of the statement designed to 
alert audiences are crucial3.

In the last twenty years, three ways of flagging articles have become commonly 
used by journals: expression of concern, correction, and retraction. These written 
acts enact peculiar forms of verification that occur alongside, even against, the 
traditional fact checking process in science. Designed to alert journal readership, 
they are not meant to test the accuracy of published articles like in usual scientific 
research or misconduct investigations. Rather, they perform a critical, public judg-
ment about its validity and reliability.

An “expression of concern” casts doubt about an article and warns readers that its 
content raise some issues. In most cases, it describes information that has been 
given to the journal, which led it to alert its readers about an ongoing investigation, 
but does not directly state about the validity of the work4.

On the contrary, when it comes to “correction”, it is always stated that the core 
validity of the original article remains, some parts of its content being lightly or ex-
tensively modified. In some cases, the transformations have been carried to such 
an extent (e.g. every figure have been changed) that some actors have ironically 

bEyond fACT ChECking: REConSidERing ThE STATuS 
of TRuTh of pubLiShEd ARTiCLES

David Pontille, Didier Torny

1 https://pubpeer.com/ 

2 Which differs from previous 
practices of putting these type of 

publications in “letters”, “discussion” 
or “comments” sections of a journal.

3 When a flag statement is behind 
a paywall, readers would neither 
know its precise content, nor be 

aware of its existence. (See: http://
retractionwatch.com/2017/02/28/

stuck-limbo-happens-papers-
flagged-journals-potentially-

problematic/)

4 http://journals.plos.org/
plosgenetics/article?id=10.1371/

journal.pgen.1005499
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coined the term “mega-correction“5 to characterize them. Contrary to an expres-
sion of concern, the authors of the article are fully aware of these modifications 
and, even if they have not written it, do necessarily validate them before the publi-
cation of the so-called (mega)correction. If they don’t, journals sometimes publish 
editorial notes instead of corrections.

Finally, a “retraction” aims at to inform readership that the article validity and/or 
reliability does not stand anymore. Far from being an erasure, it is conceived of as 
the final step of the publishing record of the original article. A retraction is either 
conducted in close collaboration with the authors6, or against them7 upon the 
request of someone else who is explicitly named (e.g. a journal editor-in-chief, a 
colleague, a funding body…).

Briefly described, these written formats dedicated to flag articles raise three main 
questions: their regulation, their timeframe and their reversibility. As in other mat-
ters regarding academic publication, organizations of journal editors and pub-
lishers have issued many recommandations about these new formats: when to 
publish them, who shall previously be contacted, what should be included in the 
text of the flag, who should sign them (Teixeira da Silva and Dobranszki, 2017). 
COPE has even produced gigantic flowcharts8 aiming at helping editors ; never-
theless, according to the literature, editors have not been very compliant to them 
(Hesselman et al, 2016).

Moreover guidelines focus on very specific decision moments and do not treat 
the temporal dynamics of the flags: an expression of concern can be written 10 or 
20 years after9 the original paper, so long after it had an impact on the literature; 
or, conversely, may be followed by a rapid correction by the authors, then a second 
expression of concern and finally a retraction. It may also lead to “in limbo” papers, 
which still exist with their expression of concern for years, nobody seemed to be 
been to solve the concern, or even care about it.

What is then the reversibility of these flags? Corrections can be later themselves 
corrected, expression of concern be itself retracted after 15 years10, and some 
have proposed that “good faith” retractions could be combined with the publica-
tion of “replacement”11 papers, while the other ones would be permanent. Besides, 
there is life after death for scientific publications: retracted papers are still cited, 
and most of their citations do not take notice of their “zombie” status (Bar-Ilan and 
Halevi, 2017).

Instead of incorrectly equating the prevalence of retractions with that of miscon-
duct, some consider the proliferation of flagged articles as a positive trend (Fanelli, 
2013). In this vision, the very concrete effects of PPPR do reinforce scientific facts 
already built through peer review, publication and citation. Symmetrically, as every 
published article is potentially correctable or retractable, any scientific informa-
tion rhymes with uncertainty. The visibility given to these flags and policies un-
dermine the very basic components of the economy of science: How long can we 
collectively pretend that peer-reviewed knowledge should be the anchor to face a 
“post-truth” world?

Indeed, the sociology of ignorance has shown us that merchants of doubt 
(Oreskes and Conway, 2011) have built sophisticated ways to fight against scien-
tific consensus, while undone science (Hess, 2016) prevents our societies from 
the benefits of specific knowledge. For these authors, good science, i.e. organized 
facts coming from a mass of publications, is a precious commons that have to 
be nurtured and protected. By contrast, for most STS scholars, science is what 
results once a scientific paper is published (see Fuller´s piece, this issue). Despite 
their differences, they both agree on the importance of focusing on what can be 
done with scientific articles, whether it should be apprehended with normative 
views or not. 

Through this piece, we have suggested that STS should also add the political 
economy of academic publications to its “to do list” to try to make small differ-
ences (see Law´s piece, this issue) in the “post-truth” debates. We shall do so for 
three different reasons: one, it is a key element in the changing definition of truth-
iness; two, it highlights the continuing inventions of scientific collectives to build 

5 http://www.labtimes.org/
labtimes/issues/lt2012/lt01/
lt_2012_01_43_43.pdf

6 http://thejns.org/
doi/10.3171/2016.10.JNS151991r

7 http://retractionwatch.
com/2017/04/12/author-surprised-
publisher-pulls-three-papers/

8 http://publicationethics.org/files/
Full%2520set%2520of%2520English 
%2520flowcharts_9Nov2016.pdf

9 http://diabetes.diabetesjournals.
org/content/46/12/1950

10 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1111/ejn.13225/abstract

11 http://retractionwatch.
com/2016/06/20/retract-and-
replace-jama-may-expand-use-of-
this-tool/

12 https://www.theatlantic.
com/science/archive/2017/04/
reproducibility-science-open-
judoflip/521952/
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technologies of factization; three, the current movement of science reform, of 
which articles flags take part, could be used, and much more effectively than STS 
classical results, to defund and deny research12, which is currently at the heart of 
“alternative facts” promoters tactics.
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Alternative facts: quite a problem for STS and cognate disciplines. Here’s my sit-
uated halfpenny worth.

Fifty years ago, the discipline learned from Kuhn that correspondence theory 
works poorly, and opted instead for the workability of pragmatism. Forty years 
ago, this became the shaping of science by social interests. There wasn’t room 
for distortion (there was no benchmark for truth), but perhaps it was possible 
to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate interests. Thirty years ago, the 
discipline was thinking about performativity. Truths are truths because realities 
are enacted to match them in locations such as laboratories. And then more re-
cently some started to try to distinguish appropriate from inappropriate ways of 
knowing. Perhaps different kinds of expertise deserve different rights? Or different 
modes of existence are in need of diplomacy?

As I said, a situated story. But it also seems to me that in its fifty years, parts 
of the STS that I know best have started to come full circle. First it tore down 
philosophical stipulations about scientific method, and began instead to describe 
the complex practices of science. Always, to be sure, in the face of accusations 
that it was undermining truth, propriety, and/or civilisation. But now STS is being 
tempted by stipulation again. Not cognitive stipulation, but social stipulation. We 
are being asked to order the institutions of knowing so that something like truth 
will triumph. It is as if a new Comtean class of social intellectuals has stepped up 
to the podium, or perhaps I mean into the agora. 

Okay, with alternative truths on the rampage, politics is deeply disheartening. But 
as you can tell from the irony, I doubt that we need new forms of rule-based stip-
ulation. First, these lack a degree of political realism. People sometimes attend 
to intellectuals, but in politics, capital P, STS is just a sideshow, so who is going 
to listen? I’m not sure. Second, in one way I am also grateful that this is so, for 
while STS can surely make a difference, the prospect of STS as philosopher king 
is pretty scary. Do we think that we are to be trusted to regulate the generation 
of truth? Do we think that any elite is to be trusted? Sorry, but I am a sceptic. And 
then, three, perhaps most strangely, I fear we are forgetting STS 101. We are for-
getting that the world and its institutions are contingent, that there is no purity, 
and that rules do not govern; that the world and its truths are messy practices 
and struggles. But if this is right then stipulation is a prince that will never rule. But 
there is an alternative, for we are at our strongest when we work to understand 
those struggling practices and their specificities; and (remembering that whatever 
we do is also performative) when we try to intervene in modest ways in particular 
places. Directly by standing up and shouting, or by writing, voting, commenting, 
criticising, persuading or seducing. (The modes of analytical-political practice are 
many). Or indirectly (perhaps this is our unique selling proposition) by re-articulat-
ing and reframing. By chipping away at common sense to show that other ways 
of being might be possible if (for instance) you want better disability care, or clean 
water in the villages of Zimbabwe.

Notice that I have talked of intervening. Large parts of STS are good at this. They 
know about mess and contingency. They know themselves to be situated too. 
And then, fired by a mix of curiosity and outrage, they make specific interventions 
about: nuclear waste; toxic dumping; public interpretations of science; the social 
agendas of primate research; bioprospecting; the struggle between care and con-
trol in health; technological genderings; dominatory legal practices; epistemicides; 
the colonial character of some environmentalisms; the dangers of monopoly 
claims to order; and land-use pressures on indigenous agricultures. But you don’t 
need my list. Please make your own.

John Law

ThE LiTTLE TooLS of diffEREnCE
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The lessons? Again, please list your own. But for me the answer leads to specific-
ity and difference.

Specificity. General nostra and high moral indignation are exciting but mostly 
(there are no rules) their reach is limited. General anything won’t do because there 
is no general. There are specificities pretending to be generalities, yes, but that is 
different. Indeed, this is precisely the problem. For STS tells us that such general-
ities are done and redone here, or there, in particular places and practices. In this 
newspaper, classroom, web site, office, ballot box, farm or at this border-crossing 
point. Always in specific material practices. And STS is good at understanding 
such specificities. It is good at insisting that practices and their truths are not gen-
eral. And it is also pretty good at crafting possible alternative practices too. Not 
alternative truths but alternative practices. Creating what Kristin Asdal calls little 
tools. But what might it craft? What kinds of little tools?

That is for you to say. What kind of a difference do you want to make? But in the 
face of alternative truths I find myself joining those who craft specific practices 
for recognising and articulating difference. The object being to generate the dis-
comforts of friction by creating practices of multiplicity. Because, and here we 
come to the point, performative success is easy when it encounters no resist-
ance. Alternative truths prosper in social and technical monocultures that choke 
whatever does not fit, ecosystems populated by little tools that seal off other-
ness. But if this is right then well-intentioned general rules are less important than 
the proliferation of friction-making material tools for opening up and articulating 
uncomfortable differences. I am saying that we need to put effort into serious 
attempts to craft and seed these in endlessly many specific places and sites of 
struggle. Of course there is no single answer. But our discipline knows about the 
material specificities of struggle. It knows about practices for disrupting self-evi-
dence and making disconcerting differences. And it knows about interference. In 
short, it knows about creating little tools for disrupting alternative truths. Clearly 
there is urgent work like this to be done.

John Law is Emeritus Professor of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Open University 
and key proponent of actor-network theory. In recent years, he has written widely on 
post-colonial STS, baroque methodological sensibilities, and the naturing of salmons.
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Alternative facts is old news in STS. We can illustrate that by going back to one of 
STS’ beginnings in England in the 1920s. In a controversy conducted by means 
of popular pamphlet sales, the universal facts of the nature of human nature ar-
gued by philosopher Bertrand Russell, contested with the alternative facts of the 
nature of human nature presented by biologist JBS Haldane. Argued through the 
medium of classical Greek mythology in the forms of Icarus and Daedalus, the al-
ternative fact making mechanisms of philosophy and natural science were pitted 
against each other, each claiming its facts as a guide to the future.1 This contro-
versy was, like the controversy around Trump’s alternative facts that Howe writes 
of, fuelled by an emotional contagion, albeit that Icarus and Daedalus gave such 
populism a more decorous Englishness compared to the raw twenty first century 
American version.

The ugly phrase ‘alternative factizations’ more precisely names what was going 
on in that English re-run of the tensions between fathers and sons, but in the 
1920s articulating the STS trick of turning things into processes, nouns into verbs, 
still lay the future. Yet, there is no doubt that informed relativizing readings of 
alternative factizations was done in the 1920s as it was in 2017. When it comes 
to facts, careful and care filled readings of the evidence, comparing of contest-
ing analytic concepts, and articulating opposing views about felicities, or absence 
thereof, in rhetorical style and so on, is an ordinary part of collective life in liberal 
democracies. Sorting out alternative facts proposed by experts is something that 
the demos can do now, and could already do at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. 

In 2017, as in the 1920s, it does not require STS analysts to jump up and down 
to initiate such readings. But such readings do require that the institutional land-
scapes of democracy in liberal polities be vibrant and cared for.2 When they—parlia-
ments, bureaucracies, academies for example, are starved of care and resources, 
factizations easily go off the rails of democracy. That we as STS analysts, citizens 
with special response-abilities, and responsibilities which we bear as academics, 
currently feel a need to write about alternative facts, is a worrying sign.

STS has been offering rich and complex accounts of facts and how they work, fo-
cussing on difference as Law suggests we do, for nearly fifty years by now. There 
I am pointing to another beginning of STS, one perhaps more familiar to today’s 
practitioners: the advent of sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) and the empir-
ical program of relativism (EPOR) in mid twentieth century Britain. Building on this 
while mobilizing quite other beginnings in French thought, Latour was prescient 
in warning that while that standard epistemological game of relativising critique 
might be politically satisfying, it was also very bad politics, challenging us to lift 
our politico-epistemic game.3 He argued for a shift in focus from matters of fact 
to matters of concern as the object known in politico-epistemics,4 and went on 
to propose a machinery for redesigning modern institutions around values.5 Yet 
AIME is no more useful than Greek mythology, SSK, or EPOR when it comes to 
dealing with and in the myriad here and now puzzles and problems that we face in 
grappling with the everyday politico-epistemic work of articulating policy goods—
the on-going bread and butter work of STS analytics. The fatal flaw in these stand-
ard STS analytics is conceptualization of the STS analyst: an unnoticed proposing 
as removed observer prevails. Flagging the shifts in reworkings of contesting 
matters of factization, of the sort that Pontille and Torny point to, not only has the 
effect of realising truth as provisional and tentative, but it can also be a means of 
pointing to the ineluctably partial situation of the analyst. 

mATTERS of fACT(izATion), mATTERS of 
CApiTALizATion, And mATTERS of CARE

Helen Verran
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Contempt bred of familiarity with matters of factization is even more dangerous 
in the absence of interrupting. But I propose that even more dangerous, is stealth-
ily instituting rule through and as, matters of capitalization in contemporary liberal 
democracies, as objects of governance.6 A particular worry is the ways matters of 
capitalization parade themselves as matters of factization.7 The demos in liberal 
democracies is only at the very beginnings of learning to do informed relativising 
readings of matters of capitalization.8 Related to the urgent need for democratic 
‘capacity building’ in this regard, is recognizing and making explicit the work of 
doing matters of care.9 And here more than ever, the unrecognized conceptual-
izing of the STS analyst as removed observer gets in the way. When the figure of 
the analyst in the epistemic practices of STS is a removed observer, just as she is 
in the epistemic practices of both factizing and capitalizing, there is no means to 
constitute a generative analytic tension. 

Careful and care filled readings are needed to distinguish matters of factization 
and the forms of its concepts, from matters of capitalization and the forms of 
concepts through which that is accomplished. Teasing out what is inside mat-
ters of factization, and inside matters of capitalization, approaching their working 
concepts as companions in the here and now, is a matter of care. The figure of 
the analyst here is recognisably a partial participant in the situations analysed. 
Expounding sturdy STS epistemic practices that make a virtue of that, is a priority. 

Here I am proposing yet another STS beginning. This is the situationism articu-
lated in separate times and places by Mannheim and Dewey, who in their differ-
ent ways never forgot their experiences of being partial participants in total wars. 
Identifying this alternative STS beginning sets up a contrast to Bernal in particular, 
currently a heralded STS originator. As a Marxist, Bernal managed to maintain his 
removed observer position in war from the privileged position of operational head-
quarters. STS needs to care for itself in attending to its many beginnings, keeping 
the tensions between them explicit.
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STS talks the talk without ever quite walking the walk. Case in point: post-truth, 
the offspring that the field has been always trying to disown, not least in the latest 
editorial of Social Studies of Science (Sismondo 2017). Yet STS can be fairly cred-
ited with having both routinized in its own research practice and set loose on the 
general public – if not outright invented -- at least four common post-truth tropes: 

1. Science is what results once a scientific paper is published, not what 
made it possible for the paper to be published, since the actual conduct 
of research is always open to multiple countervailing interpretations. 

2. What passes for the ‘truth’ in science is an institutionalised contin-
gency, which if scientists are doing their job will be eventually over-
turned and replaced, not least because that may be the only way they 
can get ahead in their fields.

3. Consensus is not a natural state in science but one that requires 
manufacture and maintenance, the work of which is easily underesti-
mated because most of it occurs offstage in the peer review process. 

4. Key normative categories of science such as ‘competence’ and ‘ex-
pertise’ are moveable feasts, the terms of which are determined by the 
power dynamics that obtain between specific alignments of interested 
parties. 

What is perhaps most puzzling from a strictly epistemological standpoint is that 
STS recoils from these tropes whenever such politically undesirable elements as 
climate change deniers or creationists appropriate them effectively for their own 
purposes. Normally, that would be considered ‘independent corroboration’ of the 
tropes’ validity, as these undesirables demonstrate that one need not be a politi-
cally correct STS practitioner to wield the tropes effectively. It is almost as if STS 
practitioners have forgotten the difference between the contexts of discovery and 
justification in the philosophy of science. The undesirables are actually helping 
STS by showing the robustness of its core insights as people who otherwise over-
lap little with the normative orientation of most STS practitioners turn them to 
what they regard as good effect (Fuller 2016). 

Of course, STSers are free to contest any individual or group that they find polit-
ically undesirable – but on political, not methodological grounds. We should not 
be quick to fault undesirables for ‘misusing’ our insights, let alone apologize for, 
self-censor or otherwise restrict our own application of these insights, which lay 
at the heart of Latour’s (2004) notorious mea culpa. On the contrary, we should 
defer to Oscar Wilde and admit that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. STS 
has enabled the undesirables to raise their game, and if STSers are too timid to 
function as partisans in their own right, they could try to help the desirables raise 
their game in response. 

Take the ongoing debates surrounding the teaching of evolution in the US. The fact 
that intelligent design theorists are not as easily defeated on scientific grounds as 
young earth creationists means that when their Darwinist opponents leverage their 
epistemic authority on the former as if they were the latter, the politics of the situa-
tion becomes naked. Unlike previous creationist cases, the judgement in Kitzmiller 
v. Dover Area School Board (in which I served as an expert witness for the defence) 
dispensed with the niceties of the philosophy of science and resorted to the brute 
sociological fact that most evolutionists do not consider intelligent design theory 
science. That was enough for the Darwinists to win the battle, but will it win them 
the war? Those who have followed the ‘evolution’ of creationism into intelligent 
design might conclude that Darwinists act in bad faith by not taking seriously that 
intelligent design theorists are trying to play by the Darwinists’ rules. Indeed, more 
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than ten years after Kitzmiller, there is little evidence that Americans are any friend-
lier to Darwin than they were before the trial. And with Trump in the White House…?

Thus, I find it strange that in his editorial on post-truth, Sismondo extols the vir-
tues of someone who seems completely at odds with the STS sensibility, name-
ly, Naomi Oreskes, the Harvard science historian turned scientific establishment 
publicist. A signature trope of her work is the pronounced asymmetry between the 
natural emergence of a scientific consensus and the artificial attempts to create 
scientific controversy (e.g. Oreskes and Conway 2011). It is precisely this ‘no sci-
ence before its time’ sensibility that STS has been spending the last half-century 
trying to oppose. Even if Oreskes’ political preferences tick all the right boxes from 
the standpoint of most STSers, she has methodologically cheated by presuming 
that the ‘truth’ of some matter of public concern most likely lies with what most 
scientific experts think at a given time. Indeed, Sismondo’s passive aggressive ag-
onizing comes from his having to reconcile his intuitive agreement with Oreskes 
and the contrary thrust of most STS research. 

This example speaks to the larger issue addressed by post-truth, namely, distrust 
in expertise, to which STS has undoubtedly contributed by circumscribing the 
prerogatives of expertise. Sismondo fails to see that even politically mild-man-
nered STSers like Harry Collins and Sheila Jasanoff do this in their work. Collins 
is mainly interested in expertise as a form of knowledge that other experts recog-
nize as that form of knowledge, while Jasanoff is clear that the price that experts 
pay for providing trusted input to policy is that they do not engage in imperial 
overreach. Neither position approximates the much more authoritative role that 
Oreskes would like to see scientific expertise play in policy making. From an STS 
standpoint, those who share Oreskes’ normative orientation to expertise should 
consider how to improve science’s public relations, including proposals for how 
scientists might be socially and materially bound to the outcomes of policy deci-
sions taken on the basis of their advice. 

When I say that STS has forced both established and less than established sci-
entists to ‘raise their game’, I am alluding to what may turn out to be STS’s most 
lasting contribution to the general intellectual landscape, namely, to think about 
science as literally a game – perhaps the biggest game in town. Consider football, 
where matches typically take place between teams with divergent resources and 
track records. Of course, the team with the better resources and track record is 
favoured to win, but sometimes it loses and that lone event can destabilise the 
team’s confidence, resulting in further losses and even defections. Each match is 
considered a free space where for ninety minutes the two teams are presumed to 
be equal, notwithstanding their vastly different histories. Francis Bacon’s ideal of 
the ‘crucial experiment’, so eagerly adopted by Karl Popper, relates to this sensibil-
ity as definitive of the scientific attitude. And STS’s ‘social constructivism’ simply 
generalizes this attitude from the lab to the world. Were STS to embrace its own 
sensibility much more wholeheartedly, it would finally walk the walk. 
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There are conspiracy theories, climate change denials, creationists, or, evangelic 
and Muslim evolution-denials to be precise, and, there are alternative facts. So 
why are we interpellated by the latter so fiercely? Why are we intellectually moved 
and politically mobilized. Or, why am I alarmed by this notion, I kept asking myself? 

Alternative facts demand a response from academics and STS scholars in par-
ticular. Partially this has to do with the power of words. Their power to structure 
reality. The power to align disperse and desperate politics and moods under one 
banner: alternative facts. It is a potent notion that has organized rightwing politics 
as well as its responses, such as the Marches for Science, or, this special section. 

Alternative facts demand a response also because of the particular era that we 
find ourselves in these days. An era of growing xenophobia, racism, sexism and 
populism, not in the margins of democratic societies, but at the very heart of 
mainstream discourse and political debates. An era characterized also, by radical 
changes in the sociopolical order, both in the ‘peripheries’ of EuroAmerican em-
pires and at home. A move towards the neoliberalisation of everything with the 
dwindling of fundamental rights as its effects. 

And as you read these words, I can hear you think: So, what’s to be done? Should 
we hit the street and go safe the world, or at least take it for repair? Yes. But, not all 
of us and not all the time! But it is vital to see that the very practice of protesting, 
in whichever version, is a mode of experimenting, testing and innovating the very 
architecture of democracies (e.g. Mouffe 2000). It is a mode of practicing political 
subjectivities as well as a mode of imagining and chanting, collectively, worlds 
and lives otherwise (e.g. Blaser 2014). 

While I cannot believe I have put these words to paper, here, in this forum, I mean 
every word of it. But there is more, much more, and that is why it has been an 
enormous struggle to produce this intervention on alternative facts. 

The talk of alternative facts did not only perform me as a political subject, it also 
helped to me to appreciate ‘our’ institutions and value them as singular entities. 
For, alternative facts are first and foremost, a fierce attack on democratic insti-
tutions. And as we know, the suspicion placed on institutions is quickly trans-
lated onto the people who work there. For example in January this year Pieter 
Duisenberg, a Dutch Member of Parliament for the conservative liberal party VVD, 
submitted a resolution in which he requested that the political inclination of Dutch 
academics be investigated, because he was of the opinion that Dutch academia 
was too leftist. His resolution received the support of the majority in parliament 
and the requested study is currently underway. The assumption of this resolution 
is that the trustworthiness of knowledge is contingent upon the political color of 
the scholars, - there might be alternative facts - therewith reducing institutions 
and knowledge to a matter of people and their worldview. It is crucial to see that 
this reduction makes the sedimented and collective work that goes into building 
institutions and making them work, invisible, leading to their vulnerability and the 
risk of them being closed down. 

Alternative facts are obviously made somewhere and thrown at us by someone 
(even if this someone is a robot), but they can only exist as free-floating entities 
because any institutionalized mode of knowledge production undermines their 
factuality. While obscuring their provenance they have to circulate at high speed 
to achieve traction and become real. Alternative facts feed off velocity. Institutions 
by contrast, are bureaucratic settings that are there to slow down our doings, in-
cluding our thinking. They slow down our movements, because they are in the 
business of producing sameness (to which I will return below). Now, there is no 
need to romanticize them, because institutions can sometimes also stop our 
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possibilities to think altogether. And this not the place either to engage in prob-
lems with institutional racism, sexism and classism, to name a few. Rather I want 
to think briefly with the singularity of institutions. 

As said, alternative facts scare me to death, precisely because they are part of 
a growing “attack on the social order” (Sørensen 2017, previous volume). They 
project a vision of hollowed out institutions. It is obvious that any institution is a 
complex configuration and I am here glancing over dazzling multiplicities, when 
simply speaking of it just like that. Yet, I want to suggest that just like Helen Verran 
has argued for numbers (2017), also institutions, despite their multiplicity, insist 
on taking singularity seriously. Their singularity is key, because the bureaucrat-
ic machine of institutions, their standards, protocols, and procedures are aimed 
at producing sameness. To be sure we are not talking identity here, but rather a 
sameness that is probably best captured as evolving fractal patterns. They are key 
in producing what we tend to call the common, or with Isabelle Stengers (2015) 
‘commoners’, sharing not goods but concerns. The task of democratic institutions 
is to facilitate sameness of sorts, either in the form of education and the diploma’s 
that are its results or a juridical system with the eventual ruling of the judge. Again, 
I am not blind to persisting inequalities, yet I find it key to articulate what it is 
that we value about our institutions, and how to ‘respect their singularity’ (Verran 
2017). Where singularity is by no means the same as totality or wholeness. For, 
while the aim is to produce sameness, our institutions not only work on differenc-
es, they also produce differences. The challenge is what stories we can device to 
talk about the good of institutions without neglecting the bad. 

While in STS we have attended importantly and productively to differences, same-
ness has largely been overlooked. This contributes to the idea that difference is 
produced while sameness is given. This attention has also led to a political sensi-
bility for differences (think of race or sex-differences) whereas sameness seems 
curiously apolitical. But how does sameness come about? What is the stuff of 
sameness? I contend that raising this question does not simply produce the bina-
ry-other of difference, but allow us to attend to other configurations of the social 
and to foreground other normativities. It allows us, e.g., to weigh and value the dif-
ferent kinds of sameness that institutions help to produce. It seems to me that at-
tending more carefully to sameness might also help to find an answer to versions 
of populist politics that quintessentially builds on notions of sameness (national-
ism, us, or them). If sameness is not simply a baseline of human condition or an 
original state of social groups, we need to take account of how different versions 
of sameness come about as well as the series of differences they presupposes. 
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To call the political moment “post-Truth” implies a recent past governed primarily 
by something called “Truth.” This should immediately conjure some scepticism, 
but perhaps it isn’t that far-fetched. At the very least, the decades following the 
end of the Cold War brought us a series of premises about governance based 
on empirical knowledge. Three keywords in particular, Transparency, Information 
and Knowledge, ruled 1990s development discourse. Transparency emerged 
from the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the argument that tyranny was best 
prevented by making the workings of the state visible to citizens. Information har-
nessed the promise of new technology, particularly the Internet, in generating new 
economic and political rationality. And Knowledge was about the decline of the 
manufacturing economy in Europe and North America, and the increasing eco-
nomic importance of what many hopefully called the “knowledge economy.” Later 
we would get “evidenced-based” governing, and the many promises of Big Data. 
These terms came from different places, but they are the sorts of concepts that, 
if one squints a bit, all relate to our expanding ability to know the world accurately. 
In the anxious floundering of the post-Truth era, I think this is what many have 
retroactively come to think of as “Truth.”

In order to take a bit of distance from this proposition about the relationship be-
tween knowledge and government, we might call it “truth politics.” The rider re-
minds us that this attitude, while it presents the relationship between truth and 
freedom as universal, responds to a certain constituency, situated in time and 
space, and requiring adversaries. As Graham Harman1 has pointed out, both the 
left and right have their brands of truth politics, which deny their own particularity 
and claim to transcend mere agonism. But in the decades following the Cold War, 
liberals have become the undisputed masters of forgetting their own particularity. 
Although I am primarily referring in this post to the North American experience, 
where the collapse of effective alternatives made it possible for many liberals to 
genuinely believe that politics had ended, a version of it also operates in conti-
nental Europe, where the opening of borders and unification of currency (among 
other standards) were seen as flowing naturally from the fall of the Berlin wall. So 
hegemonic had this conception of politics become in the 1990s and 2000s that it 
rarely described itself with direct reference to the “truth.” And this is what makes 
the declaration of post-truth so revealing: it retroactively reveals the epistemolog-
ical stakes of a politics that had forgotten it was political.

Post-Truth might then be thought of as a revival of temporarily-suspended Cold 
War anxieties. In the US, this story even includes the ambivalent re-emergence of 
Russia as a singularly problematic political adversary. The give-away here is the 
sudden popularity of Orwell’s 1984, now on US bestseller lists again, and even 
back on Broadway. 1984 is a curious analog for the present-day America. It’s not 
really about a Trump-like country, led by a schoolyard bully who disregards facts 
and science, but about totalitarianism, in which a faceless state destroys both 
freedom and knowledge by undermining its citizens’ capacity to think rationally. 
Bill Pietz2 argued in 1988 that this largely fictional view of totalitarianism was the 
ideological cornerstone of the Cold War because it projected liberalism’s antithe-
sis onto the Soviet Union. But it did so as an extension of earlier fears of the dark 
colonies.

Despite his own well-known critique of British colonialism, Orwell’s image of to-
talitarianism was based on orientalist stereotypes, beginning with the notion of 
a subservient population incapable of rationality. In other works the link between 
Cold War thought and colonialism is even clearer. American historian and diplo-
mat George F. Kennan argued that “‘totalitarianism’ is nothing other than tradition-
al Oriental despotism plus modern police technology,”3 and Hannah Arendt saw 
totalitarianism as a breaking-point for civilization, a reversion to “barbarism.”4

whAT CAmE bEfoRE poST-TRuTh?
Kregg Hetherington
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Behind the sudden interest in Orwell as a supposedly prescient analyst of the 
present, lie works like Heart of Darkness, in which liberals encounter some inscru-
table other whose very inscrutability they fear might be nascent in themselves. 
Totalitarians and barbarians join a long list of what historian Uday Singh Mehta5 
calls liberalism’s “constitutive exclusions,” the outsider on whom liberalism de-
pends to define its own epistemology. And like all universalist worldviews, liber-
alism contains a story about the resolution of its own contradictions. The End of 
History6, declared once at the beginning of the 19th century, and again in 1989, 
has been the messianic poison pill in liberalism since its beginning.

In light of this history of liberal anxiety, the era of Truth was a period of ideological 
complacency. Paul Gottfried calls what ensued “managerial liberalism,”7 an ethos 
that engulfed much of the right and left in western democracies. At the end of 
history, liberals could content themselves with tweaking their righteousness rath-
er than defending it against existential threats. As Emmett Ressin recently put it, 
“The most significant development in the past 30 years of liberal self-conception 
was the replacement of politics understood as an ideological conflict with politics 
understood as a struggle against idiots unwilling to recognize liberalism’s monop-
oly on empirical reason.”8

But as in the 19th century, the contradictions of liberalism were perhaps most 
easily seen in the global south. Once colonies, where liberals like John Stuart Mill 
advocated promoting enlightenment through conquest, by the 1990s they had be-
come “developing countries” which could now be coaxed with more sophisticated 
carrots and sticks to enlighten themselves. Truth politics was supposed to have 
two very different effects in developing countries in the 1990s. First, increased 
government transparency was supposed to help countries transition out of au-
thoritarianism and into more robust forms of democracy. Following Orwell’s logic, 
it is the citizen armed with truth who is able to speak to power and wrest their 
rights from a government bent on controlling them through misinformation. The 
informed citizen is the enlightened citizen, who grasps truth and wields it against 
the state.

Second, the increased circulation of information was also supposed to generate 
growth according to a paradigm known as “information for development,” pop-
ularized by Joseph Stiglitz when he ran the World Bank after a stint as Clinton’s 
economic advisor.9 This was based on the neoliberal argument that economic 
planning was bad because it was never possible to fully understand the economic 
variables at play in any given situation. Soviet and Keynesian economics suffered 
from the same hubris: that it was possible to know the economy and thereby con-
trol it. Thus development economists argued that economic growth, and optimal 
resource distribution, occurs primarily when no-one is in control of information 
and it is allowed to circulate as freely as possible.

These theories about why information is good for government and national econ-
omies are somewhat different. But they both serve the same purpose of policing 
liberalism’s epistemological fortress. Together, the Truth era’s international de-
velopment policies explained both tyranny and underdevelopment as being not 
about the legacy of colonialism or the Cold War’s proxy wars, but about misman-
agement of information, about endemic cronyism, corruption and authoritarian 
culture.

It’s therefore not at all surprising that Donald Trump’s emergence in US politics 
would immediately inflame fears of some sort of outside influence. Comparisons 
of Trump to a “tin-pot dictator” make the colonial tenor of this anxiety obvious. 
The collective insanity drummed up by Russian interference in US institutions is 
even more telling, where Vladimir Putin represents both the return of both orien-
tal despotism and Soviet information control. But for committed liberals, the real 
existential crisis comes from within–from the inscrutable Midwest, the working 
class–who supposedly vote “against their own interests,” can’t distinguish be-
tween truth and fiction, and are driven by emotion rather than rationality. In the 
American context, Post-Truth is really a story about the collapse of a geographic 
firewall between reason and unreason that liberals have held dear since the be-
ginning of colonialism.
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None of this is to say that there isn’t something quite frightening occurring in way 
Trump, and other resurgent political movements appear to be using new forms of 
communication in the service of a violent worldview. But I doubt that it is particu-
larly useful to think of this as post-Truth, and certainly not to bemoan STS’s role 
in undermining the status of certain kinds of knowledge. In an earlier contribution 
to this Review,10 Estrid Sørensen reminds us of the longstanding distinction in the 
social study of science, between truth and facts. STS has never had much inter-
est in Truth, per se, except perhaps as a foil for facts. What is frightening about a 
figure like Trump, she argues, is not that he is post-truth, but rather that he doesn’t 
seem concerned with facts. But this should have little effect on social science’s 
commitment to questioning truth politics, even among allies, wherever it occurs. 
As Harman11 usefully points out, one of the greatest political contributions of STS, 
and new materialisms more generally, is to offer us ways to respond in the world 
that don’t fall back on a clear-cut dichotomy between truth politics and power 
politics (or, by extension, between managerial liberalism and fascism). That con-
tribution, it seems to me, is needed now more than ever.

Kregg Hetherington is associate professor in sociology and anthropology at Concordia 
University. He specializes in environment and infrastructure, the bureaucratic state and 
international development in Latin America.  His book, Guerrilla Auditors, is an ethnog-
raphy of peasant land struggles in Paraguay, and of how rural thinking about property 
and information come into conflict with bureaucratic reform projects promoted by in-
ternational experts. His current research focuses on regulation in the soybean boom in 
Latin America’s southern cone is transforming the relationship between states, plants, 
people and territory. 
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Steve Fuller (2017) argues that STS has set the stage for a post-truth world, but 
has then stepped back, distancing itself from everything post-truth. I’m his prima-
ry target, having explicitly argued for the distance (Sismondo 2017a).

Fuller sets out four “tropes”, for which he credits STS, and labels them “common 
post-truth tropes”. I’ll make a distinction among them, but I argue that none of 
them are common post-truth tropes, and the ones for which STS should take 
credit sit at some considerable distance from the post-truth.

The first of Fuller’s tropes is:

1. Science is what results once a scientific paper is published, not what 
made it possible for the paper to be published, since the actual conduct 
of research is always open to multiple countervailing interpretations. 

In this, Fuller presents us with a version of the old distinction between the context 
of discovery and the context of justification, adding an interpretive twist. This one 
doesn’t belong to or in today’s STS, a field that has invested enormous amounts 
of time to studying the actual conduct of research. While we might join Fuller in 
rejecting any ideas of a scientific method, that is hardly the same thing as re-
jecting as relevant to science everything that occurs before publication. Where 
would he leave STS’s many detailed studies of the practices of scientific research? 
Where would he leave STS’s many detailed studies of the materiality of scientific 
research? Our field integrates materials, tools, practices, infrastructures, rhetorics, 
epistemes, institutions and more, but Fuller’s purposes are served by restricting 
his attention dramatically. Science, for Fuller, appears to be a discursive activity.

Thus the first trope sets the stage for a specific reading of his others. On these, 
I’m happy to agree about the central ideas behind them, and to agree that these 
are distinctively STSish ideas. Let me rewrite them, though, without Fuller’s extrav-
agant flourishes and suggestive asides:

2. Accepted scientific truths are contingent.

3. Consensus is contingent, the result of effort.

4. Normative epistemic categories are contingent.

The way that STS has tended to develop them, this family of important and valua-
ble themes doesn’t amount to an endorsement of or support for a post-truth era. 
The diverse inputs into stable technoscientific orders to which STS pays attention, 
those materials, tools, practices, infrastructures … and more, mean that scientific 
contingency is not at all like the apparent contingency of current popular political 
beliefs. For example, in the current issue of Social Studies of Science, there are 
studies of the practices of handling blood donations (Berner and Björkman 2017), 
valuing life (Hood 2017), and monitoring deforestation (Monteiro and Rajão 2017), 
all of which highlight alternatives. Like most other empirical studies in today’s 
STS, even where these examples focus on interpretation – which they do – they 
attend to skills, tools and infrastructures, as well as established practices, rhetor-
ical moves and professional pressures. The creation of stable technoscientific 
orders is complex.

Meanwhile, as I claimed in the editorial to which Fuller takes exception (Sismondo 
2017a), and somewhat more fully argue in another response to critics (Sismondo 
2017b), the most exemplary episodes of post-truth behaviour involve a narrow 
range of resources – almost entirely discursive – to establish widespread beliefs. 
They involve rumours with emotional appeal, spread via alt-right websites, Twitter 
campaigns, and commentaries on quasi-mainstream media. Although they can 
have durability and lasting effects, it’s interesting that these rumours can collapse 
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as quickly as they arise. The pizzagate conspiracy theory (about a Hillary Clinton-
led sex trafficking ring headquartered in a Washington pizzeria) mostly died when 
a would-be fan tried to investigate it with a high-powered rifle, finding no evidence 
and nearly injuring some of the pizzeria’s patrons. The birther conspiracy theo-
ry (that Barack Obama had been born in Kenya) became sidelined as soon as 
President Obama ceased to have real power.

In a survey of what commentators are writing about post-truth, my research as-
sistant Heather Poechman and I identified five themes, based on our readings of 
the 60 most prominent distinct sites on Google on which commentators char-
acterized the “post-truth” or the “post-truth era” (Sismondo 2017b). These, I sub-
mit, have a better claim to being “common post-truth tropes” than the ones Fuller 
listed:

1. The emotional resonances and feelings generated by statements 
are coming to matter more than their factual basis.

2. Opinions, especially if they match what people already want to be-
lieve, are coming to matter more than facts.

3. Public figures can make statements disconnected from facts, with-
out fear that rebuttals will have any consequences. Significant seg-
ments of the public display an inability to distinguish fact and fiction.

4. Bullshit, casual dishonesty and demagoguery are increasingly ac-
cepted parts of political and public life; this should not, however, be 
confused with ordinary lying, which is nothing new.

5. There has been a loss of power and trust in traditional media, lead-
ing to more fake news, news bubbles and do-it-yourself investigations. 

I am hard-pressed to see why we should connect STS’s emphasis on and careful 
studies of contingency with any of these themes. From the constructedness of 
science to the bullshit of post-truth politics, the slope is long and slight, and, with 
a good pair of walking shoes, not particularly slippery.

Sergio Sismondo teaches in the departments of Philosophy and Sociology at Queen’s 
University, Canada. His current project is on the political economy of pharmaceutical 
knowledge, looking at relations between research and marketing in areas from clinical 
trials through medical education. He is the author of An Introduction to Science and 
Technology Studies (2nd ed. Wiley-Blackwell 2010) and is editor of the journal Social 
Studies of Science.
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From amazingly colorful antique relics to the attempts to standardize colors in 
biomedical imaging, color has gained relevance in the sciences. Yet the epistemic 
role of color, its long-standing neglect due to historically symbolic and partly gen-
dered ascriptions, and the function of color in visualization for scientific purposes 
have not received much attention in the sciences or the humanities to date. The 
internal use of color in the sciences raises different epistemological questions 
from those that arise with images for external communication. The choice and 
symbolism of color in the latter case is guided to a greater degree by a need 
for simplification and considerations as to the expectations of a broader public. 
Coloured images for internal scientific use emerge during the research process 
itself (as a medium for self-reflection) or are produced in devices and used for 
intersubjective communication and to obtain feedback from the scientific com-
munity. Digital publishing has enhanced the use of color in scientific images, in 
contrast with the costly use of color in print media, whilst the globalization of the 
scientific community challenges the idea of universal color symbolism. All these 
issues raise the need for color awareness. 

The conference “On the Epistemic Dimension of Color in the Sciences”1 invited 
speakers and participants to investigate the epistemic dimensions of color in the 
sciences, across the disciplines and across history: it was a meeting of research-
ers with expertise ranging from the digital and life sciences to gender studies and 
art history. They all shared an interest in the reflection on the historical under-
standing of color and of its contemporary uses in science and technology. 

The conference kicked off with a keynote by art historian Ulrike Boskamp (Free 
University, Berlin) held at the site of the +ultra. knowledge & gestaltung exhibition at 
the Martin Gropius Bau Berlin, where the Cluster of Excellence Image Knowledge 
Gestaltung presented its research between 30.09.2016–8.01.2017. The exhi-
bition provided a fitting context for the launching event of the conference and 
for Boskamp’s talk “Coding and Gendering Color: Scientific, Epistemological and 
Aesthetic Discourses in 18th Century France,” which laid the ground for recurrent 
comments on gender aspects in scientific color use in modern science through-
out the conference: Boskamp discussed David Batchelor’s thesis on the longue 
durée of what he calls ”chromophobia“ (Batchelor 2000), showing its move from 
antiquity to the Renaissance (as already discussed in Jacqueline Lichtenstein’s 
ground-breaking study The Eloquence of Color, 1993) and into modern science. 
According to Batchelor, western cultures follow a binary concept of color versus 
line, coding the line (as in drawing and alphabetical text) in relation to cognition 
and the (white) male, versus color as directly addressing the senses and emo-
tions, thereby categorizing it as female and (especially within the context of 19th 
century archaeological studies),2 as “oriental.” 

Starting out by acknowledging the overall tendency of this color code by refer-
ence to the two central characters in Fifty Shades of Gray (fig. 1) (James 2012), 
Boskamp complicated this straightforward picture. She demonstrated how after 
the Cartesian understanding of color as “just” light, Netwton’s color theory made 
it possible for color to enter the scientific stage, to become an object of cognition 
in physics (fig. 2). The experimental approach to color, entangled with concepts 
of physically measurable color harmony (with the then primary colours yellow, red 
and blue, fig. 3), led to yet another shift sparked by Rousseau, among others. He 
built an argument on the opposition of mere ‘pleasure’ in such scientized corrupt-
ed color harmony (thereby female) and real ‘passion’ created by the use of the line 
in art. The justification of the hierarchic opposition between color and line thus 
had shifted from attributing the (achromatic) line with cognition to attributing it 
with masculine passion. 

undERSTAnding ThE RoLE of CoLoR 
in ThE SCiEnCES

Bettina Bock von Wülfingen

1 The conference took place on Nov. 
17th and 18th, 2016 at the Cluster 
of Excellence Image Knowledge 
Gestaltung (BWG), Humboldt 
University, Berlin, organized by its 
research associate Bettina Bock 
von Wülfingen and co-chaired by 
the BWG-members Jochen Hennig, 
John Nyakatura, Kathrin Amelung 
and Martin Grewe.

2 Alexander Nagel (Department 
of Anthropology, Smithsonian 
Institution, National Museum of 
Natural History, Washinton D. C.), 
expert i.a. on the history of the 
“whitening” of near east antique 
architecture and sculpture during 
19th and 20th century archeology, 
was hindered for health reasons. 
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The first session of the second conference day, taking place at the central labora-
tory of the Cluster of Excellence Image Knowledge Gestaltung in Berlin-Mitte, was 
dedicated to the evolution of standards in analogue and digital color print and 
projection. The basis of these media, working up to today with a triad of colors, 
as Ricardo Cedeño Montaña (Institut for Cultural History and Theory, Humboldt-
University and BWG) showed, ultimately figure in Young’s, and later Helmholtz’s, 
color receptor theory. Cedeño Montaña’s main point however, was to show that 
the step from analogue television to digital cameras meant bringing together lumi-
nance and chromaticity (fig. 4) – once separate from the body in the TV – towards 
the human eye. This, he stated, closed a circuit initiated by the CIE, the Commission 
Internationale d’Eclairage (International Commission of Illumination), who in its 
Colorimetric Resolution of 1931 constructed a standard observer with a standard 
perception of luminance and chromaticity. This was also a topic discussed by 
Wolfgang Coy (Computer Sciences, Humboldt-University and BWG): the standard 
observer was developed together with the so-called horseshoe, the spectrum of 
differentiable colors measured in wavelengths which at a certain point merged to 
become white. This horseshoe followed a universal concept assuming that “the 
tested 20 caucasian males” were representative for any culture and historical situ-
ation an observer could be embedded in. Interestingly though, as Coy showed, the 
crossing wavelength that resulted in white moved in the diagram of the horseshoe 
during its evolution over the next decades. The presentation of the concept of the 
standard observer was followed by a discussion about the im-/possibility of a 
transcultural and ahistorical perception of color sparked by a doubtful biologist: 
wouldn’t people brought up in Ireland or in the Amazonian rainforest be able to 
differentiate more shades of green than people brought up in the arctic? 

(left) Figure 1: Christian Grey, together with Anastasia Steeles the main character in E. L. 
James’ popular novel Fifty Shades of Grey (2011, in the cinemas in 2015) as the embodiment 
of chromophobia. Dakota Johnson und Jamie Dorman, press photography for Fifty Shades of 
Grey 

http://www.filmstarts.de/nachrichten/18481451.html (last access 13.06.2016), provided by 
Ulrike Boskamp.

(middle) Figure 2: An illustration from the Poem „La Peinture“, published by Antoine Marin 
Lemierre in 1769, gives an idea of the status of colour around mid-century. While the material 
origins of colour are signified by a personification of Terra, the earth, and the production 
of pigments by chemistry, the ruling of colour and its harmonies in painting is represented 
by a dominating figure personifying physics or physical optics carrying a prism, that is 
complemented by a rainbow in the sky.

Le Coloris, Etching by Nicolas Ponce after Charles Nicolas Cochin (fils), from Antoine Marin 
Lemierre: La Peinture. Poëme en trois chants, Paris 1769, p. 20. Provided by Ulrike Boskamp.

(right) Figure 3: The preoccupations 
of the colour theorists of this time 
also entered into the realm of 
art. Francois Boucher, the most 
prominent painter of this era, like 
other contemporary painters, serially 
applied a combination of the three 
primary colours for the garments 
in his paintings, completely 
independent of its motif.

François Boucher, Autumn Pastorale, 
1749, oil on canvas, 259,9 x 198,6 
cm, London, The Wallace Collection. 
Provided by Ulrike Boskamp.
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The keynote by Aldo Badano (Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA, 
USA) addressed this issue of individual or collective learning of color perception 
and interpretation within the realm of medicine: in his talk on “Color Visualization 
in Medical Images” the Chair of the AAPM task group “Requirements and Methods 
for Color Displays in Medicine” discussed his empirical project on the question of 
whether the use of color in medical images was relevant, for example, in reaching 
a correct diagnosis (fi g 5.). Few years ago before the medical imaging commu-
nity began to become interested in consistency in image visualization there was 
no knowledge about assumptions of color effectiveness nor on whether there 
was any reliable difference between the performance of gray scale versus the 
so-called jet scale (using rainbow colors). Badano’s group (Zabala-Travers et 
al. 2015) found that attitudes towards the performance of both differed much 
among clinicians and that these expectations didn’t meet experimental results 
when comparative tests were done using as example the detection and locali-
zation of cancer. Badano stated in the discussion that the role of training was of 
rising relevance, as color imaging became more frequent while training with such 
visualization didn’t; on the other hand, the same holds for the reversed situation, 
especially as medical practitioners move between countries, continents and thus 
medico-technical cultures. 

(up left) Figure 4: Low reproducibility of quantitative values and inter-observer 
agreement rates pose problems in clinical settings. Could colour be playing a role? Grey, 
jet and hot colour scales. Images provided by Aldo Badano, 11/18/2016.

(bottom left) Figure 5: CIE xy 1931 chromaticity diagram including the Planckian Locus. 
Wikipedia, PAR~commonswiki, 3 Jan 2012, last access 11/16/2016, provided by 
Ricardo Cedeño Montaña. 

(right) Figure 6: Nominal Data: Atom Colors. Produced and provided by Daniel Baum.

 
 
 
Same Data? Really? 
 
Even though clinical decisions increasingly use color visualization of medical images, there is to date no consensus 
over which color scale is more appropriate in representing data obtained with different medical imaging 
techniques in terms of diagnostic performance. Clinicians often base their selection on personal preferences for a 
given software platform and/or on institutionally adopted practices. Discover the needs and map out solutions to 
the standardization of color visualization in medical imaging during the Does Color Image Visualization Require 
Standardized Methods? White Boarding session being moderated by Aldo Badano, PhD of the Center for Devices 
and Radiological Health, FDA. 
 
Does Color Image Visualization Require Standardized Methods? White Boarding 
Friday, May 29 | 9:45 am – 10:45 am 
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Taking a clearer position regarding the effectiveness of the rainbow color map 
than Badano’s results, Daniel Baum (Zuse-Institute, Berlin and BWG ) in his talk on 
“Data Visualization Perspective on the Use of Color” discussed its disadvantages, 
such as its non-linearity and lack of perceptual order. For those professionally vis-
ualizing data, the main questions in the choice of color scale are what the type of 
data attribute is, what the task to be carried out entails, whether we work with 2D 
or 3D data, and who the audience is. Besides educated choices, contingent ad hoc 
decisions may lead to perpetuated color codes, as exemplified in the case of atom 
colors, which are the result of August Hoffmann using cricket balls as a model in 
a 1865 presentation (fig. 6).

A cultural history oriented session started with Linda Baéz Rubí (The Warburg 
Institute, London; Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas, UNAM and BWG ), who 
discussed the appearance of the Virgen de Guadeloupe in 1531, a painting of the 
Virgin Mary at a mountain in the north of the city of Mexico. The different stories 
about the inexplicable appearance of the image in the following century led to 
an entrenchment of physical theory and proof of God’s existence. To convince 
the Pope and the Congregation of Rites of the apparition in the 16th century 
Luis Becerra Tanco, a Creole Jesuit and mathematician and astronomer at the 
University of Mexico explained the apparition according to the model of optical 
geometry, which makes use of the medieval theory of the perspectiva communis. 
In 1756 the painter Miguel Cabrera explained: since the colors in the image didn’t 
change over time, it had to have been created by God – and vice versa. Nils Güttler 
(ETH Zurich) in his talk on the Justus Perthes’ map workshop in Gotha demon-
strated the “Perthes style” in maps at the turn of the 20th century between science 
and marketing. The symbolism and political iconography included a distinction 
between Europe with golden-yellow borders in contrast to Africa in red, then con-
noted, i.a. in Rudolf Steiner’s work, as bellicose. Map coloring was female labor in 
all map workshops, with 160 women in Perthes’ workshop alone – the pedagog-
ical discourse in girls’ and boys’ schools early on brought girls to color and boys 
to technical drawing, which in the discussion of course allowed for a loop back to 
Boskamp’s talk. This linking of color and female work was further transposed into 
photography and film, where the colorists also were mainly female. 

Figure 7: In the second half of the 
19th century pink was still rather 
worn by boys.

“Boy with whip“, anonymous, 
American School, circa 1840-1850, 
Honolulu Museum of Art, commons 
wikimedia, last access 4/14/2017, 
provided by Isabelle Grisard. 
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Bettina Bock von Wülfi ngen, Cluster of Excellence Image Knowledge Gestaltung / 
Institute for Cultural History and Theory, University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany.

Margrit Vogt (Institute for Language, Literature and Media, University of Flensburg) 
and Dominique Grisard (Honorary Visiting Fellow, City University London) in their 
respective talks analyzed the history of scientifi c studies on the cultural use of 
color. Vogt drew attention to the fact that only since 1900 did colors begin to be 
produced as stable colors through a mix of technique and science, consumer 
culture and arts, which in addition to the introduction of electrical light at the be-
ginning of the 20th century helped change the focus on color: its relevance in art 
and science was no longer the essence of colour as a static phenomenon, but 
rather the visual effect of one color in relation to another. The conference closed 
with Grisard’s talk on scientifi c theories that try to explain a supposedly female 
color preference for pink in evolution theory as well as in psychology since the 
early 1990s (fi g. 7). The phenomenon was referred to in evolutionary psycholo-
gy as “archaization”, placing sources of this preference in the female biological 
constitution as already indicated in 19th century biology – again looping back to 
the beginning of the conference with the keynote on the historical linkage of the 
femininity and color. 
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In the last issue of EASST Review, Michelle Kasprzak (2016) observes a pervasive 
interest in repair, care, and maintenance at the Barcelona 4S/EASST meeting – 
what she calls an „anti-heroic turn“. Instead of focusing on the innovators this 
work brings other less visible actors into view. For example, Jérôme Denis and 
David Pontille celebrate maintenance work as care practice by highlighting the 
vulnerability of things (2015). Maria Puig de la Bellacasa (2011) advocates treat-
ing sociotechnical assemblages as matters of care. Steve Jackson calls for an in-
vestigation of repair as “subtle acts of care” through which “order and meaning in 
complex sociotechnical systems are maintained and transformed, human value 
is preserved and extended” and through which “the complicated work of fitting to 
the varied circumstances of organizations, systems, and lives is accomplished.” 
(2014: 222). Lee Vinsel and Andrew Russell’s Maintainers Conference convenes a 
broad array of scholarship that coheres in the critique of innovation’s current over-
valuation. However in her review article, Michelle Kasprzak also warns against 
the risk of turning those engaged in technological care into heroes. How can we 
both re-privilege invisible forms of care work while not romanticizing this new 
anti-hero?

Our workshop, held in October 2016 at IT University Copenhagen (ITU), was mo-
tivated by a similar ambivalence with regard to thinking with care. On the one 
hand care resonated deeply with our empirical projects on sociotechnical assem-
blages; on the other hand we felt it unsettling to mobilize care as a lens due to 
the normativities that come with it (e.g. Mol et al. 2010). Michelle Murphy (2015) 
warns against conflating care with positive feelings by emphasizing the colonial 
legacies of feminist self-care and interrogating the values in health care practic-
es. To bring these two ways of mobilizing care into a conversation, we read and 
discussed Jackson’s and Murphy’s text in ITU’s weekly STS salon. Lucy Suchman, 
visiting ITU at that time, urged for a reflection on why we are worried about invis-
ible labor. She argued it is only invisible to analysts but not to those involved in it. 
For example, the work of academics at a University may be invisible to the janitors 
and cleaners and it might not matter to them. What drives our motivation to make 
invisible labor visible?

With these two texts as a backdrop, we designed the workshop to launch into a 
collaborative hands-on discussion of care across empirical domains. We circulat-
ed a call for contributions in the Copenhagen area asking workshop attendees to 

mAinTAining TEChnoLogiCAL woRLdS

CARE And iTS AmbivALEnCES

Technology has historically been viewed as care’s other 
(Mol et al., 2010). Recent work to develop an analytic of 
care in technoscience has examined care work in worlds of 
biology, agriculture, health and heritage often attending 
to the role of technologies in mediating care. But what 
happens when we apply the lens of care to consider the 
care of technology - the demands for forms of work that 
are needed to maintain and sustain technological worlds 
over time? This text reports on the workshop “Maintaining 
Technologcial Worlds. Care and its Ambivalences” or-
ganized by Marisa Cohn and Göde Both at IT University 
Copenhagen (ITU) on October 10, 2016.

Göde Both, Marisa Leavitt Cohn
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bring their own cases as materials for discussion. We instructed the participants 
to bring an empirical case which they felt exemplifies care or which prompted 
them to think about care. We suggested that participants consider bringing in one 
technological artifact from their research that is an object of care, or to share an 
empirical moment in which we might observe enactments of practices of care. 
While participants were free to choose the format of the example, by sharing pho-
tos, a vignette, or a physical artifact, e.g. we wanted the presentations offered by 
participants to stay closely to the empirical material rather than developing an an-
alytical or argumentative frame for their case as they might in other venues. The 
aim of this format was to leave as much as possible open for the other workshop 
participants to draw out analytically. 

We based the workshop format on experiences with similar workshops, including 
inspiration from the “world café” format. We designed the workshop by dividing 
participants into three working groups of 4-5 people. The discussion unfolded in 
two rounds of presentation and discussion. Each round began with 10 minutes 
plenum presentations of empirical cases followed by 20 minutes of focused dis-
cussion in the smaller working groups. The first round included presentations of 
three empirical cases after which each working group was assigned one case to 
discuss in greater depth. The second round included presentations of three new 
empirical cases after which the each working group took up a second case into 
their discussion. Finally, each group reported back to the plenum on their discus-
sions of the cases.

Figure 1: Once you start looking 
through the lens of care, you notice 
it everywhere. What are the politics 

of extending an analytics of care 
and repair to technologies and 

infrastructures? 
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For the first session of table discussions we asked to focus on the identification 
of what care is in these cases by considering the following questions: What ob-
jects are in need of care? What forms of care work are present? What missing 
infrastructures or infrastructural work is made visible through a lens of care? In 
the second session the working groups discussed a second empirical case which 
was put it into conversation with the first - continuing to identify forms of care at 
play, but with an emphasis on noting tensions, contradictions, and ambivalences 
in the conceptualization of care. Each of the three tables was supplied with large 
sheets of paper, discussion cards, markers, and pens to visualizing the tensions.

Marisa Cohn invited Dylan Mulvin from Microsoft Research, New England to 
present his ongoing project on the year 2000 bug. Dylan Mulvin’s presentation 
focused on how the COBOL programming language -- deemed obsolete and sym-
bolically buried in 1995 -- resurfaced as an international matter of care. Fear of 
the year 2000 bug prompted a revaluing of technological competence and skill. 
Anne Kathrine Vadgård presented a vignette from her fieldwork on taking care of 
evening out the numbers in electoral ballot counting. Ingmar Lippert discussed 
a case where a corporate employee is sacked for caring too much for carbon 
emission accounting. Based on his fieldwork on battery charging practices, Pedro 
Ferreira argued that repair can crucial part of use yet often invisible to the users 
themselves. 

The two sessions were followed by a final wrap-up conversation kick-started by 
Brit Ross Winthereik highlighting the role of analysts in attending to care. She 
contrasted two moves: figuring care work as an empirical object and using care 
as an analytical lens. First, care work is highlighted by members or mobilized as a 
member’s category. For example, in Marisa Cohn’s study of engineers devoted to 
simultaneously maintaining an aging spacecraft and their team on earth, making 
technological care work visible is a power move. By positioning elements of the 
space craft as consumables rather than an unlimited resource, and the space-
craft itself as geriatric and in need of care, engineers increase the visibility of their 
work toward management and scientific staff. In this example, attending to care 
implies asking what care does for the members. 

Second, Brit Ross Winthereik asserted appropriating a lens of care can be an inter-
ventionist move. Attention to care work historically has meant revaluing unwaged 
and marginalized forms of labor and challenging the separation of public spheres 
and private spheres. Attention to the care work that sustains technologies can 
help us to challenge dominant technology imaginaries that pose a seamless in-
frastructural future of unlimited potential and growth. Attending to technological 
care work helps to see how ongoing maintenance work is enacted that sustains 
these (unsustainable) dreams of control and seamlessness. For instance, in Göde 
Both’s case of computer scientists entangled with their ‘autonomous’ cars, the 
cars’ reliance on technological care to function and maintain its shape is made 
invisible through publicly staging the car as a bounded and self-sufficient entity 
endowed with autonomous agency. 

Attending to this distinction between care as an empirical object and care as an 
analytic lens (and the normativities that come with each of these moves) was val-
uable for deflating the romanticization of care that occurs when these two moves 
are conflated. However, during the wrap-up discussion, this distinction collapsed. 
As Brit Ross Winthereik argued, perhaps care is in part defined by its tendency to 
overflow. As soon as we call something care work, it becomes something else. 
Invisible work becomes visible work, e.g. And while the term tends lose its mean-
ing along the way, calling out something as care work performs a re-enactment 
of the meaning of care, which as Maria Puig de la Bellacasa has suggested, can 
provide interventions into these “fraught and contested terrains” (2015: 707) in 
which these invisible forms or work are located. 

This framing of our empirical objects as objects of care or empirical moments 
as enactments of care practice, thus demands that we ask what intervention we 
make in taking up the lens of care: What are the politics of valuing technological 
care? What risks are there in valuing care work, e.g. does foregrounding care for 
technologies contribute to the dominant framings of technology? Or, does a focus 
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on some kinds of care work with and through technology conceal who is caring 
for whom--i.e. How do we recognize the people in technological care work? What 
new anti-heroics are we conjuring as we value these hidden forms of labor?
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Living infRASTRuCTuRES in CiTiES And bEyond

The notion of infrastructure became popular in STS literature in the 2000s and in 
the 2010s (fig. 1). Its popularity might be explained by its relevance to many urban 
and non-urban systems and networks, at the same it usually demands focusing 
on particular empirical case-study. 

infRASTRuCTuRAL ChoREogRAphy of STS SChoLARS 

Fig. 1. Frequency of keyword 
“infrastructure” in comparison 
with other keywords in STS 
literature. Source: Own elaboration 
based on Scopus Database 
and Science Scape tools by the 
Medialab, Science Po. URL: http://
tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/
sciencescape/

Infrastructure addresses big urban and technological projects like power net-
works (T. Hughes), as well as situational interactions between people and things 
(S. Star, G. Bowker). Infrastructure simultaneously covers the fields of urban stud-
ies showing the importance of the processes of privatization, neoliberalization 
and hybridization of city spaces (S. Graham, M. Gandy, S. Collier), informational 
technology studies addressing issues of scale, connectedness, categorization, 
and accessibility of information (G. Bowker, S. Star), mobility studies that tackle 
with the questions of flows, frictions, connectivity, and also the everyday experi-
ence of spaces and places, and many others (J. Urry, P. Adey). This kind of multi-
plicity of the notion of infrastructure makes it fresh and heuristically useful (?) for 
thinking the contemporary city and beyond. 

dAnCing wiTh ThE wESTERn infRASTRuCTuRAL idEAL

With all these thoughts in mind, a group of scholars from Volgograd and Saint 
Petersburg (Russia) with the support of Volgograd State University and European 
University at Saint Petersburg organized the international conference “Living 
Infrastructures: Beyond Global North and Global South”, which took place in 
Volgograd on April 27-28, 2017. The topic itself was devised during a previous 
workshop in Volgograd when several scholars questioned the position of urban 
infrastructures in Russia with regard to the Western infrastructural ideal. Based on 
the ideas of scholars from the so-called “second wave” of infrastructural studies, 
who criticized the normativity and the Western-centrism of infrastructure concepts 
in the articles and books of the STS cannon, we sought to articulate the specificity 
of Russian cases, as well as to emphasize the diversity of infrastructures all over 
the world. The idea was not only to de-colonize infrastructural studies extending 
them to Russian cases, but to show the delicate relations between people and 

Nikolay Rudenko, Liliia Zemnukhova
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the everyday things they are engaged with. “Living infrastructures” became thus 
a metaphor to remind scholars that infrastructures are dynamic and surprising, 
simultaneously resilient and fragile. They are ecologically mutually dependent on 
other life forms. They are not invulnerable or “eternal beings”, as social scientists 
of Durkheimian denomination thought of societies. They confront risks to their 
continued existence and have sometimes their own life.

The logo of the conference – the “dancing bridge” in Volgograd – might be seen 
as the symbol of the living infrastructures idea (fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The Volgograd “dancing 
bridge”. Source: the design logo 

created by the Volgograd team for 
the conference.

Volgograd’s “dancing bridge” was under construction for 13 years and it connects 
the central part of the city, very busy and intense one, with the natural outskirts 
of Volgograd floodplain, establishing a fast connection between different parts of 
regions at the cost of harming the subtle ecology of the floodplain. Notably, after 
the construction, the bridge began to “dance”, that is, oscillate because of wind 
conditions that created a lot of authority concerns and people’s rumors (look at 
the bridge here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEQrt_w7gN4). It became 
an important tourist attraction of Volgograd, although some days after the danc-
ing, with the help of Swiss and German engineers (sic!), the oscillation was sta-
bilized. In this way, the common infrastructural urban object became important 
part of Volgograd hybrid ecology, its urban narratives and global technological 
connections.
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oRgAnizing And bLogging!

Preparing the conference, the organizers decided to “build” a temporary digital 
infrastructure to liven up an interest in the forthcoming event. The idea was to 
create a special blog on the Wordpress platform, where different topics around 
the infrastructures could be exposed (https://livinginfrastructures.wordpress.
com/about/). The team posted little essays on bicycle mobility, kids smart tech-
nological infrastructure, innovation infrastructure, anthropology of infrastructures, 
the influence of mega-events on urban infrastructures, childbirth infrastructures 
in Russian central and peripheral regions, and also on the topic of how the urban 
infrastructure elicit affects and emotions from the citizens. All these essays were 
disseminated in social media and helped to attract the attention of different schol-
ars and activists to the conference issues. The blog platform attracted hundreds 
of website visitors.

ThE infRASTuCTuRATion of ThE woRLd

The conference gathered scholars across Russia, India, Bulgaria, Germany, 
Sweden, and the UK. It was the first STS-oriented conference focused on the topic 
of infrastructure in Russia ever. The conference was opened with a keynote on 
“Infrastructuring Mobile Utopia: Global Challenges, Global Responses” by Prof. 
Monika Büscher (Centre for Mobilities Research,  Lancaster University) (fig 3). 
She analyzed cases of material infrastructural breakdown and digital humanitar-
ianism when people converged online to restructure absent governmental. The 
presentation raised a range of important issues of mobile utopia and dystopia 
in equipped smart cities, digital and immaterial infrastructure, reflexive resilience 
in the context of sharing data and the precarity, and creativity in the process of 
infrastructurization. Three modes were suggested to develop the argument of re-
flexive resilience – archaeology, ontology, and architecture, in order to contribute 
to the discussion on relational infrastructure and posthuman relational ethics. 

Fig. 3. Monica Büscher gives a 
lecture on the mobile infrastructures 
that are enacted in the time of 
societal crises. Source: Lyoubov 
Torlopova.
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Ivan Tchalakov (PAST-Center, Tomsk State University / University of Plovdiv) 
opened the second day with his talk “Ships, Channels, Gravity Wells and Valleys: 
Towards Deep Space Infrastructures” (fig. 4). The examples of SpaceX and ULA 
were redefined through Latour’s restored symmetry as transportation for human 
and nature and as a conquest of the resources to become an infrastructure for the 
space-scape and interplanetary network. Tchalakov also discussed new private 
projects that might advance space industry further. 

Both keynote lectures revolved around the questions of new and only anticipated 
infrastructures that should be delicately and intensely investigated by the STS 
scholars, using conceptual resources from philosophy, activism and social stud-
ies of science and technology. 

The main topic of the conference was devoted to mobility infrastructures. The 
session “Mobilities Infrastructures: Speeding Up the Slow, Slowing Down the Fast” 
gathered scholars interested in changing practices of urban dwellers, the Russian 
subdued forms of mobility called “marshrutki”, the social infrastructures of public 
transport, the ambiguity of bicycle infrastructure, bike sharing systems in Russian 
big cities, and children “smart” mobilities. The multiplicity of the topics challenged 
participants to ponder upon the possibility to assemble the cases under the head 
of the mobility infrastructure notion. At the same time, it became very apparent 
that mobility is an important part of any infrastructures since it makes informa-
tional or material units pass through. How to create the infrastructure in such 
a way to make easier and comfortable to transit units, and at the same time to 
make people who use this infrastructure to feel comfortable and not alienated – it 
is a very important question.

The session “Urban infrastructure” drew attention to the relations between city 
and infrastructure. Participants demonstrated their interest in the influence of pol-
itics and policy on urban infrastructures, the access to the latter and the regime of 
uses. Many Russian cities represent cases of infrastructures with the centralized 

Fig. 4. Ivan Tchalakov on the division 
between the governmental and 

private space programs.
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logic of a planned economy. Despite contemporary neoliberalism scholars’ em-
phasis on privatized and splintering infrastructures, we may find a lot of examples 
of path-dependent urban infrastructure, which follows the old and very obsolete 
logic of planned economy. It opens up the space for thinking about the very prin-
ciples of urban infrastructure development.

In the session devoted to digital infrastructures, speakers problematized the re-
lations between online and offline: how the space-based digital games connect 
to the body, perception, and the social order of city; how visualization and simu-
lations of existing and anticipated infrastructures make work with the city space, 
and help to construct more comfortable and participative infrastructure. The 
question of representativity also penetrated the issue of media infrastructure in 
the game development for gamers’ imagination and anticipation of the cultural 
product itself.

The “Infrastructured Bodies” session tackled with the biopolitical question of a 
seamless connection between sociomaterial infrastructures and bodies. The 
speakers demonstrated how infrastructure matters when certain policies and ex-
tensive spatiality affect professional work, patients’ access and abilities and how 
particular enactments of diseases involve people through mobile applications 
and handmade infrastructures, where technology becomes secondary to knowl-
edge exchange and accumulation.

Finally, the “Infrastructure Theories” session grasped all the previous insights into 
the concepts of infrastructure with all their range. Forgotten sociological classic 
Ferdinand Tönnies was considered to be a pioneer in logics of translation (con-
nection of wills) and assemblage (collectives), dealing with a paradox of things as 
objects in relations of possession and capital. Bruno Latour’s material semiotics 
with the focus on operations of shifting (shifting-in, -out, -up, down) was consid-
ered an important resource for thinking of infrastructures as a type of relation and 
not as a set of things. 

Fig. 5. The participants of the 
conference, who have enacted the 
infrastructures in the Global North 
and South for the two days of the 
conference.
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Nikolay Rudenko is a senior research fellow at the Sociological Institute of Russian 
Academy of Science. His work focuses on the intersection of digital networks, urban 
space and the mobile politics.

Liliia Zemnukhova is a sociologist, senior research fellow at the Sociological Institute 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, research fellow at the Center for Science and 
Technology Studies, European University at St. Petersburg, and the President of the St. 
Petersburg Association for Sociologists

mAkE ThEm LivE!

Monika Buscher from the Lancaster University told about how in situations of 
risk or accidents people start to help each other and make their own living infra-
structure that are sometimes more effective than already created and established 
state and municipal infrastructures. The notion of living infrastructure could be 
also told about the conference participation as a special infrastructure when peo-
ple all around the world gathered to talk about the different cases of infrastructure 
and by this created temporal emotional and narrative infrastructure to make infra-
structure be living longer in the minds of scholars. Geoffrey Bowker and Stephen 
C. Slota in the brand new “Handbook of Science and Technology Studies” named 
their chapter “How infrastructure matter?”. We believe that the conference “Living 
Infrastructures Beyond Global North and Global South” in Volgograd advanced 
further another vital question: “How to think and talk on infrastructures as a living 
matter?”. 
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Invested with ideals ranging from ‘the smart city’, ‘evidence-based policy’, ‘algo-
rithmic governance’, ‘citizen science’, or ‘hack-tivism’, sensors have been widely 
foregrounded in contemporary debates about the role of digital technologies in 
addressing the big political challenges of our time. The idea of a workshop on the 
politics of sensing developed in discussions with our colleagues at the Munich 
Centre for Technology in Society (MCTS) about the need to take on the political 
and ethical challenges emerging in data-driven approaches to dealing with public 
issues and to challenge narrowly reductive and positivist accounts of ‘big data’ 
and informational politics. 

The workshop was developed with three broad motivations: first, to address the-
oretical questions about how concepts of sensing might be used to freshly prob-
lematize recent political debates about the shape of public space and ‘data power’ 
in digital societies? Second, to bring together researchers in security studies to-
gether with participatory and environmental researchers to explore opportunities 
for collaboration between these fields. And, lastly, and somewhat opportunist on 
our part, to invite a diverse range of researchers and engineers who themselves 
are experimenting with sensors to Munich to explore with them whether and 
how the ‘proliferation of sensors’ might open up inventive approaches to social 
research.

Through invited keynotes given by Geoffrey Bowker and Jennifer Gabrys, we 
aimed to put into dialogue two leading figures in the social study of digital de-
vices and data infrastructures. Both speakers engaged with the ways in which 
sensors not only produce ‘raw data’ but also often problematise the relation be-
tween epistemic practices and their environments. Addressing the politics and 
ontology of data infrastructures, Geoffrey Bowker turned to a provocation from 
a Business Week article claiming that “the earth will don an electronic skin”, mo-
bilizing this fantastic-sounding proposition as a critical resource for attending to 
controversies around the uses and abuses of personal data. Rather than reduc-
ing the politics of personal data to issues about the rights of private individuals, 
Bowker proposed that researchers engage with how such controversies can also 
provoke reorderings between politics and its environments. Attacking the ‘mis-
placed concretism’ of epistemologies of ‘big data’, Bowker argued against falling 

SEnSoR pubLiCS 
REpoRT fRom A woRkShop on ThE poLiTiCS of 
SEnSing And dATA infRASTRuCTuRES

Laurie Waller, Nina Witjes

Sensor Publics took place at the Munich Centre for 
Technology in Society, 5-7 April 2017. The workshop 
brought together researchers studying and working with 
sensing technologies to address the political and ethical 
challenges emerging in data-driven approaches to deal-
ing with public issues. Encompassing diverse approaches 
from STS, security studies, participatory and environmen-
tal sensing, and political theory, the workshop sought to 
problematize recent political debates about the shape of 
public space and ‘data power’ in digital societies, and to 
explore the affordances of sensing technologies for in-
ventive approaches to social research. 
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into the trap of naturalising relations between digital infrastructures and particular 
forms of social and political order. In her keynote on environment data and data 
citizenships, Jennifer Gabrys discussed her work in the “CitizenSense” project by 
prototyping two devices, the dustbox and frackbox, and working with groups of 
activists to deploy them in particular environmental controversies. Highlighting 
problems around the calibration of many ‘off-the-shelf’ sensors, she drew atten-
tion to the complex data landscapes in which professional and amateur sensing 
practices take shape and intervene. Outlining a Whitehead-inspired conception 
of “environmental data”, Gabrys argued that the instrumenting of the planet with 
sensors not only brings environmental issues into politics but can also repose 
citizenship as an environmental problem. 

Over two days, presenters engaged with a range of issues implicating sensing 
technologies and politics. The city as a setting where sensing projects are pub-
licly tested, was explored by Nona Schulte-Roemer, Sara Degli Esposti, Claudio 
Colletta, Alexander Pólvora, Leslie Mabon and Gerard Jan Ritsema van Eck. A 
range of these papers addressed the role of sensing technologies in processes 
of public experimentation, in which urban infrastructure become sites for demon-
strating the “eco-city” or “smart city”. Many highlighted that experiments with 
sensors can, in different ways, provide occasions that problematize the urban 
environment as a setting of political engagement; often indirectly resonating with 
Gabry’s proposal to understand citizenship as an environmental problem. Schulte-
Roemer, for instance, highlighted the ways in which urban sensing projects can 
perform infrastructure such as street lights as multivalent in their relation to public 
space and not only mere instruments for governing it. Indeed, a similar point was 
made by Coletta who discussed an experiment with a sensor-network deployed 
in Dublin, highlighting - in contrast to reductive accounts of urban experiments as 
mere ‘scalable’ procedures - that the such experiments rarely domesticate infra-
structure in the ‘low-cost’ way city authorities envisage and can effect the “acci-
dental” emergence of unforeseen urban problems and publics. The provocation of 
urban publics was proposed as an active participatory design strategy by Claudia 
Mendes and Hannah Varga in their workshop on ‘prototyping publics’, in which 
they tested a workshop method to engage groups of citizens with the implemen-
tation of a ‘smart city’ sensor installation project in Munich. Pólvora too highlight-
ed that ‘bottom up’ citizen science projects can not only be used to construct an 
‘evidence-base’ for policy, but can stimulate broader engagements between art, 
design and technology in addressing issues such as urban air quality. 

In contrast to such post-instrumental understandings of public experiment, a range 
of papers highlighted that urban sensing trials can in other cases perform more 
familiar modes of government and privatisation that have long been associated 
with the technocratic approaches of city management. Many of the presentations 
understood data produced in urban sensing projects as often highly biased and 
asymmetric in its political uses, highlighting how ‘data-driven’ initiatives can dis-
place and marginalise issues such as urban poverty, community development or 
public ownership. Mobile apps encouraging users to report where and when they 
feel they are in an insecure or threatening environment, offer a powerful example 
for the manifold and contingent entanglements of sensors, publics and urban se-
curity. As Gerard van Eck has shown, this crowdsourced open-sourced content 
not only stigmatizes streets or neighborhoods (with all the socio-economic im-
plications) but can be valuable for law enforcement agencies in deciding where 
to target resources. Raising questions on how to overcome what van Eck called 
an “evidence-based stigma”, Nikolaus Pöchacker also outlined how sensing in the 
field of predictive policing already assumes attributes connected to imaginations 
of (in)security where the data is given a specific voice through a complex appara-
tus of sensing and sense-making. 

Questions about relations between ‘local’ sensing experiments and ‘global’ data 
apparatuses were addressed by several presenters. Christopher Wood´s work, 
situated at the intersection of artistic and scientific practices, focused on mak-
ing geospatial infrastructures visible through experimenting with breakdown and 
infrastructural inversion in the built environment. Wood’s trails of satellite tracking 
apps with different collectives played with the personal relations of individuals to 
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satellites orbiting above and the disruption of these relations as they individuals 
navigate through densely constructed urban settings. Moving from art to enginee-
ring, the following presentation by Godert-Jan van Mannen on “How to Hack a 
Satellite” step-by-step showed how it is possible to intrude a communication sat-
ellite and get access to radio or television streams using cheap and commercially 
available technology. This demonstration pointed to some of the often-overlooked 
vulnerabilities of techno-political infrastructures and the need for a much broader 
consideration of risk in discourses on sensing technologies. At the same time, 
it pointed to the manifold forms of resistance against forms of neoliberal sen-
sory governance, e.g. when hackers used their capabilities to claim free access 
to television for all. Indeed, the ways in which security expertise are claimed and 
technical competences distributed was addressed by Becky Kazansky whose pa-
per examined how activist groups are dealing with risks and threats of sensory 
surveillance. Adopting an engaged methodology in working with human rights 
activists, Kanzansky highlighted some of the different ways in which distinctions 
between technical and ethical responsibility get translated between what she 
termed ‘communities of security practice’. 

Questions about how the construction of threats - digital or not - come to mat-
ter with sensors, their governance and in different forms expert practice figured 
prominently during the workshop. Ubiquitous sensor networks raised challenges 
for many participants about how we envision privacy, data protection and config-
urations of risks. Indeed, one of our central aims for this workshop was to connect 
the different engagements with sensors in STS, urban- or data studies, that are 
mainly focused on the level of ‘localized’ collectives to the foreign entanglements 
of sensors and their embeddedness in the global political economy and interna-
tional relations. In an attempt to facilitate such a conversation between interna-
tional security studies and STS, Philipp Olbrich discussed the politics of satellite 
observation of North Korea as the technologization of security governance. Here, 
the seemingly objective satellite´s view from above translates and black-boxes it 
into a socio-material mobile assemblage of satellite data, eyewitness accounts 
and other sources. In this way, satellite imagery closes off important controver-
sies and political alternatives as it locks in a hierarchy of evidence that reifies an 
adversarial posture and discredits North Korea as a future dialogue partner in the 
context of international relations. 

The relation between international sensing apparatuses and the politics of the 
‘view from above’ was also addressed by Vera Ehrenstein in her presentation on 
the scientific and political challenges of producing epidemiological data about 
‘African pneumococcus diseases’ caused by pneumococcus bacteria. Following 
the bacteria from international conferences to their collection by lab researchers 
and street recruiters in Burkina Faso to the offices of the European vaccine distrib-
utor that contract the lab workers, Ehrenstein described the challenges involved in 
translating bacteria from nasal swabs into data that can robustly represent a city 
population and its bacteria. Where epistemological treatments of epidemiology 
have long been described the role of this scientific field in making populations 
known and governing them, Ehrenstein argued that epidemiological measure-
ment was much more a “patchy sensing” process than one of comprehensive sur-
veillance. Ehrenstein’s appropriation of the concept of sensing to think politically 
about epidemiological measurement was a powerful example of what could be 
said to be at stake theoretically in choosing to foreground sensing technologies/
practices and displace the priority of epistemology to sort out relations between 
data and politics.

Sensors are, of course, not new objects in STS research. Whether in the design 
of experimental apparatuses, the implementation of ‘large technical systems’ or 
the production of novel measuring instruments, sensors have been widely stud-
ied as ‘lively’ devices that detect, inscribe, capture and record; if not always as 
“sensors”. As workshop participants often reaffirmed, there are many good rea-
sons we might want to be skeptical towards hyperbolic and positivist-sounding 
claims that sensors are now “everywhere” and that we live in an era in which al-
most anything can be turned into “data”. But the presenters at this workshop also 
highlighted sensors also offer opportunities for STS research to problematize and 
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extend debates about data-driven politics and power in digital societies. As our 
MCTS colleague Tomas Sanchez-Criado (Tironi and Criado, 2015) has highlighted 
in his work on urban politics: even if we recoil at the corporate jargon of the sen-
sor-equipped ‘smart city’, there may nonetheless be many reasons we might value 
the modes of “sensitivity” that can be occasioned in experiments to instrument 
cities with sensors. At the same time, the sense remoteness of the satellites that 
are orbiting above us, appearing as (re-)presenting facts from an allegedly neutral 
perspective, requires an enhanced sensibility towards the global socio-political, 
economic and cultural processes (as Witjes and Olbrich 2017) – or the foreign 
entanglements in Dewey´s sense – in which sensory networks and forms of their 
governance are embedded. 

Nina Witjes is a postdoctoral researcher at the Munich Centre for Technology in Society. 
Her work it situated at the intersection of STS and International Relations, where she 
is particularly interested in space programs, sensory governance and visualizations of 
security. 
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The first joint meeting of the Spanish Red esCTS and the Portuguese STS Network 
took place in Lisbon at the Instituto de Ciências Sociais (ICS) this past 7th to 9th of 
June1. It offered a privileged opportunity to think together about the theme of ‘lost 
in translation’, a gathering of disparate STS scholars with the intention to reflect 
on and share experiences of crossing territorial, linguistic, disciplinary, and pro-
fessional boundaries. The account offered here is by no means comprehensive; 
it is my personal, and hence partial, take on the event. It circulates around three 
features that defined the encounter - translations, tensions and intentions – and 
that certainly resonate with the broader community of STS scholars in Europe.

TRAnSLATionS, TEnSionS And inTEnSionS

Sara Bea

Report from the joint meeting RED EsCTS and the 
Portuguese STS Network `Lost in translation? People, 
technologies, practices and concepts across boundaries´

1 The conference website can be 
accessed here: https://redescts.
wordpress.com/2016/12/06/
lost-in-translation-people-
technologies-practices-and-
concepts-across-boundaries/

ACknowLEdging TRAnSLATionS

The opening plenary put Tomas Sanchez Criado, Ana Viseu and Tiago Moreira 
in conversation. Each of them unravelled their personal trajectories, the many 
boundaries they crossed – be they geographical, linguistic or disciplinary – and 
the many translations those transitions entailed in their experiences and their 
work as STS scholars. Their academic migrations have taken them from Portugal 
and Spain to countries such as Canada, Denmark, Germany, the UK and the US. 
Tomas Sanchez Criado reflected on his move from Barcelona to Munich, an en-
try point to examine the many frictions, gratifications and im/possibilities that 
emerge as one attempts some audacious translations and comes to embody 
the “traduttore, traditore” of the Italian adage. The reflection focused on his own 
trials and tribulations as he attempts to translate the politics of activist design 
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collectives in Spain into a pedagogical programme for architects and designers 
in Germany. His more or less successful attempts speak volumes about the un/
translatability of STS ways of doing and talking to non-STS domains. Perhaps, 
Tomas lucidly suggested, we could be more hopeful about the potentialities of 
STS as intervention, if we shifted ‘from translation to re-specification’. That is, if 
instead of merely transposing our methods and ideas to other contexts we were 
to engage in “learning the local art of re-specifying and re-calibrating”. To do that it 
is necessary to learn from the settings in which we operate and from those whom 
we seek to reach out. Doing so will crucially enable the opening of ‘third spaces’ 
from which we can learn from each other and relate through differences2.

Ana Viseu, being the only one that has moved from the margins to the centre 
and back – from Portugal to Barcelona to Canada and the US and back to Lisbon 
–added yet another layer to the theme of ‘lost in translation’, as she shared her 
concerns about the integration of STS, or the social sciences more generally, into 
contemporary EU politics of technoscience. Ana urged us to think about how such 
a role is defined, and hence inevitably constrained, by the bureaucratic funding 
systems that allocate limited financial resources. The conversation was timely 
and certainly vital to Spanish and Portuguese-based scholars that struggle with 
diminished funding schemes for the social sciences. Ana left us with some haunt-
ing questions: is the integration of the social sciences possible within the current 
power asymmetries that dominate such large-scale European projects? How can 
we offer our expertise and make a difference without becoming a ‘service disci-
pline’ for policy-makers? How can we cultivate the slow craft of making theory 
amidst such an ethos of fast and utilisable research outcomes? These are com-
pelling questions that ignited a widespread consideration of the politics of funding 
alongside its inevitable effects that re/shape the very organisation, practice and 
evaluation of our academic research practices.

Finally, Tiago Moreira incited us to celebrate being ‘lost in translation’ as this is 
after all STS’ leitmotif. Citing Stengers, he asserted that doing STS is not about 
giving ready answers but instead about ‘surviving in the culture of interstices’. 
Tiago related his transition from an STS environment to a medical school and ad-
mitted that the adaptation process had entailed playing the role of ‘secret agent’. 
Becoming an infiltrator and ‘practising the art of careful misunderstanding’ have 
allowed fruitful collaborations amongst seemingly disparate professional ap-
proaches. Like the rest of the keynote speakers, Tiago addressed the audience 
in English; his passing comment (“I have lost the capacity to talk in academic 
Portuguese, it would just sound odd”) foregrounded one of the unavoidable ten-
sions that were present, even when absent, at the conference. For the uncomfort-
able question that we all faced was: as a multilingual collective of scholars can we 
do and talk STS in our native language/s if that language is not English? 

ACCommodATing TEnSionS

And the answer to the latter, as it was exemplified during the conference, is ‘yes 
it is possible but it is never easy.’ Especially given that the nationalities were tru-
ly diverse: Brazilian, Catalan, Chilean, Dutch, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese and 
Spanish. Surprisingly, such national and linguistic diversity was not unanimously 
accommodated by a generalised use of English as lingua franca. Most sessions 
combined the use of English, Portuguese and Spanish, and contrary to what one 
might expect, chaos didn’t ensue and communication was imperfectly accom-
plished. A rare achievement and one that made visible some rather unexamined 
linguistic normativity that populates the field of STS. It conferred a different di-
mension to the usual talk of centres and peripheries; a deterritorialized version 
that focused on linguistic centrism rather than geographical enclaves.

There were other tensions to accommodate as well, such as the wide and some-
times loosely connected variety of topics and disciplinary approaches espoused 
by the presenters. Even though as STS scholars we feel at ease with such multi-
plicity, given that most sessions had a rather small audience (5/15), it demanded 
from us, individually and collectively, to exercise a disposition to listen, learn and 

2  For a full transcript see Sanchez 
Criado, Tomás (2017). Two crises 
in and with STS: From ‘translation’ 

to ‘re-specication’? Blog post: 
https://tscriado.org/2017/06/23/

respecication/ 
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communicate across differences. It might well be that our sustained efforts to 
accommodate such diversities further enabled a prevalent sense of reflection, a 
shared curiosity to take the pulse of our specific and situated enactments of STS. 
That was the case especially during the special sessions: ‘Altered states: a cathar-
tic-therapeutic workshop to think about the state of STS’ and ‘Conversations about 
STS in the interstices: inhabiting and expanding disciplinary borderlands’. 

The following is an admittedly limited and personally selected sample of some of 
the work that was presented. I hope it offers a quick glimpse into the sheer variety 
spread across the sessions. The themes of public participation and the democra-
tisation of science governance were situated in the Portuguese context and within 
large European technoscientific projects. The questions of ‘who’ gets to partic-
ipate and ‘how’ is such participation operationalized were variously addressed. 
The session ‘technologies across boundaries’ touched upon the translations, mis-
translations and local re-specifications that emerge within processes of technol-
ogy appropriation, be they mobile phones used by pastoralists in Tanzania, the 
various enactments of Anonymous on the Internet, or the hybridisation of hacker 
culture in Europe. 

The session ‘Political economy of science’ offered insights into a European pro-
ject that develops ‘autonomous’ robots as a way to address societal problems 
– a timely example from which to analyse the traction that sociotechnical im-
aginaries, increasingly imbued with desirable ethical futures, are gaining through 
re-alignments of public and private partnerships. The private-public thread was 
continued with the case of Spanish reproductive bioeconomy, wherein egg do-
nation was rendered as a quasi-market, and with an elucidation of the neoliberal 
transformation of science within the emerging field of the digital humanities. 

In ‘Living matters across boundaries’ the concept of boundary object was mo-
bilised to give an account of contemporary practices of genetic data sharing in 
Portugal and beyond. From clinical registers and medical biobanks to criminal 
databases and global platforms, the circulations and translations of genetic data 
were mapped. Special attention was given to the associated issues of social in-
equalities and tensions between data sharing and genetic privacy. Blood dona-
tion in Spain – including umbilical cord blood and bone marrow donation – was 
characterised as liminal technologies so as to make visible the shifting political 
dynamics of inclusion/exclusion alongside the various reconfigurations of the 
individual/collective boundary. There was also space to discuss human/animal 
entanglements with fascinating stories about language training in primatology, 
experimental settings through which ‘enculturated simians’ become articulated 
and emerge as new beings in translation. And with a gripping paper that proposed 
that animal slaughter for meat consumption constitutes the ‘living infrastructure’ 
that enables the emergence of Uruguay as a modern state. The co-production be-
tween animal thanatopolitics on a global scale and human biopolitics on a nation-
al scale was ingeniously explored with artwork produced by cow-inspired artists. 
Further intertwinements between social science and the materialities of art were 
also experimented with to capture ‘cancer on paper’; in which drawings, photogra-
phy and imagination were put to work to understand the lived and sensed experi-
ences of breast cancer amongst Portuguese women. 

The event finished up with a session that delved into ‘Temporalities across bound-
aries’ and future-making practices. Firstly, in the area of the life sciences with syn-
thetic biology’s innovative drive and the wish to act a distant time, and secondly, 
on the topic of social housing in Chile, where the dignified housing ideologies of a 
collective movement were translated into the materialities of architectural design 
as a contestation to dominant housing policies that reproduce inequalities. 

ARTiCuLATing inTEnTionS

The conference was permeated by yet another generative tension, it concerned 
the tentative continuity of the Spanish Network Red esCTS3, and it demanded a 
collective decision on possible future arrangements with the Portuguese STS net-
work. We explored ways to further work together and contemplated the possibility 

3  See previous reports on the 
Re esCTS here: https://redescts.
wordpress.com/archive/
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to set up a journal. For that we engaged in conversation with the editor of Italian 
STS journal Tecnoscienza, as well as editors from Science & Technology Studies 
and Nordic Journal of Science and Technology Studies It became clear to us that 
we lacked the necessary institutional backing, in terms of funding and a dedicated 
team of people to meet the challenges of maintaining a journal. Nevertheless, our 
collective deliberation led us to accommodate the many tensions and to articu-
late our intentions for a shared future. The meeting in Lisbon crystallised into the 
decision to merge the Spanish Red esCTS and the Portuguese STS networks into 
one joint network, Redes CTS.

Redes CTS is now a multilingual platform, with Catalan, English, Portuguese and 
Spanish translations, that provides a space for the many disperse STS scholars in 
the Iberoamerican area to stay connected. A remarkable achievement given the 
inherent multiplicity of languages, disciplines and topics, yet it is precisely these 
differences and their demands for translations, re-specifications and shared in-
tentions that will enable the joint network to thrive in the culture of interstices. A 
place of encounter that will allow us to cultivate our many attachments, to inhabit 
the centre, be it defined in linguistic or territorial terms, whilst reaching out and 
caring for localities. The balancing act of ‘keeping a foot on each side’, as Ana 
Viseu called it, will forcefully require a disruption to the Anglocentrism that so 
often underpins our scholarly interactions. I have no doubt that in our next meet-
ing – to take place in Valencia and that will put STS in conversation with history 
of science and medicine – the question of how to re-specify ways of doing and 
talking STS into our native language/s will not go unanswered.  

Sara Bea recently completed her PhD in STS at the University of Edinburgh. Her ethno-
graphic research focuses on medical practices of deceased donation in a Catalan hos-
pital. She is interested in material semiotics, theorising the body, ethicalities in practice 
and inventive methods. She was a member of the organising and scientific commit-
tee for the Lisbon conference 'Lost in Translation? People, Technologies, Practices and 
Concepts across Boundaries'. 
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